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AUTHORS' NOTE,

The diffusion burning of liquids is of great theoretical interest
and of considerable impOrtance to the natio-al economy. The authors have
confined themselves to a discussion of the diffusion burning of liquids
in tanks.

In the last fifteen years a considerable amount of experimental
and some theoretical material bearing on the p ysics of the combustion
of liquids in tanks has been accumulated; unfortunately, it has not been
widely published. Accordingly, there arose a need for collecting and
generalizing the results obtained. In writing this book the authors have
made use of all the material on the subject with which they are familiar.

The first part of the book is devoted to questions connected with
the flammability and ignition of liquids. In this section an important
place is occupied by a description of the properties of mixtures of liq-
uids. Without this information it would not be possible to explain a
number of phenomena observed in the ignition and burning of mixtures of
liquids. The same knowledge is also necessary for the correct interpret-
ation of certain laws governing temperature distribution in burning liqu-
ids.

The second part is devoted to the burning of liquids. The prob-
lems investigated include those connected with the shape and dimensions
of the flame, pulsations, temperature, radiation and Various combustion
regimea. A description is given of the change in the composition of
liquids during combustion and the results of measurements of burnup rates
are discussed. An important place in this second part is occupied by
an examination of the temperature distribution in burning liquids and by
an explanation of the reasons for the appearance and development of a
hot homothermic layer in burning gasoline, petroleum and certain other
liquids. This section concludes with a consideration of the results of
investigations into the problem of the ejection of a burring liquid dur-
ing combustion and the serious consequences that may ensue.

The third part of the book consists of a discussion of the mechan-
ism of extinguish the flames from liquids in tanks by means of foam,
sprays of water and combinations of various means.

A considerable part of the data reproduced in this monograph was
obtained in current research at the laboratory for the intensification of
fuel processes of the Energetics Institute of the AS USSR and at the heat
physics laboratory of the Central Scientific Research Institute for Fire-
Fighting (TsNIIPO).

In addition to the authors this group of workers includes: I.1.
Petrov, V.Ch. Reutt, L.A. Volodina, I.V. Gerasimov and N.V. Obukhova.

Our monograph makes use of the work of G.N. Khudyakov, carried out
in the ENIN, of V.I. Blinov and coworkers at the Leningrad Institute of
Aviation Instrumentation and of recent work by V.I. Blinov and G.N. Khud-
yakov.
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It also utilizes the results of a series of investigations into
the extinction of flames from liquids carried out by I.I. Petrov, V.Ch.
Reutt and coworkers of the heat physics laboratory of the TsNIIPO.

Finally, the book also incorporates the work of the Bakinsk
laboratory of the TsNIIFO and investigations carried out abroad.

The first part of the book was written by V.I. Blinov alone,
the second and third parts by him in co-authorship with G.N. Khudyakov.
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Part One

THE FAMING AND IGNITION OF LIQUIDS

1. Flash Point and Isnition Temperature of a Liquid

The burning of a liquid is preceded by flashing and ignition.
We shall therefore begin by examining the fundamental characteristics of
these phenomena.

If isoamyl alcohol is poured into a test tube and slowly heated
and a small flame is then approached, at a certain temperature the mixture
of alcohol vapor and air will flash. This temperature is ordinarily called
the flash point. it defines the lower limit of flashing.

If the alcohol is heated further and a flame again approached, the
mixture will again catch fire. The lowest temperature of the liquid 4,

at which the mixture continues to burn, is called the ignition point of
the liquid.

If the source of heat is removed, the flame forming at the ignition
point is not extinguished. The temperature at the surface of the liquid
rises owing to the heat from the flame and reaches a definite value. We
shall call this temperature the temperature of the burning liquid. The
.temperature of the liquid during burning 3 is close to the boiling

point of the liquid 4k, but somewhat lower than the latter.

If a combustible liquid is heated in a closed vessel, the cover
lifted slightly from time to time and a flame brought up to the opening,
then on reaching the flash point the mixture of vapor and air will flash.
If the experiment is continued, then flashing will occur even at higher
temperatures, until the upper limit of flashing 4'BC is reached. At temp-

eratures above this limit, the mixture of vapor and air in the vessel will
not ignite, but a flame of burning vapor may form at the opening. The
vapors of burning liquids and air form mixtures which at given concentrations
explode. At concentrations below the lower limit the mixture does not
flash and does not burn, within the concentration limits flashing is ob-
served, while above the upper limit we get mixtures that do not explode
but may burn in air when T 49'-'

Thus, A. , the flash point, is lower than the ignition point 4B"

The ignition point is lower than the temperature of the burning liquid k0b .
The upper limit of flashing 4 is also lower than 49" As already pointed

uperBCb4

out, the temperature of the liquid during burning is close to the boiling
point of the liquid
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If the flash point is low, the ignition point will only be slightly
different. If the flash point is high, the ignition temperature may con-
siderably exceed the latter. This is obvious from the data given below
(in C) for gasoline and lubricating oil:

Gasoline

Boiling point 60-70 70-88 80-115 100-150
Flash point -39 -45 -21 +10
Ignition point -34 -42 -19 +16

Lubricating Oil

Flash point 185 150 215 285
Ignition point 212 186 265 344
Difference. 27 36 50 59

Note also the flash, boiling and ignition points (in 0C) of ethyl alco-
hol, n-butyl alcohol and acetone:

Flash Upper Ignit- Boil-
point limit of ion ing

flashing point point

Ethyl alcohol +10 +41 69-76 78
n-butyl alcohol +34 +61 105 117
Acetone -20 +7.5 55 56

2. Instruments for Determing Flash and Igition Points

The same instruments are usually used for determining both flash
and ignition points /1,2/. Since these points depend on the experimental
conditions, the latter are kept strictly constant.

The ignition and flash points are sometimes determined by the
Brenken method (Fig. 1). This requires a porcelain crucible 6.4 cm in
diameter and 4.7 cm deep., The test liquid is poured into the crucible,
until the level is 1.2 cm below its edge. The crucible is then placed
in a sand bath. Between the bottom of the crucible and the bath there
must be a thick layer of sand and the level of the liquid in the crucible
and that of the sand in the bath must be the same. A thermometer is intro-
duced into the liquid. The bath is heated so that the temperature in the
crucible rises at not more than 3-4* a minute. Every half minute a small
flame 4-5 mm long is moved towards the edge of the crucible. The flame
must remain at the edge of the crucible for no more than 2 seconds. The
temperature at which flashing is observed is the flash point of the liquid
in question. If heating is continued, on reaching the ignition point a
flame will be formed.

By means of special instruments the flash and ignition points can
be determined with greater precision. The Abel-Pensky instrument is
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used if the flash point is less than 500, and the Pensiy-Martens. instru-
menit if the flash point is greater than 50. In these instruments the
liquid is heated in closed vessels with small openings in the lids. These
openings are closed with a slide. During the test the slide is opened and
a small flame moved up to the opening. The vessels are fitted with agit-
ators for mixing liquids.

The flash points of lubricating oils are determined in a Markusson
instrument, similar to the Brenken apparatus but with a different size of
cup.

Flash points determined by closed cup methods are always somewhat
lower than the corresponding points (in 6C) obtained by open cup techn.
iques. Thus,

Flash Point

Closed Cup Open Cup

Petroleum 30 46
Mazut 96 119
Solr oil 148 160
Machine oil 196 212
Cylinder oil 215 236

The flash points of many substances will be found in reference
works /3,4/.

We must again stress the fact that the flash and ignition points
depend on the experimental conditions. A9 BC and 49B cannot be treated

as if they were physical constants.

3. Flash Point of Liquids and Limits of Ignition of Mixtures

In mixtures of vapor and air over a liquid, formed at temperatures
of the liquid below the flash point and above the upper limit of flashing
a flame cannot spread and embrace the entire mixture. Thus, the temper-
atures &6 and 4Bf are connected with the concentration limits of ig-

BC C
nition of mixtures of vapor and air or, in other words, with the limits
of flame propagation mixtures. It is easy to establish the relation
connecting &BC and BC and the limits of ignition k.

The limit of ignition k of a mixture can be determined from the
formula:

v.k = V 'Y; 100)
vv + V.

where V is the volume of vapor and VB the volume of air for a mixture of

limiting composition.
If by pv and PB we denote the partial pressures of vapor and air in

the mixture, by p0 the atmospheric pressure and by V the volume of mixture

obtained for the pressure P., then, in accordance with the Boyle.Mariotte
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Fig. 1: Brenken apparatus for determining the flash and
ignition points of liquids.

law, we can write:

PvV0 =poVv  and p.Vo =PV (1.la)

From (1.1)'and (1.1a) it follows that the limit of ignition k is
equal to "v. 00.

p +(1.2)

But
p. -V- B %

and the partial pressure of the vapor is equal to the saturated vapor

pressure x at the flash point. If p0 = 760 mm, then I

7.6 k (1.3)

i.e. the saturated vapor pressure at the flash point is equal (at
normal atmospheric pressure) to 7.6 k.

Table 1.1 shows that relation (1.3) is in good agreement with ex-
periment.

4. Autoignition and Forced Ignition of Gas Mixtures

The flashing of liquids is a special case of the ignition of mix-
tures of gases. Experience shows that two kinds of igntion are possible.
In the first the whole of a given mixture is brought to a certain temper-
ature, above which it ignites spontaneously. In the second a cold mixture
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Table 1.I

Lower Lower limit of Upper Upper limit of
limit of fla.hing. limit of flashing
ignition exper, from (1.3) ition exper. from (1.3)
k.,exper. kB

Benzene 1.3 -12 -11.5 6.75 +12 +12
Methyl alcohol 3.5 - 1 - 1.5 - - -

Ethyl " 2.6 +10 +8 - - -

Butyl " 1.7 +35 +35 8.0 +62 +60
Acetone 2.55 -19.8 -20 - - -
Toluene 1.3 + 5 + 6 7.0 +38 +38
Aniline 1.58 +71 +71 - - -
Diethyl ether 1.2 -45 -49 - - -

* all temperatures in 0C.

is ignited only at a certain point in space by means of a high-temperature
source and the rest of the mixture ignites without outside interference
thanks to the spreading of the combustion zone. Thus, we can talk about
spontaneous and forced ignition.

Flashing is usually brought about by means of some kind of source
and may therefore be classed as an example of forced ignition.

The theory of forced ignition has been sufficiently well explored.
Before discussing it, we shall return to the question of autoignition of
gas mixtures, since even forced ignition involves spontaneous ignition
in the first stage.

The thermal theory of autoignition was first proposed by Academician
N.N. Semenov /5/. This theory consists in the following. Suppose the
inflammable liquid under investigation is placed in a vessel of volume V
and the temperature T of the walls of the vessel is kept constant. A

chemical reaction will take place in the mixture. We shall assume that
the temperature in the vessel is everywhere the same and equal to T and
that the reaction velocity w

w - kc',e- , ~(1.4)

where c is the oxygen concentration;
n the order of the reaction;
R the universal gas constant;
E the activation energy;
T the temperature of the gas.

If the thermal effect of the reaction is q, the rate of liberation
of heat in the vessel will be equal to

q, = qkoc" exp -- t. (1.5)
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Part of the heat, liberated as a result of the reaction, goes to
heating the mixture and part is released into the surrounding medium. The
amount of heat lost Will be equal to

q = (T - To) S, (1.6)

where a is the heat-transfer coefficient;
S the surface area of the vessel walls.

In order to explain under what conditions the iixture will ignite
spontaneously, we turn to Fig. 2, in which the temperature T is plotted
against the quantity of heat liberated and removed per unit of time q.
The three curves q2 (T) correspond to different values of To .

Under steady-state conditions q1 will be equal to q2 and the cor-

responding temperature will be equal to the abscissa of the points of
intersection of the curves q (T) and q2 (T). It is clear from the figure
that in certain cases the cuives intersect in two points and sometimes in
one.

Let us consider the first of these two possibilities. The mixture
is heated from an initial temperature T . Heating is interrupted and the

o

mixture enters a state of equilibrium when the temperature of the gas is
equal to Ta, corresponding to the lower point of intersection "all of the

curves q1 and q2. This regime will be a stable one. The second point of

intersection "b lies in a region of higher temperatures and in this case
the thermal regime, as it is easy to see, will be unstable: on departing
from the state corresponding to point "b", the system does not return to
"b", but moves further away from this state.

When the temperature T of the walls of the vessel is raised, the0

curve q2 will be displaced to the right, and the value of the stationary

temperature T will increase smoothly and continuously. At a certain walla
temperature TOB the curves q1 (T) and q2(T) will touch, as with the center

curve in Fig. 2. The tangent point c of the curves will be the point mark-
ing the limit of existence of the stationary regime. If there is an in-
crease in the wall temperature above TOB, no matter how small, stationary

conditions will not be preserved and there will be a sharp rise in the
temperature and hence in the rate of combustion of the mixture. The phen-
omenon consisting in the transition from a slowly proceeding reaction,
accompanied by insignificant heating, to a violent, progressively accel-
erating combustion of the mixture will also be a phenomenon of auto-
ignition or a "thermal explosion".

We would get a picture similar to that described, if the heat trans-
fer conditions remained invariable and the reaction velocity changed with
changes in the concentration c or the presure p (Fig. 3).

Let us know consider the quantitative relations characterizing the
phenomenon of autoignition of gas mixtures.
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At the tangent point q, and q2 and their temperature derivatives

are equal. Thu., for the critical condition the following relations wll
hold:

(1.7)

rand
kOVqc4 --e exP -~) ~ (1.8)

qq

P= 2 N1
Fi.2Fg

Ondiiin helfthndad ihthndsie o heeeqa, ins eCe

E T - O
-i F, -1s

or

Whence

In the last formula the m~inus sign in front of the square root
corresponds to the ignition point.

Since usually T« A the expression under the root sign can

be replaced with a series expansion and we can limit ourselves to its
first three terms. We shall then have

9



and finally
T (1.9)

From (1.9) it is clear that the autoignition point TB differs only

slightly from the temperature To of the ediumg. In certain cases, therefore,

we can take T instead of T without too serious an error. We shall use

in (1.8), rewriting it in the form:

" ,T (1.10)

qkoVneRT -E

This last relation links the composition of the mixture with the

ignition point. If we put n a 2, TB(c) will give a curve (Fig. 4) repres-

enting the boundary of the explosive region. Thus, it follows from the
theory, in full accord with experiment, that not every mixture can ignite
and that the only mixtures that do are those, the composition of which lies
within the corresponding imits of concentration. These limiting concen-
trations, aoreover, correspond to the Upper and lower limits of flashing
of liquids.

!11

C, %

Fig. 4: Ignition point asa
function of the percentage
composition of the mixture
for constant pressure.
Top : "explosive region".

Fig. 5
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The phenomenon of autoignitL .3n also be explained in term of
the so-called chain theory. This theory was developed by M.N. Semenov
and his coworkers and is discussed in Semenov's monograph /5/.

An analysis of the experimental data shows that in certain cases
autoignition has a thermal character and in others a chain character. In
what follows we shall confine ours ,'9 :s to questions relating to the thermal
theory of ignition.

In forced ignition only a small volume of the medium is heated. This
is done by introducing into the mixture either an incandescent body, a flame
or a spark. Essentially. the process of autoignition and that of forced
ignition are the same, but the latter a.s more complex. In forced ignition
the critical conditions are also linked with the properties of the source
and the conditions of propagation of the flame.

For an explanation of the mechanism of the ignition of a mixture
by an incandescent body let us turn to the reasoning of van't Hoff /6/.
We shall assume that the temperature T1 at the surface of a body, immersed

in a gaseous medium and acting as a source of ignition, is higher than the
temperature of the gas, but lower than the temperature at which the mixture
ignites. In an inert medium the distribution of temperature T close to the
wall is depicted by curve a1 (Fig. 5). In a medium, in which a chemical

reaction can proceed, the curve T(z) will lie (owing to the liberation of
heat) somewhat above a1 and will have a shape similar to that of b1 in Fig.

If the temperature of the body is raised, then in an inert medium
it will fall more quickly than in the preceding case and is represented
by the curve a2, similar to &1, while in a reactive medium, owing to the

increase in reaction velocity with increase in temperature, the curve T(z)
at the wall will fall more slowly than in the preceding case, and there
will exist a temperature T2 of the body, at which the temperature of the

reacting gas will not fall on moving away from the source, even close to
the latter, and the curve T(z) will then run parallel to the abscissa.
If the temperature of the hot body is further increased, the temperature
of the reacting medium will progressively rise with increase in z, until
the combustible mixture of gases ceases to ignite. The temperature T2

will be the critical temperature, analogous to the ignition point in the
process of autoignition.

Thus, as Ya.B. Zel'dovich /7/ also shows, the limiting critical
condition of forced ignition should be written in the form:

- '/, O,(1.11)

where CT indicates that the temperature gradient relates to the layer
at the surface of the wall (source). This condition shows that from the
moment the temperature of the source reaches a certain critical value, the
source ceases to take part in the process, which is now determined by the
conditions in the layer of gas in contact with the very hot body.
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Experimental data show that in f --I Agnition the critical temp-
erature may exceed the autoignition point of the mixture. This is because
the gas temperature quickly falls as one moves away from the surface of
the hot body, and the concentration of combustible substance close to its
surface is lower than in the rest of the medium (owing to the chemical
reaction). There are oases where a reaction proceeds at the hot body, but
the flame is not propagated.

Convincing proof of the important part played by the impoverishment
of the combustible layer close to the incandescent body is to be found in
the fact that gas mixtures are harder to ignite with a body that acts as
a catalyst for the mixture in question. In this case the surface reaction
is more intense, and the concentration of reacting gases close to the sur-
face falls more sharply than it would for a noncatalytic surface. Accord-
ingly, the temperature of the surface rises significantly, but the dis-
tribution of temperature and concentration in the gas are such that the
ignition conditions become less favorable.

In forced ignition the critical temperature depends on the dimensions
of the source. This was the subject of investigations by Silver and Pater-
son /8,9/, who studied the ignition of gas mixtures by means of balls of
different diameters dropped into the mixture. Fig. 6 shows the results
of Silver's experiments with illuminating gas. It is evident from the
figure that the ignition temperature falls with increase in the diameter
of the balls. Paterson has shown that the ignition point essentially
depends on the rate of fall of the balls.

12-

190 -

d, Mm

Fig. 6: Ignition point as a function of the diameter of the ball.

These results may be attributed to the fact that the temperature
distribution close to the source depends on the size and rate of motion
of the latter.

The first attempt to provide a theory of the ignition of gas mix-
tures by a hot body was made by Silver. Ya.B. Zel'dovich /7/ has offered
a more rigorous solution of the problem.

We shall consider the problem for the very simple case in which
a combustible gas mixture lies between two infinite plane parallel walls.
We shall assume that one wall is at the temperature Ts, while the other is
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held at the temperature T and that T > T . The temperature distribution
0 5 Q

in the gas will only be ste., if the temperature of the heated wall does
not exceed the critical value. As already noted, under critical conditions

dT
z - 0.

We shal find the temperature distribution in the gas by solving the

equation of thermal conductivity, which in this case for the steady state
can be written in the following form:

di- + qw 0o, (1.12)

where ). is the thermal conductivity of the gas, q the Q-alue and

* the reaction velocity.

w =k~c" exp (- ..- ).

We shall introduce the new variable

dT

.-and write equation (1.12) so that

dyqu

On integrating, we get

Y-- fw(7) dr.

Whence it follows that the heat flux in the gas

T

Since the reaction velocity W depends heavily on the temperature,
the reaction in the gas between the walls will be practically limited to
a narrow layer 6 adjacent to the heated wall. Inside this layer, under
conditions close to the critical, Ts - T will be small compared with T;

accordingly, without.too serious an error we can assume that

T-1 3 + To

13



and that
E E

- rT (T,,-T) (~4e =e e (1.14)

Substituting (1.14) in (1.13), integrating and bearing in mind that under
critical conditions condition (1.11) must be fulfilled, we get

dr w 2 (T.) 'Rr2 [ - e-,r

S(Ts-T) E

When T - T varies by tens of degrees, exp RT E

a
changes from 1 to 0.4. Hence outside the zone S the value of y
differs little from

Thus, the heat flux from the reaction zone will be equal to

q2 = X w (T,) - "

* Under steady-state conditions this heat flux can be represented, without
serious error, by

q =X,- T
d

Hence it follows that for steady-state conditions

(T, RT2  T, -TV /w(r,)-- d1.5

Relation (1.15) establishes the dependence of the critical parameters
and the conditions, under which ignition occurs, on the dimensions of the
vessel.

A more complete and rigorous theory of ignition has recently been
advanced by L.N. Khitrin and S.A. Gol'denberg /10/.

Spark ignition is a more complex phenomenon than hot-body ignition.
A spark is characterized by intense local excitation of the molecules,
which become ionized. At the same time a spark causes a sharp local in-
crease in the temperature of the gas. A spark may be considered as a
special kind of gaseous incandescent body. This is the reason for the

14



existence of two theories of spark ignition, the ionic and the thermal.
It is clear that the thermal aspect of the phenomenon has great importance,
since the conditions at the flame front, remote from the source of ignition,
are decisive.

In spark.ignition for each mixture there is a certain minimum spark
power, starting from which the mixture will ignite. This power depends on
the composition of the mixture, the pressure and the temperature. The nat-
ure of the dependence of the spark power on the composition of the mixture
is shown in Fig. 7. For each gas there is a minimum of the minimum powers,
for which a given gas cannot be ignited for any mixture of itself and air.
For a given spark power, in excess of the minimum, there are two values of
the composition of the mixture that are limiting values. Outside these
limits ignition is impossible, and between these limits any mixture will
ignite.

As the spark power increases, the limits of ignition progressively
spread, as shown in Fig. 8, and tend to a certain limiting value. The
spark, for which the critical conditions of ignition are not dependent
on a further increase in power, is called the saturation spark.

1.0 S

ts 12~- ___ Pam____

4 5

3

0 2 46 8 10 12%' . J 5 2

Fig. 7: Minimum spark power Fig. 8: Mininum ignition
capable of igniting mixture pressure as a function of
as a function of mixture com- spark power. Ordinate: mm Hg.
position.

1 - hexane; 2 - butane; 3 -
propane; 4 - ethane; 5 - meth-
ane. Ordinate: current (amps).

The literature contains a great deal of experimental data on the
forced ignition of combustible gas mixtures. Particularly important is
the information published on the concentration limits of ignition. Cer-
tain results in this area are reproduced in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2,

LIquid- Limits, vol-%, L'iquid Lirnitis, V6,14%

lof upb lower uppc-r

Benizene 1.41 6.a75 EthylI al-cohol !? 89
TolUene 1.27 6;5 Propyl ',~55,-
O-xylene 106.0 Isocprolpyl ~ 26
Acetone 2.55 12. 80 f~ityl .7I
Ethyl ether 1.5 36.50, Isobutyl ', .,6-8
Methyl1 alcohol 6.,62 56.50 Amhyl .

The pressure, tetipeature anv the presence of admixtures ift the ga
have an important influence on the limits, of ignitio6n. Thete que ,ti ons
and others relating to ignfition,. will be found discussed in the- literature /6/.

All the fundamental laws and theoretical results relating to spon-
taneous and, forced, Ignition, of gAs mhixtures can' also be extended to the flas-t,
ing of liqUids, bearing in, mind that in flashing ,the concentrationi of vapor
in the mixture depends on the temperature of tfte liquid.

5. FlamepW-rOpAgAtiOni -in.Combusible- Gas -Mixture's

In the forced ignition Of Mixtturot a particularly important part i
played. by fl1ame propag-ation. The first and most important r.n tr 1bu t i6n
to this5 question w&8s that of V.A. Michelson, in 18 85 /11/.

In. the last twenty years the theory of normal f lame propagation
has been developed by N..N. cSemenov /12/i, Ya.B. Zel',dnvich, D.Frank-
Kiamenetskiy and a number ol ot'hers /12.,13/.

z

Fig. 9: Temperature distribution in a gas5 mixture through which

a flAMe is5 being, propagated .



In its simplest form the modern theory of flame propagation goes
somewhat as follows. Let us assume ..- t a flame is being, propagated in
a gas mixture. In front of the flame there will be fresh mixture and
behind it the products of combustion. Let the gas move towards the flame
at a rate equal to the rate of propagation of the flame. Then the flame
will be fixed. The temperature distribution in the gas is represented
schematically by the curve shown in Fig, 9. We shall denote the temper-
ature of the mixture remote from the flame by T and the temperature of

the combustion products T.
p

We shall substitute for the curve T(z) a broken line consisting of

the straight segments T = T0 , T = T and the tangent to the curve T(z) at

the point of inflection.
The quantity of heat

q = Tp -To (1.15a)

is delivered by thermal conduction from unit surface of the flame per unit
of time, where X is the thermal conductivity and the nominal thickness
of the flame front. This heat is experded in warmin g the mixture from the
initial temperature T0 to the temperature T . Thus,o p

q uc p (Tp - T, (1.15b)

where u is the flow velocity of the gas, equal to the rate of propagation
of the flame, c is the specific heat and P the density of the mixture.

From (l.15a) and (l.15b) it follows that

U a (1.16)

where a = X/cp is the average value of the thermal diffusivi~y.
Since the reaction velocity increases very strongly with increase

in temperature, the combustion of the bulk of the mixture proceeds in a
region, the temperature of which is close to the maximum Tp, and the reaction

zone 4 is less than 5. We may assume that the width of the reaction zone
4 is equal to the product of the velocity u and the residence time of the
mixture in the combustion zone t

= UT, (1.16a)

and that the time T, is inversely proportional to the reaction velocity

k=k 63T i.e.

k" (1.16b)
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Here E is the activation energy of the reaction, R is the universal
gas constant.

We shall put

MS, (1.16c)

where b is a dimensionless. multiplier less than. unity; the numerical value
of b is determined by the form of the kinetics Of the combustion reaction.

Using (i.16ab,c) we get

u b = 21e-' bP- 2RTP (1.17)

where b is a quantity depending on the properties of the mixture.

Heat removal from the flame reduces the combustion temperature and
hence the rate of propagation of the flame. If the heat losses are suff-
iciently great, combustion will be interrupted, the flame will go out
and will no longer be propagated through the mixture. By taking into
account the effect of heat losses on the maximum temperature and the rate
of flame propagation and the reciprocal effect of the rate of flame prop-
agation on the heat losses, we can determine the limits of flame propaga-
tion. The theory of the limits of flame propagation proposed by Zel'dovich
/12,14/ is based on these considerations.

On examining the heat losses in flame propagation, Zel'dovich came
to the conclusion that the reduction in the maximum flame temperature Tp
with respect to the theoretical Ttheor is inversely proportional to the

square of the rate ;f flame propagation

theor Tp =- (1.18)

where a is the heat transfer coefficient.
By simultaneously solving (1.17) and (1.18) we get the rate of

flame propagation for the given conditions.
Equations (1.17) and (1.18) can be solved graphically. For this

it is necessary to take a rectangular system of coordinates, plot T along
p

the abscissa and the rate of flame propagation u along the ordinate and use
(1.17) and (1.18) to construct the corresponding curves; the coordinates
of the points of intersection of these curves give the values of u and T

p
sought.

In Fig. .10 curves 1, 2 and 3 are based on (1.18). In plotting these
curves the values of T were assumed to be the same, and those of a

theor
different for the different curves (aI>a2>a3). Curve 4 graphically repres-

ents the connection between u and T given by equation (1.17). Curves 3
p

and 4 intersect at points a and b. The coordinates of these points give
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values of u and T satisfying equations (1.17) and (1.18). It is easy to
p

see that point a corresponds to an unstable regime and point b to a stable
regime, when combustion proceeds at a temperature close to the theoretica1

When heat transfer and hence the coefficient a increases, the points of
intersection of' the curves will approach and the temperature T and theP

rate of propagation of the flame, corresponding to stable conditions, will

fall. For a value of a corresponding to curve 2 the curves corresponding
to equations (1.17) and (1.18) will have a common tangent in the point b.With a further increase in & these curves will cease to intersect and the
flame will not be propagated in the mixture; it will go out, because in
these conditions the removal of heat from the combustion zone is large.
It is clear that the point b determines the limit of ignition of the mix-
ture. We shall compute the values of T and u corresponding to this limit.

U

.T.

Fig. 10": Curves illustrating computation of ignition temperature.

It follows from (1.17) that

and from (.18) that du U3  1 U

At point b the tangents to the curves coincide and hence the derivatives
dudT are equal. Equating them, we find that the limiting value of T

(T lim ) is equal to: RT2 lip
T lim  T Ttheor - -
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or, approximately, *RT2

T T theor
Tim = Ttheor (1.19)

It is also easy to find the limiting rate of flame propagation ulim.

For this we first transform the exponent in (1.17), putting T = T1.

B E ES Rr heor I -R
2Rklhe-or 2Ri~ ~o 21ZT I.- E th or\

2P (heor - theor

Since RTtheor does not exceed several thousands and E is ordinarily equal

to several tens of thousands, Rtheo/E is considerably less than unity,

and without serious error we can write:

E _ E RTthepr

u = baexp (- 2 )-bexp E .1

From the last relation it follows that

u

Ulim - (1 .20)
i/i

Here u is the maximum rate of flame propagation in a mixture of the

given composition:

u = b exp ( - - E
max o 2theor

(1.19) shows that the flame cannot spread through the entire mixture,

if the flame temperature is lower than the theoretical by an amount exceed-
RT2ing heor

ing

E
In flame propagation in narrow tubes, the reduction in combustion

temperature is due to heat transfer to the walls of the tube. In flame

propagation in broad tubes the reduction in flame temperature is due to

radiative heat losses.

6. Flame Propagation on the Surface of a Combustible Liquid

When a liquid is flashed, the flame is propagated over the liquid.
This phenomenon has been studied by P.G. Ipatov /15/, who has contributed

a very clear account Of the mechanism.
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Ipatov carried out three s." ' of experiments. In the first he

used a setup consisting of two identical horizontal glass tubes A and B
(Fig. 11), connected together and forming part of a closed system, into
which he also introduced a pump H and an evaporator E containing the test
liquid. The tubes were 52 cm long and 3.3 cm in diameter. In tube A
was a thin layei of the combustible test liquid. The pump H circulated
the vapor-air mixture through the system and made it possible to saturate
the air in A and B with vapor relatively quickly. The tubes were mounted
in a thermostat, the temperature of which could be varied.

After the temperature in the thermostat had been brought to the
required value, and the air in the tubes was saturated with vapor, the
stoppers a and b were removed and the mixture at the open end of the tube

ignited with an electric spark supplied by a small induction coil. The
flame was photographed with the aid of a "Kiev" camera, in front of the
objective of which a disc with circular openings slowly rotated'. In this
way a series of successive images of the flame were obtained. The photo-
graphs were used to compute the rate of displacement and the normal vel-
ocity of propagation of the flame.

Fig. 12 shows the results of the experiments with ethyl alcohol.
The temperature is plotted along the abscissa and the normal rate of prop-
agation of the flame in the tubes along the ordinate. The hollow circles
indicate data for tube A (with the liquid) and the solid circles data for
tube B (without liquid). It is clear from the figure that the rate of
flame propagation in the tubes with and without liquid was the same and
that a flame developed and spread, only when the temperature of the system
was within the flash limits.

The experiments showed that.the temperature at the surface of a

liquid in a tube does not change when a flame passes. Similar results
were obtained for benzene and acetone.

The second series of experiments, employing the same setup, was
designed to investigate flame propagation in tubes with and without liquid
at system temperatures lower than the flash point of the liquid and for

an igniter in the form of a strongly heated metal spiral. During the ex-
periment the tubes were opened at one end, where the ignition spirals were

introduced. In tube A the spiral was placed close to the surface of the
liquid. In tube B there was no flame even at the maximum igniter temper-

ature. A flame developed in tube A some time after switching on the

current in the spiral (the flame began to spread through the tube when

the temperature of the liquid near the spiral was close to the flash point)

and after progressing a certain distance went out. At temperatures below
a certain limit there was no flame in tube A.

Fig. 11: Ipatov's apparatus.
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Fig. 12: Normal rate of flame propagation at the surface of
ethyl alcohol as a function of the temperature. u in cm/sec;

in degrees.

Table 1.3 gives the results of the second series with ethyl alcohol.
Here A is the temperature of the liquid; 1 the distance covered by the
flame in the tube; t the time during which the flame was propagated, in sec;
v the mean rate of displacement of the flame, in cm/sec.

Table 1.3

0. .6 et . caeex 0, c. CA t Cox vc,4/Cex"---.- °-L - °

0 0 0 0 5,1 21 4 5

1,0, 0 0 0 6,5 32 5,3 6
2,3 0 0 0 8,0 52 5,5 9,4
3,3 10 4 2,5 10,0 52 5 10,4
4,0 15 4 3,7

It is clear from the table that between 20 and 100 the increase in
1 was proportional to the increase in temperature 't and that in this
case the limiting temperature was 20, i.e. when J < 2* no flame developed
in the tube with liquid. It should be noted that the flash point of
ethyl alcohol is close to 100.

The third series was devoted to a study of the propagation of a
flame at the surface of a liquid poured into an open trough 5 cm wide and
52 cm long. The liquid was ignited by means of an incandescent metal
spiral, close to its surface at the end of the trough. The time taken by
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the flame to pass along the trough ,r determined by means of a stopwatch.
Butyl, isoamyl and ethyl alcohol, toluene and two mixtures .of ethyl alcohol
and toluene were tested. The results are shown in Fig. 13, where the
abscissa represents the temperature of the liquid and the ordinate the
rate of displacement of the flame; the hollow circles denote experimental
data. The flash point of the corresponding liquids is marked by a broken
line. The figure also shows some results for the rate of flame displacement
in ethyl alcohol vapor in tubes.

From Fig. 13 we can conclude that at a temperature q9 ' of the liquid,
not exceeding the flash point 4, the flame velocity along the length of
the trough is small and increasel-with increase in v; at temperatures
exceeding A9C the flame is propagated with a velocity close to the rate
of displacement of a flame in a tube.

At temperatures below the flash point a flame develops not immediately
after the spiral has become hot, but after a certain time .lag, which is the
greater the lower the temperature of the liquid.

V, cJ/ce- -

5601

P 10 20 30 40 50 so

Fig. 13: Rate of flame displacement at the surface of various
liquids as a function of the liquid temperature. v in cm/sec;

in degrees.

1 - isoamyl alcohol; 2 - butyl alcohol; 3 - ethyl alcohol; 4 -
toluene; 5 - mixture, 0.69 molar fraction ethyl alcohol.

The results of Ipatov's experiments show that at low liquid temp-
eratures an. important part in flame propagation is played by the heating of
the liquid by the flame. It is obvious that for 491< 04., a flame developsBC
in a mixture of vapor and air, when the concentration of the latter near the
spiral reaches a value corresponding to the flash point. The flame warms
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the adjacent layers of liquid, the concentration of vapor ' over which in-
creases, the mixture in the same re -- ignites, the displaced flame warms
up the next layer of liquid and so on. At temperatures above the flash
point of the liquid the part played by heating in flame propagation is
relatively small; the flame is propag6ted through the mixture already
available.

It should be noted, however, that in the propagation of a flame
over the surface of a liquid in an open vessel an upper flash limit is not
observed. In fact, if the concentration of vapor at the surface of the
liquid exceeds the concentration corresponding to the upper limit, then at
a certain distance from the liquid the latter will not exceed the limit,
owing to the fall in concentration.

Returning to Fig. 13, it should be noted that there is a special
relation between the rates of displacement of a flame over ethyl alcohol,
toluene and a mixture of these liquids. i for the mixture is considerably
greater than that for the starting liquids at the same temperatures. This
is due to the vapor pressure over mixtures of liquids differing from that
over the pure components.

7. Ignition of Liquids

A flame will not go out, if vapor and oxygen are supplied to the
combustion zone at a suitable rate. Vapor is fed to the flame by mole-
cular diffusion and molecular migration from the layer adjacent to the
liquid. The rate of supply of vapor to the combustion zone depends on the
vapor pressure at the surface of the liquid and hence on the liquid temper-
ature. The lowest liquid temperature at which a flame will not go out
is the ignition temperature of the liquid 'B"

The ignition temperature can easily be determined theoretically /16/.
Let us suppose that the liquid is in a cylindrical glass tube. We

shall heat the liquid and at short intervals advance a small flame to the
end of the tube. If the liquid temperature is equal to the ignition
temperature, a flame will form at the end of the tube. As experiments show,
this flame will be almost flat. 2

Let us denote by N the number of moles of vapor supplied to 1 cm
of flame per second, and by.D and u the diffusion coefficient and rate
of flow of vapor respectively. If the z-axis runs along the axis of the
tube from the surface of the liquid towards the flame, then we can write:

dn-D t = N, (1.20a)

where n is the number of moles of vapor per unit volume, i.e. the molar
concentration.

During burning in air nitrogen will be found between the liquid and
the flame. Here the oxygen concentration will be zero. Let us denote
the molar concentration of nitrogen by n . The distribution of nitrogena*
concentration in the tube over the liquid will then satisfy the equation
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-J"+ na O. (l.20b)

If by p and Pa we denote the partial pressures of the vapor and the

nitrogen, then, .in accordance with the Mendeleyev-Clapeyron law we can
write:

p = nRT and P, = nRT. (1.20c)

It is clear that the sum of p and Pa is equal to the atmospheric pressure po

p + P = Po (l.20d)

Adding (1.20a) and (1.20b) and bearing in mind (1.20c) and (l.20d) we get:

D d .o PO N 7 + UPO N.

We shall neglect the variation in temperature in the layer of vapor.
Then the first term on the LHS of the last equation will be equal to zero
and

(1.20e)

Using relations (1.20c) and (l.20e) we can rewrite (l.20a) in the
following form: " D P N

S-T - N-N.

Whence

dp RT ) (1.20f)

The pressure of the vapor in the layer adjacent to the liquid will
be equal to the saturated vapor pressure. for the given temperature. Thus,
if the origin is at the surface of the liquid, when z = 0, p = R.

A consideration of the processes in the combustion zone suggests
that the fluxes of vapor and oxygen, directed towards the combustion sur-
face, are in a stoichiometric ratio and that the concentration of fuel and
oxygen in the flame is very small /17,18/. Accordingly, if the distance
from the liquid to the flame is taken as h, we can write that when z = h
p = 0.

For the boundary conditions formulated above the solution of (l.20f)
can be written in the form:

P=po(I-e-A), (1.21)

where

RT, N (1.21a)
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In flame theory it has been proved /19/ that the height of a flame
is determined by N

(1.21b)

where P is the number of moles of oxygen required to burn 1 mole of vapor;
r is the radius of the tube in which the liquid is burned; Dk is the

coefficient of diffusion of oxygen through the layer of combustion products
and nitrogen; n. is the molar concentration of oxygen in the air.

Substituting the value of N from (1.21b) in (1.21a), we get:

RT 8 D  .(.21c)

2
It is known that the diffusion coefficient is proportional to T

Thus, we can write: T

D = Do

where D is the diffusion coefficient for T = 273*K. Taking this last0

relation into account, we get:

D Ic.

Pa r4.273 D (l.21d)

Equation (1.2i) relates the saturation vapor pressure n of the liquid
at the ignition temperature with the quantities p0, b and h; b is determined

from (l.21d).
In Fig. 14 the ignition temperature is plotted along the abscissa

and the distance h between the flame and the surface of the liquid in the
tube along the ordinate; the circles denote the results of experiments with
benzene, ethyl alcohol, toluene and amyl alcohol and are taken from /16/
(a glass tube 3 mm in diameter was used); the lines are drawn from formula
(1.21). In constructing these curves values of n were taken from tables,
and values of b were chosen so that the theoretical curves corresponded as
closely as possible with the experimental data. The values of b found in
this way are given below:

b, cm DO 0 TB

Benzene i.08 205
Ethyl alcohol 2.3 238
Toluene 1.14 260
Amyl alcohol 1.20 197

Fig. 14 shows that formula (1.21) agrees with experiment.
If on the RHS of (1.21d) we substitute the values of the quantities

occurring in it and take S equal to 0.1 cm, then for ethyl alcohol we find
b = 2.0 cm- 1 . The latter agrees closely with the experimental value of

b = 2.3 cm" 1 .
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Let us consider certain consequences that flow from formulas (1.21)
and (1.2ld).

F1rom (i.2id) it follows that for invariable values of p 0 , and r

the product D0pT~b mnust be* the same for different liqui.ds. In fact,'

DOPTb- 4.2732 iRm n. const =bo.(.1)

It was shown above that the relation (1.21.) 1. confirmed by experiment.
7h. value of b0 for toluene is a little different, but this is evidently

due to the fact that the incompleteness of combustion was not allowed for
in the calculations.

If bh Is small compared with unity, then we can write

I -1.bh.
In this case

a(1.21f)

It is known that the saturated vapor pressure of liquids varies with
the temperature in accordance with the law:

-rQa

(1.21g)

where Q is the heat of vaporiz~ation, referred to a gram-molecule of sub-
stance. If'-the value of x from (1.21g) is substituted in (l.Zlf) and
logarithm are taken, then

~-2-ige = lgh +Ig Ppo

Whence it follows that

where hit h2 are the distances of the fl)ame from the liquid at ignition

temperatures T, andT

Making use of formula (1.21) and the experimental data we can compute
Q.The results of such computations are given below:

Stheor. eOxper.

Benzene 8,700 7,200
Ethyl alcohol 9,600 10,000
Toluene 8,000 8,000
Anyl alcohol 119500 11,500
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The values of ( .i-e taken from technical manuals. The results
obtained by calculation agree with those determined experimentally.

Furthermore, for the same instrument, if h is constant and bh sub-
stantially less than unity, 7 will be equal to

n Pbh.bohpo = _A

D0 =T= = 0 T, (1.22)

The quantity A does not depend on the nature of the liquid and is
a constant for the instrument.

Formula (1.22) shows that at the ignition temperature the saturated
vapor pressure x of the liquid in question is equal to A/DOOTB. If we

know the instrument constant and have information about the quantities
D, p and x, we can find the ignition temperature of the liquid from

formula (1.22).
Unfortunately, the literature is almost totally lacking in experi-

mental data on ignition temperatures and therefore it is difficult to test
the applicability of formula (1.22) for a large number of substances. But
there is a way out. In fact, it was pointed out above that the ignition
temperature differs only slightly from the flash point, if the latter is
not high. Therefore, if relation (1.22) gives satisfactory results for
the flash point, it must also give satisfactory results for the ignition
temperature. Below we give the flash points (in OC) for a number of sub-
stances, both as determined experimentally and as calculated from formula(1.22):

Theor. Exper.

Methyl alcohol +4.5 from - I to +32
Ethyl " +11 + 9 +32
propyl " +25 +22 +45
Butyl " +40 +35 +36
Benzene -10 -12 +10
Toluene + 9 + 6 +30
Ethyl ether -43 -41 -20
Ethyl formate -18.5 -19.5
Ethyl propionate +13 -12.5
Methyl butyrate +14 -14

The constant A was determined for the flash point of acetic acid.
The data show that the theoretical and experimental values of the

flash point are in satisfactory agreement.
Thus, a number of consequences of formulas (1.21) and (1.21d) are

confirmed by experiment. This also serves as evidence in support of the
hypotheses about the ignition of liquids and the fundamental relations ob-
tained above.

It should be stressed that the ignition temperature is not a physico-
chemical constant of a substance, but, as follows from (1.21) and (1.21d),
largely depends on the conditions under which it is determined. It is inter-
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eating to note that %B is equal to the boiling point of the liquid for an
external pressure p' equal to x

/1,2/ givea formula recommended for calculating the flash points of
liquids. Using the above notation, this. formula may be written in the
form:

B P
(1.22a)

where x is the saturated vapor pressure of the liquid at the flash point,
and B in a constant depending on the type of instrument.

Formula (1.22a) can be obtained from (1.10) by taking

b h
B -0

B

Liquid I(AKOCTb D. T. D.r

Methyl alcohol
Ethyl MeniosmA CNHpT . 15 0,132 272 36
n-propyl " ;)ronA cnHpT . 3,0 0,102 283 29
n-butyl " Hopumab0A npo-
an l " n onaA cnpT . 4,5 0,085 295 25Benzen H. 6yrHiosmA cnhpT 6,0 0,070 307 21
Bensene H. ammoahli CIMpT 7,5 0,059 319 19
Toluene Beo ........ 7,5 0,077 261 20
Xylen* Toxyo ..... ... 9,0 0,071 278 20
Carbon bisulfide Kcoj........ 10,5 0,060 296 18

CepoyraepoA . . 3,0 0,089 230 20

Table 1.4 shows that the coefficient P varies much more strongly than the
product DoT B . Since the vapor pressure quickly rises with increase in temp-

erature, a deviation of DoTB from the mean involves a small change in the
temperature determined from (1.22a) compared with the value of T obtained
from (1.22).

The flash and ignition points of mixtures of liquids are also of
considerable interest. Before turning to this question, it will be con-
venient to devote some space to the consideration of certain properties
of liquid solutions, confining ourselves in this case to binary mixtures.

8. Ideal Solutions
An ideal or simple solution of a liquid is one in which the partial

pressures of the components in the vapor phase are proportional to the
molar fractions of the components in the liquid phase.

Note that the molar fraction of a component k, Xk, is a quantity

equal to the number of moles Nk of the given component divided by the
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total number of moles in the system
N.

X K = I N

It is evident that

x + .=

Thus, if by p 1 and p2 we denote the partial pressures and by p 1 0

and P2,0 the vapor pressure of the pure components of a binary ideal mixture

and by x1 and x2 the molar fractions of the components of the solution, then

p, = pL,ox, and p2 = p,,ox2.

The total vapor pressure of the solution will be equal to:

p = pi + PS p,oXi + p,OX2

or, since x, +x a .1,

p = p1,o + (p2,o - p1,O) x2. (1.23)

The total vapor pressure of an ideal solution is a linear function of the
molar composition of the liquid phase. If we take a rectangular system of
coordinates and plot the molar fraction of a component along the abscissa
and the total vapor pressure of the ideal solution along the ordinate, then
given constant temperature the dependence P(x 2 ) will be represented by a

straight line.
The connection between the molar fraction of the components in the

vapor and liquid phases of an ideal solution is easily established. Let us
denote by Nj, Nj, y1 and y2 the number of moles and the molar fractions of

the first and second components in the vapor phase, and by N1 , N2 , x1 and

x2 the number of moles and the molar fractions of the first and second com-

ponents in the liquid phase. It is evident that

N2

Using Mendeleyev's equation, according to which

p1v = NRT and p =. N2RT,

and the relations for p1 and P2 . we get:

2 P2 P2,OX2 _ _ _X_

P.+ P2 P,oXi+P$,oX 'I+( -1)x 2  (1.24)
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.where
P1,0

In Fig. 15 x2 is plotted along the abscissa and y2 along the ordinate.

Curve 1 gives the connection between y and x when a = 3, curve 2 is for
a 1 and curve 3 for a . 0.3. It is easy to see that when ( > 1 and
y > x2 9 the vapor phase is richer in the second component than the liquid

phase; when a = 1, y2 
= x2, i.e. the vapor and the liquid have the same

composition; when a < 1, Y? <x 2 and, consequentl y the vapor phase is

richer in the first component than the liquid phase. In other words, the
vapor phase is richer in the component, the vapor pressure of which is
greater at the given temperature.

_~ A

0 0.5 1.0
XZ  CnamA paJ

Fig. 15: Composition of the Fig. 16: Boiling point of
liquid and vapor phases of ideal mixtures of liquids
liquid solutions for differ- as a function of composition
ent cc at constant pressure. Ordin-

ate: temp.; abscissa: phase
composition; top: vapor;
bottom: liquid.

A point that will be of interest later on is the dependence of the
boiling point of mixtures of liquids on the composition. We shall find this
dependence, if we take the total vapor pressure p of the solution in (1.23)
as constant and if for each molar fraction x we find the temperature at which

p,,o + (p,,o - p,,o)x. = p = const.

This dependence is shown for ideal mixtures in Fig. 16, where the
molar fraction of the low boiling component is plotted along the abscissa
and the boiling point for constant pressure along the ordinate. The lower
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curve links the boiling point ar4 the composition of the solution and
the upper curve the b.p. and the composition of the vapor over the boiling
liquid. If at a distance 49 from the abscissa we draw a straight line
parallel to the .latter, this straight line will intersect the lower curve
in a point A and the upper curve in a point B; the abscissa of point A
defines the molar fraction x of the low-boiling component in the solution,
the b.p. of which is equal to 4 ; the abscissa of B gives the molar fract-
ion of the low-boiling component in the vapor y, in equilibrium with the
boiling solution.

The figure shows that the. molar fraction of the low-boiling com-
ponent (i.e. the component with the lower b.p., or, in other words, with
the higher vapor pressure) is greater in the vapor than in the liquid phase,
"the vapor is enriched in that component, which, added to the liquid,
increases the vapor pressure above it (or reduces the b.p.)". The state-
ment thus formulated is called the first law of Konovalov and holds for
any liquid solution., /20,2/.

9. Classification of Mixtures of Liquids

The mutual solubility of two liquids varies within wide limits: from
practically total insolubility to miscibility in any proportions to form a
homogeneous solution. Thus, mixtures of two liquids can be divided into
three basic groups: mixtures of liquids miscible in all proportions; mix-
tures of liquids that are partially miscible; mixtures of liquids that
are practically mutually insoluble.

Organic liquids of related chemical structure and properties ordin-
arily mix in all proportions, forming homogeneous solutions. Examples of
this are mixtures of benzene and toluene, ethyl and butyl alcohol, etc.

Mixtures of partially soluble liquids are of great importance.
These include acetone and water, ether and water, isobutyl alcohol and water
and many other liquids.

The third group includes mixtures of benzene and water, toluene and
water, etc.

10. Mixtures of Liquids Miscible in All Proportions

Only some solutions of liquids miscible in all proportions behave
like ideal solutions. As a rule, the behavior of bicomponent real solutions
deviates from that of ideal solutions. Depending on the degree and nature
of this deviation we can distinguish three types of solutions of liquids
of unlimited mutual solubility.

The first type includes so-called normal solutions, for which the
dependence of the pressure and boiling point on composition is represented
by curves close to the corresponding curves for ideal solutions. A large
number of substances with unlimited mutual solubility are of this type.

The second type includes solutions with isothermal total-pressure
curves characterized by a maximum. A typical example of such a mixture
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is a mixture of carbon bisulfide and acetone, experimental data for which
are given in Fig. 1? 1 a ' mperature oZ 35.29. Along the abscissa is
plotted the molar fraction of carbon bisulfide and along the ordinate the
total vapor pressure, measured in mm Hg. One curve characterizes the dep-
endence of the composition of the liquid phase and the other that of the
vapor phase on the vapor pressure.

It is clear from the figure that for mixtures with a molar fraction
of carbon bisulfide less than 0.67 the vapor phase is richer in carbon bi-
sulfide than. the liquid phase, and that an the molar fraction of CS2 in the

solution increases, so does the total vapor pressure; for mixtures with a
molar fraction of CS2  greater than 0.67 the vapor phase is richer in acetone

and adding CS2 to the solution leads to a reduction in the vapor pressure p.

Konovalov's law, defined above, holds here too.
The figure also reveals that the vapor above a solution with a molar

fraction of CS2 equal to 0.67 has the same composition as the solution itself.

Mixtures with vapors having the smwe composition as the solution are called
aseotropi.•

p,A , l. Cm f8

k? 75
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Fig. 17: Dependence of total Fig. 18: Dependence of boiling

vapor pressure (mm Hg) on corn- point of mixtures of ethyl al-

position of mixtures of carbon cohol and benzene on phase corn-

bisulfide and acetone at con- position at constant pressure.

stant temperature. Left: liquid; Ordinate: boiling point, degrees;

right: vapor. Top: vapor; bottom: liquid.

Fig. 18 shows the dependence of the boiling point at constant press-

ure on the composition of a mixture of ethyl alcohol and benzene, a miture
of the second type. The molar fraction of benzene is plotted along the

abscissa. The lower curve shows the dependence of the boiling point on the

composition of the solution, and the upper its dependence on that of the
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vapor, in equilibrium with the solution. It is easy to see that when
benzene is added to the solution, the .!-,a in the boiling point of the
mixture is non-monotone, and the dependence of the boiling point on the
composition of the mixture is represented by a curve with a minimum. The
composition of the solution with the minimum boiling point is the same as
that of the vapor. The mixture corresponding to the minimum b.p. will be
azeotropic.

The results shown in Figs. 17 and 18 illustrate Konovalov's second
law, which states that "at extremes of vapor pressure or of boiling point
the compositions of the liquid and vapor phases of mixtures coincide"
/20,21/. he composition and boiling point of an azeotropic mixture depend
on the pressure. This is evident from the data given below:

Mixture of ethanol and water

Pressure, - Hg 100 150 200 400 760 l100 1450
B.P. of azeotrope, IC 34.2 42.0 47.8 62.8 78.1 87.8 95.3

Content of ethanol
in aseotrope, mole % 99.6 96.2 93.8 91.4 90.0 89.3 89.1

Mixture of ethyl alcohol and ethyl acetate

Pressure, m Hg 25 50 100 200 400 .600 760 900 1200 1500
B.P. of azeotrope,
0c -1.4 lO.6 23.8 38.4 54.9 65.4 71.8 76.5 85 91.8
Content of alcohol
in azeotrope, mole % 22.1 24.6 28.2 33.4 39.6 43.6 46.4 48.5 52.2 55.4

The third type of infinitely miscible liquids includes mixtures with
a total vapor pressure characterized by a minimum at constant temperature.

An example of such a system is provided by a mixture of acetone and chloro-
form (see Fig. 19 for experimental data). Along the abscissa are plottpd
molar fractions of chloroform, and along the ordinate vapor pressure in
mm Hg; the lower curve shows the dependence of the vapor pressure on the
composition of the vapor phase, the upper curve the relation between the

vapor pressure over the solution and the composition of the solution. 2he

figure shows that the composition of the vapor over a solution, the molar

fraction of chloroform in which is equal to 0.625, is the same as that of the

solution; the liquid phase of a mixture, the molar fraction of chloroform in
which is less than 0.625, is richer in chloroform than the vapor phase in

equilibrium with it, while the opposite situation applies when the molar

fraction of chloroform in the mixture is greater than 0.625.
Fig. 20 shows the dependence of the boiling point at constant press-

ure on the composition of a mixture of nitric acid and water, a mixture of

the third type. The molar fraction of nitric acid is plotted along the

abscissa. The curves in the figure, relating the b.p. and the compositions

of the liquid and vapor phases, are characterized by maxima and have a

common point, corresponding to an azeotropic mixture.
It is easy to see that mixtures of the third type obey both the
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first and second of Konovalov's laws.
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Fig. 19: Dependence of vapor Fig. 20: Dependence of boiling
pressure of a mixture of ace- point of mixtures of nitric acid
tone and chloroform on phase and water on phase composition
composition at constant temp- at constant pressure. Ordinate:
erature. Ordinate: pressure, temperature, degrees; left: vapor;
- Hg; left: vapor; right: right: liquid.
liquid.

It is clear from Figs. 17, 18, 19 and 20 that the curves p(x) and
p(y) have a dependence opposite to that of curves 4(x) and k(y). The
maximum of the total vapor pressure at constant temperature corresponds
to a minimum of the boiling point at constant pressure and vice versa.

11. Mixtures of Liquids of Limited Miscibility

An example of a mixture of this type is a mixture of aniline and
water, which up to a certain limiting concentration will give a homogen-
eous solution. If further water is added, on shaking the mixture separates
into two layers: the lower consisting of aniline saturated with water and
the upper consisting of water saturated with aniline; when the amount of
water added becomes sufficiently large, a homogeneous solution is again
obtained, but this will be a solution of aniline in water.

The mutual solubility of liquids with limited miscibility depends

on the temperature. The classic investigations of V.F. Alekseyev have
shown that the solubility of liquids increases in some systems with in-
crease and in others with decrease in temperature. The solubility of anil-
ine in water and of water in aniline increases with increase in temperature
and at the critical point becomes unlimited. This unlimited solubility is
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remains during further heating. Solubility in the system diethylamine-water
increases with decrease in temperatnre and at temperatures below the critical
the two liquids have unlimited . In certain mixtures two critical
points are observed.

The composition and vapor pressure of a saturated solution of A in B
(e.g. aniline in water) and a saturated solution of B in A (e.g. water in
aniline) are the same at the same temperature. This can be proved. Let
us take a ring-shaped tube and introduce into it two saturated solutions
of the infinitely miscible liquids A and B (Fig. 21). The vapor pressures
over the solutions in the tube must be the same.

Fig. 22 shows the dependence of the total vapor pressure of mixtures of in-
finitely soluble liquids 1 and 2 on the phase composition. Molar fractions
of component 2 are plotted along the aoscissa. The curve AC characterizes
the vapor pressure over the solution of component 1, the point C corres-
ponding to a saturated solution of component 2 in component 1; the length
cut off by a perpendicular from point C along the abscissa gives the molar
fraction x' of component 2 in this saturated solution. DB is the pressure2
curve for solutions of the first component 1 in component 2 and D corres-
ponds to a saturated solution of component 1 in component 2; x" represents

the molar fraction of component 2 in the solution. The mixtures CD are
heterogeneous; they break down into saturated solutions C and D.

Curves AE and EB give the dependence of the total vapor pressure on
the composition of the vapor phase.

If we construct a diagram of composition v. boiling point for con-
stant pressure, we get the picture shown in Fig. 23.

Hexane and methyl alcohol constitute a pair of substances corres-
ponding to figures 22 and 23.

In certain circumstances two infinitely miscible liquids may give
a picture different from that discussed above. In this case the dependence
of the total vapor pressure at constant temperature on the phase composition
is represented by the curves in Fig. 24. This case is characterized by the
fact that the vapor E over the saturated solutions C and D has a composition
lying within the interval x' x"

2 2
Fig. 25 gives the dependence of the boiling point at constant press-

ure on the phase composition for the second case.

12. Mixtures of Liquids with Slight Mutual Solubility

It is worth paying special attention to mixtures of liquids with
slight mutual solubility. Examples of such mixtures are toluene-water,
benzene-water, xylene-water, etc.

Fig. 26 shows the dependence of the total vapor pressure at constant
temperature on the composition of the liquid phase of mixtures of liquids
characterized by slight mutual solubility. The molar fraction of component
2 of the solution is plotted along the abscissa. Here x' is nearly zero
and x" nearly 1.
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Al Fig. 26: Vapor pressure v. phase
composition of mixtures of liquids
with slight mutual solubility for
fixed temperature. Ordinate:

I pressure.

In the region AC component 1 dominates the solution and should be
considered the solvent. The partial pressure of the vapor of this compon-
ent in defined by Raoult's law

Pi = P1,0X1 = P.o ( x). (l.2 4 a)

In a solution belonging to the region AC component 2 represents an inconsid-
erable quantity. To determine the partial vapor pressure of this component,
it is necessary to make use of Henry's law, according to which at constant
temperature the concentration of a gas in a solution is proportional to
the pressure of this gas. Thus, we can write:

P2= kx, (1.24b)

where k 2 is a proportionality factor.

For a saturated solution C

P, = P,.o (1 x) and p2 = k1xC2. (1.2 4 c)

In a solution corresponding to the region DB component 2 predominates
and should be regarded as the solvent. In the region DB the partial vapor
pressure of this component will be equal to

P2 p2,oXS. (l.24d)

Component 1 is present in the solution in small quantities and thus
its partial vapor pressure will be

p = kixi = k (I - x2). (1.24e)

For a saturated solution D

P2 =p,,oX and p, = k, (I- x2). (1.24f)

From (1.24c) and (1.24f) we find:

k,'= P2.o- , and k- p,0 - _ (1.24g)
42
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The total vapor pressure of the saturated solutions C and D will be

P P, + P2 = Po(l - x) + p2,0x. (l.24h)

Formula (1.24h) defines the vapor r~ssure not only of the solutions with
concentrations x9 and x" but also of mixtures with a molar fraction of

2 2
component 2 lying between x' and x,". Such mixtures may be regarded as

2 2
mixtures of the saturated solutions C and D.

For mixtures of liquids with very slight mutual solubility the
value of x' is close to zero, while 11 is close to unity; accordingly, with

2
sufficient accuracy:

P = P1.0 + P2.0, (1.241)

i.e. the total pressure of vapor in equilibrium with mixtures of very slight-
ly mutually soluble liquids is equal to the sum of the saturation vapor
pressures for the pure compon_s. In such cases the molar fraction of the
second component in the vapor phase will be equal to

I/ P1.0 + P2,0

Since the boiling point of liquids is equal to the temperature, at
which the saturated vapor pressure is equal to the external pressure,
and the total vapor pressure over liquids with very slight mutual solubility is
the sum of the saturated vapor pressures of the components of the mixtures,
then the boiling points of such mixtures will always be lower than the boil-
ing point of the pure components. Lot us consider some examples.

The b.p. of benzene is 80.20 and that of a mixture of water and
benzene 69.20. The molar fraction of water in the vapor phase of the boil-
ing mixture is then equal to 0.30.

Toluene boils at 110.70 and a mixture of toluene and water at 84.5*.
In this case the molar fraction of water in the vapor is 0.56.

The b.p. of _-xylene is 139* and that of a mixture of xylene and
water 92.5". The molar fraction of water in the vapor phase of the mixture
is 0.76.

These examples show that the molar fraction of water in the vapor
phase of a mixture increases with increase in the boiling point of compon-
ent 2.

13. Ignition Temerature of Binary Mixtures of Combustible Liguids

The ignition of binary mixtures of infinitely soluble combustible
liquids has been investigated by P.G. Ipatov /22/. In Ipatov's experiments
solutions of liquids were poured into a glass tube 3 mm in diameter and
the ignition temperatures of the solutions determined for different distances
from the surface of the liquid to the edge 9f the tube. Fig. 27 shows the
results for toluene + benzene, which behaves like an ideal solution, Fig. 28
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those for isoamyl + ethyl alcohol , a normal type with positive deviation
of the pressure from that cal,-.... in accordance with the. laws of ideal
solutions. Fig. 29 shows the results for imperfect mixtures of ethyl
alcohol and benzene, for which the curve of total pressure has a maximum.
The ignition temperature is plotted along the abscissas and the distance h
between the level of the 15 quid in the tube and the flame along the ordin-
ates.

The curve marked 1 in Fig. 27 shows W(h) for pure benzene; curve 6
B

that for toluene, and curves 2, 3, 4 and 5 those for mixtures containing
0.8, 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 molar fractions of benzene in the solution. It is
clear from the figure that the curves for mixtures of benzene and toluene
lie between the curves for the pure components and the further from the
benzene curve the less the molar fraction of benzene in the mixture. This
means that for a given h the ignition temperature of these mixtures varies
uniformly with changes in their composition.

Fig. 30 shows the dependence of the ignition temperature of mixtures
of toluene and benzene on the composition of the liquid (curve A) and vapor
(curve B) phases for constant h. The figure shows that the temperature 9B

B
varies uniformly with changes in the concentration of the components in both
the liquid and the vapor phases. The simplest dependence is that between
the ignition temperature and the composition of the vapor phas-e: if by .-

B.C.
we denote the ignition temperature of the mixture, by ti andB.T. B.b.
the ignition temperatures of the toluene and the benzene, and by y the
molar fraction of benzene in the vapor phase, then the experimental data
satisfy the following relation:

ft. ~. T + 6*.T) Y' (1.25)

The dependence of 19 on the composition (analogous to Fig. 30) was
B

also observed by Ipatov for mixtures of benzene and ethyl ether, ethyl and
methyl alcohol, ethylene chloride and benzene and benzene and acetone. All
these can be regarded as ideal mixtures. The ignition temperature varies
linearly with variation in the molar fraction of one or the other component
in the vapor phase.

Fig. 28 shows that the curves vB(h) of mixtures of ethyl and isoamyl
alcohol follow in order of increasing molar fraction x of ethyl alcohol in
the solution (as with the mixtures of benzene and toluene). Fig. 31 gives
the dependence of the ignition temperature on the phase composition of
these mixtures. In this case the relationship is graphically represented
by curves. The same thing is observed for mixtures of toluene and acetone,
mixtures of the normal type with a positive deviation of the pressure from
that of ideal mixtures.

It is clear from Fig. 29 that the curves B (h) for mixtures of

ethyl alcohol and benzene lie to the left of the corresponding curves for
the pure components. This order of the components confirms the fact
that the ignition temperature of these mixtures does not vary monotonically
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phase composition; left: toluene; abec.: phase composition; left:
right: benzene. isoamyl; right: ethyl alcohol.

with variation in the phase composition. The ignition temperature of some
mixtures is lower than that of the pure components. An analogous picture is
observed in connection with mixtures of toluene and ethyl alcohol and methyl
alcohol and benzene, imperfect mixtures with a pressure maximum.

We may assume that 'B(x) and 49B-(y) for imperfect mixtures with a
BB

pressure minimum will form curves with maxima, and that the ignition temper-
ature of some of these mixtures will be higher than that of the pure com-
ponents.

The laws governing the ignition of mixtures of combustible liquids
can be explained on the basis of the same assumptions as were made in des-
cribing the ignition of individual liquids and with reference to the theory
of solutions. This can be done as follows /22/.

Having appeared, a flame will not go out, if vapor and oxygen are
supplied to it at a sufficiently high rate. The vapor will enter the com-
bustion zone as a result of diffusion and molecular motion. If by N1 and

N2 we denote the number of moles of the first and second components enter-

ing 1 sq. cm of flame per second, by n, and n2 the molar concentrations of

the components in the vapor phase, by D1 and D2  the coefficients of diff-

usion of vapors of the components of the mixture and let the z-axis run
along the axis of the tube from the liquid to the flame, then we can write:
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"D dn dn,
-D- 4-- + un =- N1, - D2 - - un2 = N2 -.

Between the flame and the liquid there will be r trogen, the distrib-
ution of which is given by:

Ddna 1.2b

-D-- + un3 =0, (1.25b)

where u is the rate of flow of the vapor.
If, instead of molar concentrations, we introduce into (1.25a) the

molar fractions Y, and y2 of the components in the vapor phase and bear in

mind that
Snl _____

1 = . n , Y nl+ n,

then, adding the left hand and right hand sides of equations (a) and (b) and
using Mendeleyev's law, we get

d

-'{[(OY-i+Dyi)(P+-P.)+DPa. + u 1P s+ P sRT = N. (lo25c)

Here p., p2 and p3 are partial pressures of the components of the mixture and

of nitrogen and NN = N + N,.

It is clear that
P1 + P2 + PS =PO,

where p is the atmospric pressure.

Dly1 + Dg 2 may be regarded as a quantity playing the part of diff-

usion coefficient for the vapors of the mixture /23/. 7hus, we can assume
that

D = Diyi +Dys.
(1.25d)

Now equation (1.25c) can be rewritten in the form:

d (DPO)+ uPO =N. 12e

Neglecting variation in temperature in the region between the liquid and
the flame, we get: uNR

T-e (1.25f)

Adding equations (1.25a), bearing in mind (1.25c) and (1.25d) and using
Mendeleyev's law, we get:

dp =RT N)I 0 P
dz D O (1.25g)
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where p = p1 + p2.

If the origin of the coordinat- is put at the surface of the liquid,
and the distance from the liquid to the flame denoted by h, the boundary
conditions may be written as follows: when z - 0, p = n , where x is the
saturated vapor pressure of the solution; when z = h, p = 0.

For these boundary conditions the solution of (1.25g) will have the
form:

a po (0- e-g (1.2 6 )

where
b RT. N

P.D (1.26a)

Equation (1.26) expresses the relationship between the saturated vapor
pressure of the mixture at the ignition temperature and the quantities b and
h. This equation is the same as the corresponding equation for an individual
liquid.

During the combustion of mixtures of liquids the height of the flame
will be equal to:

where N is the number of moles of oxygen entering the flame per sq. cm per sec;

Dk and nk are the diffusion coefficient and molar concentration of the oxygen;

r is the radius of the tube.

It is evident that for complete combustion

No = PiNi +002 = PN, (1.26b)

where 01 and 02 are the numbers of moles of oxygen required for the com-

bustion of a mole of the first and second components respectively.

From (1.26b) it follows that
= Plyl + P2Y" (1.2 6 c)

Taking into account (1.26a), (1.26b) and the dependence of D on the
temperature, we get:

b = 4.2732 _R D~n. I

PO r DoPT, (1.26d)

Equation (1.26) is in satisfactory agreement with experiment. Figs.
27, 28 and 29 show curves drawn in accordance with this formula. In plotting
these curves values of n were taken from tables, and values of b were
chosen so that the curve would correspond as closely as possible to the ex-
perimental data.

For mixtures of liquids with fairly similar ignition temperatures it
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is possible to assume that for fixed values of r, p, P0 and

4 .2 731 R 8D-. F = ao = const

baand 
P

b (1.26e)

Table 1.5 gives values of a u bexD P for a series of mixtures and

for the conditions under which Ipatov's experiments were carried out.
As the Table shows, there is little change in a when the composition

of the mixture is varied. Hence, if we take a mean value of ao = 0.254 and

values of D and then with sufficient accuracy we can use (1.26e) to

find the value of b for the mixtures in which we are interested, and, having
information about the saturated vapor pressure of the mixture, we can also
determine, making use of (1.26), the ignition temperature of the mixture
under the given conditions.

Where bh is small compared with unity, instead of (1.26) we can write:

n pobh.
For constant h we get:

A
AT (1.27)

where D is a constant for a given instrument;
0 is determined from (1.26b);

D is the diffusion coefficient for the mixture, found from (1.25d)
0 and taken for O0.

Table 1.6 gives values of the coefficients b, computed from (1.26e)
and found by experiment. In computing b the value of a was taken equal to

the mean value in Table 1.5. In Table 1.6 the computed values are given
in the numerator, the experimental values in the denominator.

These results show that the ignition points of mixtures of liquids
are not constants of the mixtures but depend on the corresponding conditions.

We shall now examine the dependence of the ignition point on the com-
position of the mixture.

At the ignition temperature the saturated vapor pressure of mixtures
of liquids is found from equations (1.26) and (1.27). It is clear that the
ignition point of mixtures is equal to their boiling point for an external
pressure

p' = P (1 - "h.(128 )

Relation (1.28) permits a number of conclusions.
If the quantity b entering into (1.26), (1.27) and (1.28) does not

b ex is the value of b found by experiment.
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Table 1.5

Components Molar fractiong of component B Mean
A B .01 , , 08 O8 __

Toluene Benzene 0,242 0,246 0,238 0,246 0,249 10,243 0,243
Benzene Ethyl ether 0,243 0,222 0,222 0,239 0,262 0,270 0,243

Ethyl alcohol Methyl alcohol 0,263 0,252 0,234 0,222 0,223 0,238 0,240
Ethylene
chloride . .. Benzene 0,270 0,272 0,266 0,268 0,265 0,243. 0,264

alohoul . . . Ety alcohol 0,263 0,260 0,257 j0,250 0,260 0,264 0,260

Benzene Acetone I0,243 0,262 1-0.260 0,263 j0,264 I0,268 0,26D)
Toluaene Acetone 10,242 0,2520,4025024026 020

Ethyl I 0,2 450220:6 0:2528 0,244 0,268 0,250
alcohol * - Benzene0,30,6J0,60,5028J0.4 025

Toluene Ethyl alcohol 0,242 0:271 0,234 0 0262 0,259 j0,262 j0,256

Table 1.6

Components Molar fractions of component B
A B 0i10.2 0,410.6 10.8 1,0

*.0,38 0,t40 0,41 0,41 0,42 0,42
Toluene Benzene I~0,38 0,40 0,40 0,42 0-,43 0,42

0,4 2 0,47 0,49 0,51 0,52 0,52
Benzene Ethyl alcohol 0,42 6-4 0,45 0,50 0,566 0, 58

Ethylene Benzene , 17 0,88 ,70 I, 059 0,512 045_

chloride~~ 1.1 09 0,71 0,60 10,52 10,42

Bezn ceoe04 0,53 0,62 0,69 0,75 0,81
04205 0,62 0,70 0,76 08

ToleneAceone0,3 0,44,6 0,71 0,76 0,78
Toluene ceton0,38 0,5 0,4 0, 72 0,74 0,84

alcool ethl acohl 078 ,860,93 1,03 1,01,21

Ethyl al o o e h l a c h l0,86 0,90 -0,91 0,96 F, 03 1F, 12

Isay tylachl0,59 0,63 0,76 0,83 0,84 0,85
I a y E hlalcohol 060 0,63 0,75 0,8 0 083 0,86
Elalcohol Beee 0,83 0,60 0,54 0,51 0,49 0,44

0,8 0,2 ,57 052 0,46 0,42

Toun Ehlaloo ,40 0,53 0,58 0,63 0,69 0,83
Tolune thylalchol0,38 0,56 0,58 0,65 0,70 0,86

Chloroform Acetone - - 1,04 0,92 0,87 0,83
1,05 90,88 o,84

* Coefficient b computed (numerator)

** Coefficient b experimental (denominator)
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depend on the composition of the mix. -e, then for a given value of.h for
a mixture of two known components

p' = : = Const.

In this case the dependence of the ignition temperature B on the composition
B

of the Liquid and vapor phases of the mixture is graphically represented by
curves coinciding with the curves giving the relationship between the boiling
point 9-K and the phase composition for constant pressure, determined from

(1.28) for bh a conAt.
If b depends on the composition of the mixture, then for constant

h = h curves 4 B( and wi-Cy) wll coincide with curves 0-(x) and iK(y)

provided that the external pressure p' is determined from formula (1.28),
in which b is a corresponding function of the composition.

It in clear that curves 4A (x) and "L-(y) for variable b differ from

the curves giving AK as a function of x and y for constant pressure, this

difference being the greater the more strongly b depends on the composition
of the mixture, but the nature of the curves showing the dependence of A.B
and -'K at constant pressure on the phase composition will be the same.

Thm, with imperfect mixtures of the type characterised by the presence
of a minimum in curves 49- (x) and A (y) for p' = cost., there must be aKX
minimum in the curves tL'B(x) and JB(y). Such curves have been obtained by

Ipatov in his investigations into the ignition of imperfect mixtures of the
second type.

In the case of imperfect mixtures with isobaric curves A (x) and
K

-(y) characterized by a maximum, the dependence of B on xandy muast be
K B

represented by curves with maxima. 7he addition of one component to the
other must then lead to the formation of mixtures with ignition points higher
than those of the pure components.

Obviously, minima and maxima in the ignition curves must correspond
to azeotropic mixtures.

It should be noted that with variation in the ignition conditions
the curves B(x) and AB(y) and the positions of the maxima and minima will

change.
Let us now look more closely at the dependence of the ignition point

of ideal mixtures on the composition of the vapor phase. We shall limit
the discussion to cases where b may be considered constant and the ignition
points of the components are fairly close.

For ideal mixtures relation (1.23) holds and this can be rewritten
in the form:

== -= ,o+( =o-- ,,o)x=,(1.28a)

where x is the total vapor pressure of the mixture;
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'.,0 and ,o are the saturated vapor pressures of the pure components

at the ignil " temperature of the mixture;

x. is the molar fraction of the second component in the solution.

From (1.24) it follows that

J + (1.28b)

where y2 is the molar fraction of the second component in the vapor phase,

and

Substituting the value of x2 from (1.28b) in (1.2
8a), we find that for ideal

mixtures: 31 2.0

If by T and T2 we denote the ignition temperatures of the mixture

and the second component, measured in degrees on the absolute scale, and by
the difference between these temperatures, then

- T, + = TS(I+-+ ).

Since &/T 2 is small compared with unity,

and

x2.o= ae'Rr - HeRrI,
where

Q
I = ae RT

and is equal to the saturated vapor pressure of the second component at the
ignition temperature of this component;

Q is the heat of vaporization of a mole of the liquid.

If Q is significantly less than unity, then with sufficient
RT22

accuracy: eRT 1

RT:

and

+ Q
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Thus, with the assumptions made above, we can write

X 0' .... const.

Since a' varies slowly with change in temperature, it follows from
(1.28c) that

0 = s, + 8,y,

where F_ and F2 are corresponding constants, the value of which is easy

todetermine. In fact, when y2 "0, = 0 a"T -T 2  1 " 2  and when

y 2 a 1, T , T2 and, hence, 0-, 0. Whence

= 01-02, el+s,=O

and.

.0c -f O + (10 - 0) Ys. (1.28d)

Here A, and A are the ignition temperatures in 0C of the mix-

ture and the first and second components. Accordingly, where b is npractic-
ally independent of the composition of the mixture and the ignition points
of the components are close, the ignition temperature of an ideal mixture
of the liquids is a linear function of the molar fraction of a component
in the vapor phase.

These conditions are satisfied by mixtures of benzene and toluene.
Ipatov's experiments show that the ignition temperatures of such mixtures
actually obey relation (1.28d).

A. XItion Points of Mixtures of Combustible and Incombustible Liquids

There are no data in the literature concerning the ignition points
of mixtures of combustible and incombustible liquids. We shall therefore
confine ourselves to certain theoretical considerations, which we shall
test indirectly.

We shall assume that we have a homogeneous mixture of a combustible
and an incombustible liquid (e.g. a mixture of ethyl alcohol and water)
contained in a cylindrical tube and at a temperature equal to the ignition
temperature. Suppose now that a flame is brought up to the end of the tube.

The distribution of concentrations of the components and nitrogen in
the region lying between the liquid and the flame will be detdrmined by the
solution of the equations:

- dn dn dn 1.29)

Here the subscript 1 refers to the coubustible, 2 to the incombustible liquid
and 3 to nitrogen; the notation is the same as in the previous section.

If we assume that
D4 D, D = D, .



then it is easy to arrive at the equation

dPRTNQP)(1.29a)

in which

P=P1 +PS.
In this case the boundary conditions may be written as follows:

at the surface of the mixture (s a 0) p a - - x1 + x2 , where x is the total

saturated vapor pressure of the mixture at the ignition temperature, and
x1 and x. are the partial pressures of the components of the mixture; when

z a h (in the flame) p, " 0, and P2 = Yx2' where Y is a factor close to

unity.

For these boundary conditions the solution of (1.29a) may be written:

'= - - (PO - T ) e-bh (1.29b)

where RT N

~pW*
If Y 1,

al= ( O - A) (0 - -h) (1.29c)

and
un- -s = N s ,

and since

RTRp.

u =(Ni + N.)- ,

u = (N, + N2) :C2 N2. (1.29gd)

The height of the flame

Nor'
4DKn

and
No = PNt.

Hence*

Ni = 4Dn . (1.29e)

From (1.29d) and (1.29e) it follows that

N = N1+N2= 4D~n PO
D r' PO -X,
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Thus
b= 4-p ° a ' po_-= (1,29f)

In this case, when bh is small compared with unity,

1(po - 1) bh= (.29g)

where ah
B = 4.273' RDnx xp'.

Far the two liquids in question, when nk, 8, h and r are fixed, if

the variation In concentration is small, we can assume that
B const = C,

and X 1 C.

From (1.30) it follows that the ignition temperature of homogeneous
mixtures of combustible and incombustible liquids is equal (with the assumpt-
ions made above) to the temperature, at which the partial pressure N 1 of

the vapor of the combustible component over a solution of the given com-
position is equal to C.

As already noted, the literature contains no data relating to the
gnition of mixtures of combustible and incombustible liquids. However, we

do have certain information about the flash points of such mixtures. Since
the ignition temperatures are close to the flash points, we shall use the
latter to test our theoretical conclusions.

In Fig. 32 the triangles denote the results of determinations of the
flash points of solutions of ethyl alcohol in water; the curve is based on
relation (1.30). The constant C has been chosen so that (1.30) closely
corresponds with the experimental data. The figure shows that in this case
the theory is in satisfactory agreement with experiment.

C 25

0 cnulmu 5 pucmtoiw

Fig. 32: Dependence of flash point on composition of mixtures
of ethyl alcohol and water. Ordinate: flash point, degrees;
abscissa: proportion of ethyl alcohol in the solution.
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The literature does contain data about the dependence of the flash
points of mixtures of ethyl alcohol and watiz or carbon tetrachloride, but
since the partial vapor pressures for these mixtures at different temper-
atures are not given it is not pu,...,.Ie to compare the results obtained
from equation (1.30) with the experimental data in question.

We still do not know whether in such cases formula (1.29g) agrees
with experiment.

15. Flash Points of Binary Mixtures of Combustible Liquids

In order to compute the lower flash limit, and hence the lowest
flash point for a liquid, we make use of Le Chatelier's rule. This rule
is an application of the displacement law to mixtures of combustible gases
and can be written in the form

y , -- Yk ,( 1 . 3 1 )

where k is the limit of ignition of the mixture;
kl, k2  the limits of ignition of the components;

Yl the molar fraction of the first component in the vapor phase.

In a number of cases this rule gives results close to those obtained
by experiment. This is evident from Table 1.7, which gives Ipatov's exper-
imental data /24/ and values of the flash limit kb computed from (1.31).

In the table y denotes the molar fraction of benzene in the vapor phase.
"Naturally, for fuels that strongly influence each other in burning

we cannot expect that this rule will be fulfilled even approximately.
Therefore we should not look for a special explanation either for very large
or for very small infractions of the rule. On the other hand, we would need
an explanation, if we unexpectedly found that Le Chatelier's rule was gener-
ally fulfilled. In this case we would be the better justified, the more
similar the substances in question. In practical terms, the most inter-
esting instance is that of a mixture of substances with parallel (similar)
properties. Here Le Chatelier's rule can often be useful for a prelim-
inary evaluation." This is how Jost /13/ characterizes Le Chatelier's rule.

Since the flash point is close to the ignition point, in computing
flash points and limits of ignition we can use results obtained for the
ignition temperature. This technique has proved successful both for indiv-
idual liquids and for mixtures of ethyl alcohol and water. It is also con-
venient to work in this way in relation to mixtures of combustible liquids.
We then make use of formula (1.27), determine the constant A and compute
the limit of ignition k of the mixture from (1.3).

In Fig. 33 the hollow circles denote the results of Ipatov's exper-
iments with mixtures of benzene and toluene; the solid circles denote exper-
imental data relating to mixtures of ethyl alcohol and benzene and the
triangles experimental data for mixtures of acetone and benzene. The curves
are based on (1.27) and (1.30). The same value of A was used for all three.
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Table 1.7

Ethyl alcohol Benzene and Acetone and
and benzene toluene bensene

801IMM CfUMPW BeR304 C TOJYOJ!O Algeros c &eus"=o

vi jA. ulk. k, - k k

0 4,40 4,40 0 2,13 2,13 0 3,10 3,10
0,37 3,10 3,40 0,34 2,18 2,23 0,44 2,80 2,78
0,59 2,64 2,99 0,55 2,28 2,30 0,70 2,68 2,62
0,71 2,47 2,81 0,73 2,32 2,35 0,88 2,58 2,51
1,10 2,45 2,45 0,91 2,40 2,42 1,00 2,45 2,45
- - - 1,00 2,45 2,45 - - -

The required values of D were taken from the corresponding tables. The

figure shows that in these cases formula (1.27) satisfactorily'describes
the experimental data. It should be noted that in describing the results
of these experiments we used only on. constant found experimentally. In
computing the Limits of ignition for an examination of mixtures in accord-
anoe with L. Chatelier's formula six constants are used.

met 1e0Anu 8 npo001 quoje

Fig. 33: Dependence of limit of ignition on benzene content
of vapor phase for: 1 - benzene + toluene.; 2 - ethyl
alcohol + benzene; 3 - acetone + benzene. Ordinate:
limit of ignition; absc.: molar fraction of benzene
in vapor phase.
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Pa rt Two

BURNING OF LIQUIDS IN VESSELS

Flames from Liquids

A liquid burning in a vessel is, in effect, a stream of

vapor burning in air; the flow of vapor is maintained by evapor-
ation, whose rate is governed by the flow of heat from flame to
liquid. The 6xygen derives from the surrounding gas.

The flame is of diffusion type; the burning is a special

case of the combustion of unmixed gases.

ShaDe and Size of Flame

The shape and size are very much dependent on the diameter
of the burner or vessel, as Fig. 1 shows for flames from gaso-
line [1]. The flame has a clearly defined fixed conical shape

Fig. 1. Flames of gasoline burning in vessels of var-
ious.diameters: a) 1.1 cm; b) 3.0 'cm; c) 1.5 cm; d) 130 cm.
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when the liquid is contained in tube not more than 10 mm in dia-
meter; longitudinal pulsations appear as the diameter d
increases, and the height oscillates with a low frequency (about
15 c/s). The flame begins to break up as d is increased further,
and random turbulent motion is the sole effect for d > 15 cm.

Table 2.1

0,37 - - 3,0 8,1 3,6 10
0,50 - - 3,9 7,7 5,4 11
0,60 9,5 16 4,3 7,2 6,3 10
0,71 9,7 13,5 5,0 7,0 6,3 9
1,14 11,9 10,4 7,8 6,8- 9,6 8
1,97 20,3 10,3 13 . 6,5 15,3 8

2,98 24,2 8,1 19 6,4 20 7
4,7 31,4 6,7 '27 5,7 29,5 6
8,0 - - 40 5,0 41.3 5
14,8 - - - 68 5
30 100 3,3 - - - -
130 300 2,3 220 1,7 208 1,6
260 440 1.,7 31 1,2 -

2290 3900 1,7 - -

Notes. I, automobile gasoline; II, diesel oil; III, trac-
tor kerosene. All commas in numbers should be read as
points.

It is found [1] that the height S increases with d (see Table
2.1); at first S/d decreases rapidly, but there is later little
variation as d increases.

The structure and shape show that there are several modes of-
burning, namely larinar for d small and turbulent for d large [2].

Laminar Flames

The flame separates the region where there is oxygen but no
vapor (the oxidative region) from the one where there is vapor
but.no oxygen (the reductive region); the two components react
in the flame, which forms a very thin layer if the reaction rate
is high. The concentrations of the reactants are zero at this
surface or layer, as Fig. 2 [3] shows for hydrogen emerging from a
burner into air. A stoichiometric mixture is burnt in the flame
zone [4-63;. if we were to assume that the concentration of one
reactant (say oxygen) at this surface is not zero, we would have
that a combustible mixture could form awdy from this surface,
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wh~ch mixture would burn 'at
the prevailing high temapera-
ture, so the flamet zone
would be disp'lace'd. *The
r~esu~lt is that the PfameI
mi-lgrates to a ,positioni where
the fluxesa lo±resLtpond to the
s&toichiloiiitric mhixtuire anvd
where the convcentrations are

Theory I aminar
Diffusioun Flameg
Bi~rke and Schiumat [7] Fig. 2.simplified model of-'

first gave this theory in corioent rat ions in A, dif f usioft
1928; they considered the -lm: 1 xget; P) reaction.
combustiont of a Jet of gas product.s; 35) nitrogen;6 4)
emerging' fromf A cylinder Vapors
into a caxial cylinder
carrying air flowinAg at the same apee6d. Tey derived an eua.-
t ion for the shape and 4sIz6 of the flamre. This is a patrtjculArt
tase, but somne of theit, results h1,;-ve a rnbore ee ral i.8r-ific~once;
the theory is applicable to fe from~ lquids, so we deal1
briefly With it here.

The discu8sion i s based on the mutual diffusion of fuel and
oxygen in a cylindricoal coordinate system (z,r), tlhe z axis bein
the axis of the burner sand ther origin being_ at the cente! of the
e~nd, which bas a radius. R-l. The radius of the outer cthamber is

P2 heoygen, concentration is ck, the fuel concentrationy- IS f

t he rate of consumption o-f oxygen is wk (that for the fuel being
w2, hestoichipmetry factor is P sne 2  mk), and the flw

speeds are u. The p ro e 15 i steady, and0 the di f fu sion coef-
f Icie -ts, D for fuel a n oxygep are t'he samne.

'The dif fusion equationq are

r a c'___

U~ :W -Dr W7rFJ W

The first equation is mmltiplie~d by 0 and is subtracted from!
the seoond, which,, in conjunction with t he notation

c C



gives us that

U C= D + • (2.2)

The term in (2.2) for diffusion along the flame is small
relative to the others; that is,

asc Mc t ac

and so we may put that

_U. + -I- c) (2.3)

The dimensionless coordinates

r Dz

enable us to put (2.3) as
ac ac I 0c (2.4)
FZ = y. + --- =-_.

The boundary conditions are c = Cof for the gas in the tube
at z = 0 and 7 t o (here 7o = R1/R 2 ), c = cok for the oxygen at
z = 0and o c $1, and c/F Oat 'f=0and7f 1. Burke
and Schuman's solution to (2.4) subject to these conditions is

CoK + _ PC = r 2 10 4t o) 1K (P1it) eJ21
•cof + PCo., -TL I , ' (IA) I I " ' (2.5)

in which I0 and I, are Bessel functions of the first kind of

orders zero and one, the t.i being the roots of

. . 1I(ti) = 0.

Now ck and of are zero in the flame zone, so we put c = 0 in
(2.5) to get the equation for the flame surface. Figure 3 shows
results 1) for excess oxygen and 2) for deficit; experiment con-
firms that there are two types of flame, which have the shapes
shown in Fig. 3.

With c = 0and T = 0 (excess oxygen) and 7 =-1 (deficit), the
F of (2.6) becomes the dimensionless height of the flame; for
given FO and cok/cf we have that

• uR R .
const =k; D=k D. . 0. D (2.6)

in which V is the flow of fuel. It is found that (2.6) agrees
well with experiment.

Frank-Kamenetskii [8] has shown that the expression for
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canh be f au'nd without 6D'Vinp-
(2L),if inl th-is we insert

the di netsiilezs concentra-e
tiovn E C/C0 ; the equationt
beoomes dimenisionless and3
free from raramelters,, while
the boundAry conditions con-2
tamn 1-. The solUtion, to

(L)cant tbhen bew but asi

an d the shape of the flafffe is -- 4 -

given by 2

f z r0.

This implies that, for a

given T
ac R~~ 05I 1,5 20

Fig. 3. Shape of a di ff ution
flame (Burke .n~d Sclutkai): I)
cylindrical f lame with exces
Oxygen; 2)the same with too,

1-i-tti e oxygeni.

Burke and Schuman's results agree with experiiment, which
means that the mixing condition,6 govern the. rte ;of cb'lrbustion
and t hat the detailed reaction kinetic-s V--ly no iftortaht. part
(the, slower pr-ocess is the rate-limiitingp one). This applies

aloto vapors from liquids.

-Barr [9] bas considered this6 problem for flows differing in
s~peed; Iotel and 0ausorn. 13] have discussed o.Pen larminar diffu-
sion fl!am es by using Burke and Schurn' .prrexirnat ion,(2)
being gsolved subject to the modified bounidary conditio-n that
dc/dr is zero at r 00, not at I . Their solution re .lates to
the case in which the atmosphere moves with the speed of the pas
i-n the burner; but it does, satisfy ane oX. the boundary condi
tiOn~s, so -tie problem, remains unsolved.

.There is a sim~ler way of solvinm this pr-oolem arproximitely
for the fla me fromr a liquid [1G]'. 'The amount dim of oxygen
reaching an elemen t of the siteady flame equa4i the am~ount coQn-
suged in burning the vap-or reaching the same elemrent in the same
period. We use the (z,r) system, with z -Ilong, the flame and
the angle f ormed 'by x' with this. axis;, here p!and u are the, den-
4ity and speed Of the vapor, g,,- and 9 2 are 'the pr'portiqns (b1y
weigh t) of the combustible components-(a-swue onme w)
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:and, and '2are the amounts.& per g)' of 'oxygen; rie'd'-d to burn

Thia dft may be found in, Another way. fle isolate by me-anls
o1 two indfiit llos-e pla1nes noirmfal to z 'A layer in the flOw
ofi vabo-r At the surface of the iIquid;, this layer has', the radius

R of the burner o&r vesel., Lett it Move utwards at the speed! U;
it burns as8 lit moves, and its radius r Isa that 'of the flamne*
which decreases. The Width of the zone of combustion, products
increases. The oXyge-n- reacdhes the f'lame, via acircular layeir of
these. productls; 'if we assumeS that e i-ft this la6yer -is a's for a
steady state,, then,. wit'h denhotingi the, distantce f rom thbe z ax is, j
we have that

te-C I dc\

Now c is', c-, the oxygen, concentrationt in the sur-roun-dinig
atmosphere, at R a nd is zero at t r, 6o

drh D, Yk trdqdz ~ R- r vrqLz.(.)

Then, (2.1) and (2.8), give

c dr (111In r)-dr (.9

The origin M~y 'be placed At t he surface of the l iquid;f
r # R at z t G and

~rIn rder in r-

so 1(2.9), gives

-Z T(r 2 
' IL) In, R 10)

Further, S=z f or r G , so (2.10) gives us that

Butdpu is the amrount evaporating per cm 2per sec, so0 fu # rp, in'
whic and v are the density and 1inear bujrning rate; then

* ~ U 9 p[s-ig+ P1 R. (211

6,1!



The dimensionless

e l -ust t (2.10) o p 10)

'Then (2i2) defines the -----

shape of the flaime.

It there is nos e c o n d c o m p o n e n t , i ( 2 .1 ) -. . .....: -. . . ... ... ..... -

becomes,

4Dcq,1'(2o)5 45 ' 2;5

This agrees fully with
(2.6); Fig. 4 shows Fg. 4. Shapesg of diffufsion flame s
that the agreement with of ethanol in burnters.
experiment is also good.
Here z/t is plotted
against r/R; the var-
ious symbols denote --------
results obtained with
ethanol-water mixtures
used in glass tubes
(d 22 M). T.e full " _

line represents (2.12);
it fits the experi-
.mental points verycloesely. •0.....:5:.... ... . . ,

Table 2.2 shows 2
that (2.6) and (2.11) Fg. 5. Pelation of S/PvR- to cos-

aso fit experiments, position; glass, d .7.7, mm.
with ethanol in glass.
tubes of various diametersi here h is the distance from the free
edge of the burner to the surface of the liquid and v is nhe lin-
-ear burning rate for the liquid. The variations in $/vR with R
and'h lie within the limits of error of the measurements.

The following results [1] for (6/v),/i000 for steel burners
show, that (2.6) and (2,13 ) apply also to these: more complex sub-
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and and ~2are the anmoun s (g p er g)of oxygen iteeded to. burn

the s e, so

dm UP' (Pfvg1+sg ddr p'(2-)g2±i1dd. (.7

This18 din may be foub'd in anothehr way. ;1e isolte by fmeans-
of two intdefin-itely close plantes normnal to, t a layer in the flow
of vapor at the surface of the liquid; thits layer, has the radiub,
P, oT ther burnter or v Wess4.- Let -it m-ve Uvward's at the-L speed u;
-it burns as it moves, and- its radiu' r la that of the flahme,
which. decreases.i The Width of the tont Of ownbuttion, products
in~creases., The oxygen reaches6 the flare via& a circ'ular layer of
these proddcts; if We asUme t-hat t- in this ILe i s o
seady state, then1, Withj denotinAg the6 distance fromte axs

we, have that

Now d is 00, the oxygen concentratiob int the surroundingo
&tmobs,,here, at P R and is zero at t r~ to

'dc N N6- .8

Then(.? and (2.8)L give

"= PW 3 dz=r(!n R 1nr)d.(2)

The origin: my be placed at the surface of the liquid;
& R at 0Oand

so(29 giVes.

Dc. rZ Rrz -~~-(R2 ) -L7 --in- (210

,Further.S z f 'r r 0, so, (2.1T) gives us that

2But fuis the, amount evapoQrating per em per sec, so e'u= v, in
whih and v are the density :and .ingar burningrae then

* 6 pvj(%a-%)g,+M% R. (2.111)*4,De. --
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'The dimensionless
coordinates

enable us to put (2.10

as - -I2 ,
Then (2.12 df Ines, the
shape of the flame.

If there is no
second component, (2.11) - -

becomes

4L=c0oo  .(2.13) ~I___

1.j05 1? 05 1,

This agrees fully with
(2.6); Fig. 4 shows Fig. 4, Shapes of diffusion flames
that the agreement with of ethanol in burners.
experiment is also good.
Here z,4 is plotted
against r/R; the var- £
ious symbols denote i _..... _..... ______

results obtained with
ethanol-water mixtures
used in glass tubes
(d = 22 mm). The full
line represents (2.12);7
it fits the experi-
mental points very
closely.

Table 2.2 shows
that (2.6) and (2.11) Fig. 5. elation of v.R to com-
also fit experiments position; glass, 4 = 7.7 mm.
with ethanol in glass

tubes of various diameters; here h is the distance from the free
edge of the burner to the surface of the liquid and v is Vhe lin-
ear burning rate for the liquid. The variations in S/vR with R
and h lie within the limits of error of the measurements.

The following results [11 for (6/v)/IO00 for steel burners
show that (2.6) and (2.13) apply also to these more complex sub-
stances:
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zR,iu 6A7 6.0 0,' 7.1 J 20k 30'
Benzene Beiu .. n., .,, - - 1,1 1i,.1 1,,4 1,1, 0,9.

Kerosene KepociN. , ....... 1,7 2,2 2, 2.0 1,9 1,5 -

SolaOr oil .ONOU M8CIO1.,.........,,8 2,4 2,3 2,2 2,IJ 20 2,0

Table 2.2

7M 2,15 4.6 J _ I .. I __ __ .... __ ___

4,2I,042l6, 0 ,842 6, 8,. 1 0 I1,8 4',2 :6,01 +8,.0 1 2

36 "i6 13,3
1 ~3 1 34 311 33 36363 33 32 31 06A

Figure 5 shows /evR as a functio- of g, the proportion of
the second component by weight in the liquid; the ,rosses repre-

sent results for mixtures of ethyl and isoamy alcohols, and the
circles ones for ethyl and butyl alcohols.t The full lines repro

sent (211)i whic, olearly shows good agreement with the actual
behavior of $/fV9.

Further, (2.13) implies that pv/8 should be independent of
the nature of the liquid for lamina burning, as is found;

experiments [2) show that the meatn ev/6 for ethanol in burners of'
d between 4.6 and 46.8 mm is 1.2I mg/cm.sec, and for butanol for

* d of 3 to 30 mm is 0.88 mg/cm.ec (the 0- for these compounds, are
2.1 and 2.96 respectively). Then fffv/% is 2.54 and 2.93'8 mg/cm.sec
for these two alcohols; the two values are very similar,

The approximate theory is thus satisfactory, so the rate of

combustion of vapor in laminar burning is governed by the rates of
influx of reactants, net by the rate of the reaction (the latter
is much higher than the rate Of formation of the mixture).

Turbulent Flames

The flame from a liquid in a vessel over 30 cm in diaeter
is turbulent [1]; not much is known about this type of flame,

but Table 2.1 shows that 61d varies little with d, being about
two, which is much less than for laminar flames. The explan-
ation is simple; arguments similar to those for laminar flames
[1,11 ] show that

6 V

But D e ud c vd for turbulent flames, and so

• 6q d. (2.- 4)

The fall in $/d is clearly, a" result of the increase in the
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efeciv D r turbal ent flamewhs.

P~ltjrlsinFlames

1.Long a go it was observed that the dIffusin flame oft a
ga6 jet in air shows low-frqey fluc tuationhs;4 therse have been

L-A"

LL~Ji,2~ j ~V,

___ j
__________ p Ir

__ _ k_ --

r
4[ 'y>

Fig. 6. P1otographs of flames f rom automobile gasoline
(Rhudyakof tae a32fam es per see; d:, a) 11mm
b) 20m; c) 30 m; d) 47 mm; e) 80mm.

studied by Maklakov [12. The flame does not fluctuate if the-
rate of f"Low is low,. but the length starts to fluctuate as the
rate is increased. 'The critical flow speed u~ dec-reases as d
increases-, and it is also, dependent on the nature of th-li gas,.
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The type of oscillation alters, as th e speed increases; the topL
part of -the flame bareak away and completes its burning in isola

tion. The oscillati6ons become omiplex at high sp#eeds

2. Flmes, from liquids reSemble those from unmixed gase's,;
the* flame is stable it d is less thani, he crit-ical diameter,
but fosacillations of frequency 10-1 - d/s, set int above that limIt.
Pigure 6& shows the oslaions A, in a g.asoline flame. The nature
of the liquid affectas de, which is aboU 1 cm. The type of
oscillat 1on1 also var-ies, With' d,; the upper part tends to. break
.away as d increases. The top elongates, a neck appears, and

j 

j

:?i

rl

Fig, 7. Flames f rm soelar oil in 'burners o~f diameters
a) 5,rm. ) m .; c). ,5 at-; d) 2QO rm,; e) to ) o am

the top breaks 4way; the residual Dart is a~t first short, but it
soon lenthens agi,, and the processo is repeated.. The lower

part of the flme- lwh s a reg ular and simpe .ape (Fig. 6, b and4 PI

F_i;rthe-r inorea-4se in 4 (Figj. 6d): gives rise-to, an upper part
of compex :shape; the s.cil..t0~ nop a large part, of the
f lame. T'e whole flame begins to pulsatpe whe~n d is, ver,y large,
and we get the continuousg!, changing forms opf FIg. 6e.,.Tee

_yU chrei

a e-neraI tendency for the oscillation freq uency t. d ecras as.
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i r c red S.Oz

3. 7ThOS8i oscijJO!'jo);j'; s~ -i t !-e miucl le8Ss thaf U'.
the trtin~ition fron li'n to turbodemt flow;iv fo6r c ca M.p0e,
,Pakl1ako V finds th~t the flame6 of c,?§boh, m-anoxi'de flo-wing from "a
b ,Utn'er6, &Ld~amtiter 4~ m starts to dscillate, when tth, flow rate 16

Ony8c/se. Th creprd e±81,wihi 1/10 6f
the crtitic&-l Re.i The savbe is fou-nid for flirmes fram liquids.
Th* 6'us' fo 6tci11atio6n have been Oxaminedlo [1] th onet of
oAcllatio is d osly- associated withi turbulencce Uzh the atrea<

of (r,6 frobi tht flame.

Fxigure ? shodws flames, Of solar oil in glass cy11id'ers of d
betw:eta 3,ad0 mrn; the sotlae treao above the f lare is
tlerly Vi~ibli§. The rmide of
flow of this stream. is very ru~ch
deLpnd'enit on d; the stream i s_
,ctraight and has sharyp outline's
at first if d .4 dt, but at a cer-2N - - -

taiti distancde it be6ins to Os c---i I
late, the a.:fblitude inc~teab-ing 0

with the distantte from the tube 7
Fiballyj the sttd,6M ist disresed
Thus the flow ia larrin'it rv~ t t:e 'v,,F&217 30F 40
flame but brecornes turblUrit 'aftorV.Mmw
a certain dist:.*nce. The entire i.. elto Oz 0 o
flow is turbulent if d > dci
.irilpr patterns are cbsEorved f'or ra;e o -o~uiir 04

kerosene and eaolne

4. 1erosexie in a tube with d =2?.6 mm Egive6s a 6trocnly
pulsating: flamte the pul~aticns weakepn as the di,-tancehbewn
the liquid and the en of' tie tU-be ir.seps, and they cease
entirely if h > hc.

It is found that the. distanpe 7 from the tu-be to the point
of onset of osci .J ti-on decreases as, d increapse,4 (if h is fixed)
an~d as hI i;ncreases (if d ioj fixed): this z0 is related to V,, the
rate of consumptiop of. t-he liquid. Fi'Ure 8 4hows6 thiS forr var-
ious4 (denoted by the different signO, tlle line bein~c- drawnr in
acc ordan-ce with

zo Ov (2 5

All the Poin-t- lie near tfii curve, wiic netans that iso

governed by VI, not by d arid h: mor'eover, A gannpot Vary much from
qone li quid to arother.

5.It is krown that 'ncreaseL with V, so z0 -S ecreaSs~
a-s V increaseps, becominrr 7.ero, at VC, whereupqn the top oU the
flamp. starts to ospill.ate. The, osc illqitioms extend inrto the
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flame whemn V > Vt, 66nd ultima~tely the mhotionf b'ecomes so 1 6oro us
t hat the to&p Part of tb.he flame breA1~a away (Fig. '6).

Tle, oscilltian in the firven stz~rta whenh d # dc (for h
f ixed); further, the, 6 silatioh~i starts for h. .9 h i d > 4,6.
The critical rate V t Vc is givenh b y

to 6V. ' b M b

so.

TeVc for sola'4 r -611, kero se~ n golinie are 0.e35 t. 5 mi;

(P.2.16) is8 corfirfted by Table 2.5, whic6h gives the d- anld ho cal-
du4ate'd from experimental res-Ult-s. Here ()denotes: no,

Table 2.5

11, Ata0: 0 0, 0 2,514,5 0 2,5 4,9 6,5i 6,5! 8,5 12,5

3944 29 36,5 6~85 46311

- + ',+ + -

4,2. ,2 '7,9 1

*Sign s of in~ipient oscillation.

oscillation in the flame; (+) , te presence of osicillation.

6.Zel'.dovich [14]: made a theoreticaj study of the trana-
ition from laminar to turbulent flow in the gas rising,, from a
flame a3 long ago as 193?; 'he gave an aT-roximate expreasion for
t'he limiting behavior. Prandtl 15 has subsequentl y ma.de a
dietailed analysi-s of some asrpects., The followipr- is a summeriry of
7el'dovich's work.

The he-nt flux (not th~e momentum) i s conserved in; the freely
rcin convetv .tream above the flc-me; then, at large dis"

tances, from the flame, (whe~re the, prpce-s, is self- modeling), we



have (apart from A colstant fator)60 that

in which Q ic t'he bratt produced per 6ec, b, is t width of 0!4,
stf.-affij q Is the thbrffal ca~ct~ of the gas8, Whose- meari t~-4d,,
teiperatur Le, zhd deai t y are uTr, and Th6 eqUaltidn Of
fttion for 1Infin- r flow I 0a

tte accde reatiot) due to rif,, IS~ I ire P'a scin b oa

T'he I a tte:r re :-1tln 7ib e 86 h

Re=

but

so
Re -= v~o)(2.1.~

Th- t is, (2.1q) shows th--t Re incrp.,seb with 7-, 6o tIbi Iiir-

in,?r flow mpust term-in. te -it n cert~nir. '.ei -- t v he r:'hoto:7ra~rh!,

SVow.

7. T.e Re Fiven by (f1C or tIe tran'sition~ point ig, Pbout

1-0 C ici' .i~ Pbout a tent. o'* t," pv~al -1i i~ 'E'. Ln '

to t ur e <zcqct ed , for Th.-. trc-.rs:Lion occurs -.-t low 2e in cor'nrectmve

fplows .erally; for e--arlo, P i,: LCQOQu for thE f2loi:_ ar r
bc ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q. 3tc( eetii c) -- ne t' ot tr Ii'z .ei'.c.1 ert e

-Cuci4 shpe of tfp~ velocity rrofile forz thbe . te; he vr r

lpOW Cr-ticl1 tpe t'Qo flnes' c~: e u nqr orntQ(c, _n t~- I iubFs. Cf

couse tir ~ov v'I'e for -e n~~t c~eIttoc o gc .1)

nsitio oi

Turt~r -di' tves us ih, t rarircr 'Dr~

T~ic, loot relationr is (P-1) so .el'idovie'-S'o~iiu-ir



may be applied to the experiments quoted above; hAis theory
enables *us to understand and explain the causes of 9scillation,
although many features rema.in unexplained.

Shape and Strauctur f the FlUme from: a._ Vertical
Tube Su-rrounded by% a. Rising A-r Current

Here -an interesting pattern may be, observed. The tube con-
taining the liqu, id (gasoline) is coaxial with the air tube; the
air speed and liquid level are varied. The top of the burner
tube may be above o6r. below the bottom of the air tube. It is
found that the flame is extinguished at quite low air speeds when

ig. 91 Sha-pe and structure of flame f rom gasoline in
a tube (d = 9 mm) inside an air tube (d 15 7 mm);
air flow rate (1/min): a) 2; b) 4; c) 8, d) 1 ; e) 14.

the liquid fills the tube, but it is not extin.guished even at
high speeds If h W 0.

The flame is always conical if the air is at rest; it is
then strongly luminous and is attached to the tube. Figure 9
shows the, effects of air when the liquid is slightly below the
top edge of the tube. At 2 /min (Fig. 9a) the flame is
detached from the tubeand is still strongly luminescent, except

at the base. The luminous part becomes very small at 4 I/min;
the flame is still conical, but now with a rim, and its various
parts have diffe~rent colors. The outline. becomes: diffuse, and.
the flame starts to roar, at higher speeds; Fig. 9, c-e, illus-
trates the behavior.

it is difficult to give a full explanation of this behavior;
it is clear that the flame becomes detached on account of dilution
with air (see Zel':dovich [4] on the extinction of the flame),
The low luminosity is clearly the result of an increased rate of
influx of oxygen.
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Temp'erlature- and4- ~a tion

1.1 Thes~e ±e'atUres are very -iw'portant to the th'eory And
rpractitve of lilquid conmbustion,, but our information, on them is
rAtheir s-canty. IPeliable reaaju rerMentzs are 'difficul1-t to, make,
earrecially tot turbulent f E.MeS;, the pro'blet is ma-de irrore dif fi
cul t by the rapid and considerable fluctuations if thre vessU Is
of' fairly large6 size.

The lumninous flate, is of the manin lnter'est to us.; this con-
tairts mnry Very s&#all carbon, tpirtic'les8. Sc~hak. [16] has shown
that these particles diffe6r In tetperature! fromr the gas -by only a
fraction' of a degree-: thO erfission, comres rrinc itA 11y ft±om~ the
ra rt icle's.

Thermocoupes and ontical pyrv'.etetrs 'can be used to meate,
the tenrteture,, provid' that the rea'dinrs& atre suitably cor-
rectetdi it i~s best to use twoa throcatipleis of different (ron

szes. 'The disarppearin-Pf ilament pyromettf is also, conrentient,
but this re,, ds only tY6 briAhtnvess te~frpentute (thatt of an, abso,-
lutlely blAck oddy having, the same ttie'htr.ess bt the c'boaenr wjave6-
lehxth), which can diffe r by several hundreld dep-ees from the
true temperatuire (the dep-ree of black~ness, is the cpontrolling
fadtor)., Several methods have bee rrou'jed[171] 'fr measur-
ing the trule temvverature and dewt of :blackness coniveniently;
one of these is to measure the hri~htnes temr~titut-re at two
w~veletngthsA And, another is to use a, tem-era~ure lambt. W'e des-
cribe the latter in detail.

Thle temnperatljte la.mtp i.S a stiri--fila'ment Iamb wl:os- bri.g.ht-
ness tenmoerature is known as a function of1 cur r en t this enabl.,esone to read the temperature in terms of th e c urret h bht-
ness temperature of the flame, sf, is m.easured- the current is
adjusted 'to mhake sl, the briit-Itress ternverature of the lavp., some
2OO 3Q09 rore than: s. Then, a easurement is mad of 5 1f' the
brip-htn'ess temperaturet of t he lawx- As seen thrrou&h the f lame.
The readinps enable one to deduce the terricerature T and4 demree of
bla114kness C by means of the following formulas.

Le t B3f b e t hel brirghtness of the flare as measured: at wave-
length )6; then Planqlk's I!bw gives us that

4; eX4exp( Ck exp

in which C1p and C are c ons tants.. Let P 1 ard B~f~ h rg t
ness of the f ilament as seen iret n4vate flame; then

= c't exp(-)
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and

+sC(I- ) 2

These eqiations givie us that

T -n (2.120)

',t is usual to te a red filter- of efecti- waelength
0.65 4 in t -he PYromet-er;' then C-4 s5 218, 1O~ These two,
equations (2.2901) and (2.241)' give T ;(in OX); and r for this Wave-

A mo-6re precisei result 's obtained if T and -f Are found by
ad justing the lamit curren~t I in the fneastments on sl, and:r
the point w'here sicI) ~e t al gives T, fo if'

t hen

and T SL.
The following two case re erncountered. If ~ 1

t hen Bf 4 B1( arid 41 > T; if Blf >BBp t> B1 t and 81 <. T.

Hottel and Brayton ,ave iteasuired T' by r efe re nce to s~ for
wavelengths -re:re in the refl a.nd gre eior~s as isolated by means of
filters [M3]; the final results are

C. (2.23)

'Pere >'. a4n -~aekon n iad s2 are measu4red, so T, is

the calculations..

Line-reversal methods have been used for nonluminous flamnes



[l'19], but the metho,ds are not amlicAble to, lurninou. flames.
01e616[191 for A, detailed review fof methods :of Irmeasuring flame
temnperatu'res.

2. Thermoipile,I bolotmeterrs, and '66 on are U8 ed- to measure
radiatio~n from flamesl. In one case, [20] the previously cali-
brated thermopile and galvaniometer Were placed At someO distancde
from the tank containting, the bUrnin liud(i ardc)

double6 metal screen with, a ci±'culat aperture was placed between
tepile Afnd the tAnik; the hole wasi such, a-s toa allow tepl

toa see only the central part of the flame.i The eit-isivity R~ *o f
,the flame i.s zdAlculated att follows.

Let 6-+be the raditiomn flux reactlinO the detector which
vi1-th lm a ih angles and, which h&6 a senlsitiVe a~

so;1 the area of f lame viewerd is6 6' whiich. lires at a distance rd,.
The screen is, at a distancle r, anrd the hole has &,p trea, s;, B is
the brightness of, the flae. Then

Am ~ BS 96

This itmlieS that

(2.2,0

It is easy to measure s/i'2; 6~s i.s deduced frow the r'eadino of
the galvanometer, and so B is found., Then

P

gives us E. But

in which qis Stefan's cosatadTis as above; this gives us
1,0, the integral degree of- blacknes8s Lof the flame.

3. The follo inxz Co are for the central p a rt Of the flalme -of
gasoline in tanks:

Run 1: 2 3 4
Diameter, cm 130 130 26.0 2 60
T OK 1390 1393 1403 1447

t 0.7-5 0.86 0.9 1 1.0

Clearly, the degcree of blackness i's close to one for the tank of
diameter 2,60 cm.

The absorptivity is defined by

I -~-Y,(2.26):

in which I is the dexth of the absorbingr layer and k is. the
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abortincsefficienit at waveleru;th ~.This 8latter-: toefI'icien-t
is governed by the size anid nunibeT of the carbonf parti~cles for a
lumritous klre k- detrCmuses as; the particle size itncre:ased4 if
th'i prroor'tioh of carbon is conhst.Ant, and t( may bec-brpe ;alrniost
one if the flame is 'of cbm'Id'erable, de-uth and' low r'eflectivity.
Th~e erri8siOn from the flame ia then *,-re'isely that ftr a, black
bo;,y at the 8amfe, tevrature.

4. The following interesting deduictioh may be rnaje from
(2.26). if we have two flarnesi one twice the thckness of the

oher, whose absorptiviie a. re C1and fr-2  ten

'(1rsr (8 ,-s (27),

This fits the results given above; if ie take f a8 0.8 fox the6
130 cm tank,. theni C 0,.96 for th,6 260 cm one, which is in agree
mIfenlt With the mean value. This im,61lies that ile will be extremely
close to unity for a, tank' of diat.4-eter ,5 20 cm or frore.

There 16 a geneoral tendenicy foir k to, fall as )t increases*L
fidtteli et al [181 assume, that

in whi ch n t akes t he va-1U es8 1.59C up to6 0.8~ad 9 between1 o.6
an d 10 -1! It has been Obaerveld [-1 ~3 J that the finiely divided
catbon in a flame dif'fer6 in its ootical patar,,eters frorn assive
carbon* in particular, the varitmtion of f).witht wavelength Is
very much more rapid. 'This mreama. thait results- obtain-ci with
thermopiles should, be checke6, in order to establist to uw-ich
spectral rejiom they apply.

5.Gratiterest attach~es, to an~ esimte of' tih heat loot

by radiiation. Consid~er a tank (rtu )ntls thn 5 i
dieer he I fo r t he f 1,-r e is case to one, art,' t he heigvht :Ls

about 2d, whlile the linear r~te of' bi rpinjg- is aliost ir.deoendent
.of d. The heat lost as radito Per unitti- i te

qs 7 -is 4x= o4

The heat troduced, by cobsioni

qi Rftpq,

i n w}'ich ;q is the heat of reaction and v is the linear rate of
burning. Tlow45

q1  t'pq

V'or !;as4ol'ne, v 4 rM/niinn, r=0,75 g/cm.O, q =1 cl~
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and T %f 1400OK. Then

Gasoline doe~s not burn contpletely i4n these flames, s6 about
half of the heat is lost by radiation. 'The terPe±ature is there-
fore well below the maximum possible.

The carbon particles prod-Uce most of the emission from a
lUminouzs flame; there are many papers on their formation, which

Fig. 10. Structure of sot partilcles: a) x 1,00; b) x 1000;
c) x 1!O 00; d) structure of a spherical carticle.

have. been reviewed [19,'21], The following se,.tion deals mainly
with the struLcture.

Figure 10 [21] shows some structures; at low magnification
(Fig.. 1Oa), the particles, are seen as being composite and; elongate
while at x 1000 they are seen to consist of very small particles
(Fig, lOb). At x 1O0 000. they are ssen, to consist of filaments
an4 clumps of particles, more or less equal in size (Fig. 10c).
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The diffraction patterns of hydrocarbon smobe and of amorphous
lampblack show that the spherical particles revealed by the ele-
tron micros'ope in fact consist of crystallites about 20 ' in
size; these are randomly linked together (Fig. 0d). Each
,crystallite consists of several
layers of carbon atoms with
hexagonal pac1i±ngl; the layers
lie parallel if the order found
in graphite, but are twisted
one relative to another. The - .. .
crystal lites in smoke resemble
sheets of graph paper stacked
With their edges at random . . ,
eangies,. The boot particles
p-roduced by diffusion flames
are, very small and are complex"
-in structure. - .

The proportion, Of the car- _ _.........

bon appearing as soot varies 5 0
with the fuel and the condi-
tions; some liquids (e..g., Fig. 11i Pyrolysis, products
ethanol) burning in narrow from ethane at 1:400 0.
tubes give flames luminous at
the apex only, with the proportion of luminous flame increasing
with the diame ter. Other liquids (.g.4, benzene) give highly
luminous flames even inr tubes a few mt in diameter. Here soot
starts to appear at the apex as the diameter increases (Fig. 7).
The minimum flame height at which soot is formed is sometimes
used a-s a measure of the tendency to produce soot, but it would
be better to use the degree of blackness for this purpose.

The carbon in a diffusion flame is formed when the fuel
passes through the zone of heating [22]; pure hydrocarbons were
passed at high flow rates through a tuabe 0.3 mm in diameter
(transit time a few msec),4the temperature being 1100 to 1400'.

FigFure 11 shows results for ethane (abscissa: time spent in
tube),, which indicate that the pyrol,sis is very rapid; the time
spent in the hot part of the flame, is quite adequate.

Thermal Conditions in Flames

1. A flame produees. heat by reaction and loses it.by radia
tion and convection; the temperature is determined by the amourrts

of heat produced and lost per unit time,, q1j and q2. The temPer-
ature could be predicted if q1 and q2 were known as functions of
the various parameters, but here we lack a iroper knowledge of
conditions in flames; all we can give are some hgeneral arguments.

Here we deal with laminar f la'mes..

The surface of a laminar flame divides the, region having



oxygen but no fuel fx'om thmt hnvinP 'ue1 but no dypeni The rate
&t W'hich the VAPor burns i8- Very rauch depen,1eht ont the sunW-ply of
oxygeLn; the s&me is true, for the burhni ot, so'ic~s mcY as, ca-.x
bonf. Of course, the Analogy ifafrmcnle, but 4we c-z
utilize 66ne re84lts on the birninp' of carbon. (and omn heterogen-
eous buirrtin, genierally) '24-26],, provided carie is ta-h.-yt

P,. Let ks, be the' arounht o±f orxyp-e- cortuipedl in unit time at
t he surfade; e c and c0 . be the oxYgen dondemtrntions in the
06mnbustion zone, andi in thc s~broundin-' Rtrotphere. R'u~tibreri let

Ia' be the P-a~s-exch&nmr'e fa ctor, k~ the rate c6ratt E the 4ctiva-
tiom enerp-y, T the fla.me te''1erature, and R tf-e aSconstant.
We assume that flt1.re,!3tion ite is. rrorortional to . 'Then, -ve
have for t he f 0m f -rm a iq U id: that

This gives us that

This Show,$ that the sp,6cific, ietvtion rate is governedA by the
rates of diffusion &nd reaction;i now k i~ -! rge relative to &J

~.thi~ teperatures, s

a IC0(2.2P9)

This shows that t-Ye rate of supply of -oxyfren. controls the rate o~f
burning; this mod~e of burring IS ccalled diffusiom. burning.. In
this case q is almost zero in the flaiTre, arnd the siecific rate of
burnIno varies little with T.

The heat qj rrodiuepe -unit arep inunit time is 'k5 a in
which q is the heat of re-3gtion; curve 1 o Fig 12sos0 1 )
Th e h eapt lost per un it t i pee from unit arEa of flhnre is

q -(T- To) + F,(P-T ) (2.0

in which a is the heat-transfer factor,. s iu the dep:ree of black-
ness of' the flayre, p, is Stpfan's cons~tant, and To is the te e ra -
ture of the surroundings. Curve 2of Fig. 12 shbows q2 (T) Inr
the steady state

q'1 (2,q2fQ51)

The solution! to; (231tives us the steady-state T,, it is best
found Praphically from the intersection of the curves for qj And
q2*
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3. Te, 6fferct G Att- doj to OhAyrI~~ 1 T- w~1 jytq
becohes -lower as qc,- decreases.i Fi guz'e 13 s-hows thiat the courve6

for fl ' flef4r oLftee 6 we

tangential at A, certain qc 0 .~ The point of6

reduced, tilere bteing~a; ~~~ ti ~tl~tuJ*
p ~ h '.t et~ti 8 tsc miovt33 et 4E A 14 1v

Practical e rtirctiQ~ne~ inido _4j 'dSt
g'seS, Or fineT sPrays of nicon'buetible liouids tkte droplets
absorb, heat in, evaporating-,, wlhi-X the varor dllutea the oxyip.enz
and, the, fuel.

9" O' -Fo

7~~~ ~ U- *". zivr~

ji £ j

and, q. 
0. 9z 9, 1

Let~~~~~~~~ %,/ = d; -gr~~codtr n. ~a4.~ ~

less& than one do (233 an' d W a .be
n' ;7 -- r e~ .p I. h

Cam f '-Jd n rox imA~t e "61;utilb- 11 6Im'tld
rne1 raiaio;_'

*~~~~~i~ -3 n -- ~4,~'i~35z
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This :system give S' Us eG d -fcr this case.

The bu'nitig :M5nVO exjpands, if qc.0 falls4 becauze the r~te. of
combustion, is lower.a

The main, focuiooTr the thel-mal C-onoliti~rls int laifir
flaimes are applicablO, also to turbulent flamne,6.

4 Zel 'd'ovich [L1 has's~w th 't 'the fltaie we whn the
tempedrature in t he burning--P zotne has fallen to

exeft if radiation is6 no)t the doniinant mod* of lo's's. Here
extirctiob occurs Az follows. The zone e -rrand8 if the rate of
burrneh fallej and the c dncent tat iIs, of reactants be'comIe differ-:
ent from zero. Piventually ttO rate of reattion fails t6 match
tte rates of influx, so the flare is cooled an 6 r'oecs out.

kractica! corbustible l-iqui&8s -jre usUal I itre, sow

have, to consider changes in cor~ozztia. -,e) &,81, &cr.;zder Only
the sirlest (bin-ry) rturs

1. Blinov [27J M8a made exrefriental jA0i t ,oretical stud
ies on binwry rixtur~eg, as have others 428) P&lI~
.Burgoyn6 and Kat,-n (29j, and Pavlov An
Khovanova [30,311 hbAVe studied the effects6
for crude oil.

Figure 1A shows an atparatus that has
beer. used; here- A is a cylinorical pglas~s
burner, C is a container a'llowinp of vert-
ical movement, B is a rubber tube joirnn,
A to CtI-e S are bungs, and 1P is mercury.
The mixture is toured into A, C is raised
slowly and continuously to Iken thle sur-
face of the liquid at the tor off the tube.
-h~e flame is extinmvjished when th t

rroportion of liouid h1as been burned; the
liquid is removed and is exasined, weithi a
refractometer. A4 calibration curve for
Vr-e !rixt1ure tleen v'ives the cconoositiop.n14 n-aau

Inn gone cases the buirner was fitted for examiring coir-
-with a sn'ail thin-walled tute T wio.3e fir. rosition chanp-ep in
la- 5-A mm below the sur.'ace; t he1 low, e r burninp binqry
end was clo -sed d urin7 th!e burrnm, hut liqlzids.
afterwards it was opened to allow the
uI)Ter Th:yer of liquid to. run down4 in-to a test-tube. Them it wazs
Closed again, tuew~raised to restore the level of the
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liq-ouid,, another sam&ple was taken' in a 86e6d, t~ot-tub', and so6 on.
All sarrmles Were examined a*s vefore Table 2.LL *4e rN6 esults
for 96tre tests in ,ir the, first !coton6nt was always, ethi§nol.
Here A wast 7.7 bit in dinneter, and ~&iiilderth Dowas
always 50 fm; go and g denotte the -rIoton (by weilqht) of the

0,04 0,0O4 0, 11 0,06 0,21 0,N6 10,24 ,O0 O,3: ;0,51
0, 11 1 0 9610,19' 0,41 -0,68 0,9 0,5% 0,6 ' 0;78i
0,24 I0,33 (130,1,43 0,61 0,83 0,75 0,80 0,70 0,81
6.0, 6L.58) 0472 0,72" i80 ,9 - - -

0,11 0-1,7 300808 - - -

0,62 0,7 4 090,8-
0.70,7 J - -- 4-

secod. conett before and After the bturning, h beinp the dterith,
of the residual liquid.- The mixtures con-taining- the three
hi.4her 61ohol8 always became demleted in ethanol, but ethaftol-
rich mixtures with water did not change in co,.rosition'. T-ho se
containing more than 11 wt.% water beeamne enriched in ,water.
The mixtures with benzenep becare depIeted in, the second corponent

ifgo- 0.72, but enriched if go > 0.72 , the 0.?2 coirrosqition
beinp. invariant.

Thje reason for this 'behavior is that t-he eqiilibrium vapor
does niot, in general, have thle comrpasition of thpe lincuid, with
the exception. of azeotropi.e mixtures. "!ie have discu ssed this
question of coirp~osition in part ore, so !,,ere :we deal ondy with
a3snects essential to the explanationi of ths efets. Figure
15 shows the boiling7 p!oints &6 functions tof composition (weight
rroportion of the second corcponent of vapor (uprer- line) and
liqvuid (lower line). The vaoor is clea'rly enriched In etlhanol,,
and so the licuid becorres en~richedj in tlze se cond cc .ronen t The
other two, alcohols show simdl !r effe-cts.

Figure 16 6bows the special behavior of mixtures cortamInp,
i'uater, which are iimerfect ri,,ixzuies of the second k^ir~d (the azeo-
traric co~r'-o6itior. contairns 1i0.6 m-,ole% of water and boils at
'?e. 159) Alcohol.-rich nqi;tiqres, r.ive a v:aor havini the cor';-,-osi-
tior oi. the liquid.; all oth~er ryixtuxres rrive a vav~or enriched in
alcolhcl, This ftueexplains th'? result;s o±f 'able ..
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F i~.-.?e 18 'of PCart one ives these 'CutVetS fo1r t'he be ri Zene-
ethanol miztturea at consaint hees.;'thtat thie va-rjzX
1:s enriched in, berzene if' the ifoieA of th-t ~.~~iisi les's thanl
that orthe azeot-cyud mixtuire, And Vice Vtca.., hsevar.
why :8ome rni~tUres becOMC nrh' in etharnol, !xad 6thrs in
benzene.,

In pne ral, th e liu beco-els enrlicheci in. tl':e Cimnn
unr-~re~e~.tedin the vapaoi; h~ohoAA1Irv'6 firs.t law 3,]

ena~bleP us to but this8 as:1 a ir-i:xture. of two liruids in. burbn,:
eC-16te-S enriched, in the, corponenit whooe addition. ~'ces the

Vapor preszure (or Mise~s the boiling roinmt), (Thi, :deduction is.
alIso applicabl-e to mixt*ure.s, cotaini.i, r.ore ttan tjo corponents.)

75 - - -S

a O- -0, 06- 100---- ---.8 100

Pi 11 oiin,,-pinso: 9-.1--Ril-- - -. oi

Prsue bj won,

The composition does not alter if the vanor raa the comuoqsition
of the liquid; Konovalov's second law indicates thait this. com-
position corresponds to a turninT Doint on the curve f Ior the;
vat~or p~ressure (or boiling point).

The change in eonmoosition is the F're. .ter the larrer the pro-
portion Consumed, as Table 2.5- shows for mixtures in which ethanol
was the first comrnonent. 1{ere go is es befo-re (except that it is
exporessed in %), h is the initial dept', and dL is the diameter of
the tube.

The conniosJition oharnne, 6p, =F p , is de-penden-t on the
combustion cohiditions, as Ta7bleP .t.sos o bure diameter and
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Table 2'i6 shows, for rrixtuwes zonta~inihnL of the secormd corn-
pone~ft as burned: In tube's of Ple.-s and 11ron, (Cdireters 21t mr.;
wall thickna~es: iron2r, glazti. mft).i The, iron burner pro-
duces, the, grreater ch-ange in composition.

The hAtu.re of the Mixture also affects the V-axiation -inclor-
po6,iti~bn as betw~dn La-yers, as Tabe 2,.,1 shows for rnixtti~ea ift
whichI et'hAIO~I was the1T first coftronent. Rere the burner was a
glass tube d=2.5myr), v is the rate of com-bu tion rmr~)
-and z is t1he distance6 fr'om the surtface Ompm). T ?e 'm ixt Ur es w Ith1

Table 2.&

gil j

23 ~ *1~2 23 42 60 79 86 9
22 2326 30 3 47 54

Vsoy: A .. t46 7: T3 1 95 97 I
______ 33 84.31 ' 87 I46T T F2

20 52~77 2 78 91 96

485360 87 1 902 I 97
48jiu 17 1 61 j61 78L

* 79 [52 23 4 f 59 78 80

_ _ _ _90: 52 86 713 84

~~I~tft 1261 48 5168 7

2653177 38 63 3 92

SToi, line: , the %of the 14iqu id cprisumed in the test.
**Bottom linle: q,, the % of' the second cc~rinnt remiainimK.

th~e two hie.her alcohols show charrnes inr coampo.ition onply -in the
topT 25' M311, Wherea-S @ailine and water sthou che.nm-es -,t a!;, evel a.
These dif-ferences are C- useO by th~ eniy vabin Te
'ilok.1 iare ver;- imil, r in enity, am' tke tiop Ler s.1-ol .-
vit:oProu - circultaion; th e low'oer laycer shovrs no santrcdable flolw.

Th ~o ayer wn"-,s -9m, Ceer in, a mm r~trnr and 1-1 rnn. i n a
)Q0 st one. 11!trer and 2.riiJ.x1np --i,fe r re -It Iy in dniyfror.
ethanol ,iand hrth ic2Lo cvr the entirc volume; tile

i-he~e t81



s 98 59 00 99' 35 5 86 193
~aeo~&xy g 1,8 2,2' :8,5 37 7,6 14 28 46

1uCIut a'Ot 'I(a 28 54 8t 92 2.5 53 82-
a'.e~Ag 1, 3111 28, .5 16, 33 -

circulation arises. because t It e t anolI-d eble#;t ed I jert is8 deh~ser
than the crir-Lnal md4,~ture.

Oil products als6 chcmn,,6te ii eonpo~itiom.i as t I.cy bAirk (Table,
2.8);1 here Anh d~rpotel the chantre in refractive in deOx. The

v=6;g.b=33 cv=m1,7; gp.=55;i V= ,; go= 8; v 9=, g0 26; ot:3
h0 ~i7 s42h 1 =09 645ho 107; s= 411"=4 0~ 4 -410; ,.-

2,AM Ag 4,MJ m g Ag AMA ~ u Ag z:,AMA Ag

2, 0 14,3 2,0 7j7 2.0 14,6 -2 9,0I 2,0 2
6,6 "7.5 6,2 2,7 7,3 37 5,6 9,0 11,0 2

123 38 94 1,4 '13,2 3,7 10, 2 9,0 '19,0 27
18,2 1,7 11,6 0,9 19 , 3,4 1.6,5 9,0 29,0, 27
25,5 0 90. 04 26,0 3,3 29,3 ' 91, 35,0 27
33 0 05 01 30 33 316 9,0

61, 0 2, 0 59,:0 3,53t ,

pornonents were in every cEase ui~e ir.- cuZl vo~urnes - i s t he
pnporortion ()burned. The ch-ange increases with Ei the extent
As inc~ic., ted by the An for benzene anld keroseqne (ton, pure),
whichi is O.OL07. The An for soplar oil Pn6 lkerosene. is 0.025,0.
tMhe effect hos been described elsewhere [2,3 ;Some of4 thle
results are collecte-j in Table ?.L. These relate to KrachuklIur
crude oil, and, they chm, that the m~ore volhtile conoonenta are
con~sumed -oreferertielly.

Now we tur. to the quantitntive asn-ectsp of .the chpanges for
pinary rritures. TLe followin.;7 3rc sor possible cases.

aPI. Ive aRssurre that tY,,8 circuilatioil is, viizorous; let a miass



Table 2.8

ace d-22; ,
A,~ 08 4=1; ~ A.-9 d21,

-20 23 20 25 2420, 25 1025 150 25, 140
3961t39, 7549 4552500TS 2710 50 26

1% 0759 120 '75 113 75 280. 75 340 75, 340
78 147 78 160- 91 210 9' 0 30 90 3709 41
94' 213, 94 263 - - - - - - - -

Table 2.9

200, C31CA,.......00 092 093 0j.946, 0.95%

10 o 0 ....... ...15 2.48 3,.13 5.6 6i.06

T O(C~s 0 138 148 162 I6M

n 9i,~ C .. . 13 150 3180 N15, 249

%..........0.65 0,2 9.35 0.3 0.11

~lfc~e~%.14.31, 20,13, 2225 27.4 28.85

drn evap~orate, to ;zive at vavnor ;co rt a iring a weiqght p-roportion 'of
thIe secondl component gy, Ord a liquid q;ecifed sirmila-rl-y by E,.X
Th en

gy dm = mg. - (m - dm) (9 - dg.) mdg,, + gx din.

This gie sthat

In - y -in, G?.g 3(.6)

in -which rn0 is the initial amount of mixture and gox is, the, ini-
tial. gx. This relates, -Qo rn/rnM o ef iig ene

to know tlne relation of ;-t o p~ ?or 'this purose.

Table ? (secItion for wvater) covhfirnqs this equatIon.;:

8j3



Fig.i 17 shrows this i tervS -6,f gx g~, in i'fthich the circlcs.
den-ote the exteriviental, r-esults Am the line cottrespoids to
(236). The g neede-! in the araphical intep'rationf were takefi'

from tables. i 'ese mixtures actUally do show A circulotiont that
troduce& gOod, mixin~g*.

b. The qomosition Alters Only In the tot Ae (depth zO).
He re

hpm =p9gdz= pg9,dz 4- .9 0 o~xZk Z 0  pbg6g ", Pg.d0, (P.36 a
0 0 ,0:

int which fis den~sity, z is di~stanae below tbe surface, h is the
total' denth, is the meatn density, andl is, the mnean g. In

a, ax

Fig. 17. Effect o~f burning Fig. 8 Concentration
,on the composition of aque- curves for a burning

Qus alcohol, liquid (caseb)

the steady state

0.

will be constant. I

A = o I zpogo. const.

*It, is readil. slhown. that (23 1ja.le also to -ro1i-s fi
similar cormorents in a complex m'rixtur-e, -aravided that tilis is
well stirred.
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Then

Pg9x 'Po0o 1.x + A=2.7.

If iJ idependent of g w have

kox (2.)

It is repadily shown that g- is th e samne 48 gti tho st eta-y
sa te Cbliside't a r'ecdt'anptlar 'drdlihsate system Whosae axis of

abscissas is z and Whose axis of .ordin-ates is g-jlet the dis-
tribuition of the secoand comboneint at tht' time when the detth is h
beo re e sent ed by ab c "(Fig.18* Ai-e A timre &t, when76 the
depth ish-rt' iatbtoii e'rresent'dd b'y a'b'c, in
which b, c is 8horteZ' than bc by &h- The effect, ir. the: stelady
state, is that a layer h~v'nA, the initial- clomia'sition 'is lo1sto
for se~tions ab, and Alb' Are identical; then in. tire dt

dm -t'dt =p 0 sgdh.

The chan~e in the masas of' the second corr6fent int tfe nmiyture in
this time is

d~gi (s POg 0.xsdh - g.xdin

BIut the arnoufnt of that crimponent -be4si-r- to thl~ vaao in tire dt

1~ Ryliflid Vhs) =go..dm =gyfm

and

That is, if' the cqrqp,-Qitiop alters cnlj, in A surface layer of
de th z0  'hb then gy =gox in the steady state.

Fu~rther, (2.3,aA) enebles us to deduce Fx for the surface.
For this pur-pose we plot g horizontally and the boilinq poinat
vertically (Fiz. 1,C",) ; -on a corresonds-t the inlitial comos-
tion, whose Ris -9-'. Throtmh a we draw a horizontal straipght
line to meet the curve for tihe va-por at. b; th defines the
initial y* Simila3rly, a vertical line thrc~ -vsu on
c, wbhic1' defines the cpopopition of the vapor over thc, burning,
liqid. The abscissa of point d Tives us gs, the fo-r the sur-

face of the Yrijcture., and#", the boiling point corresponding to,

*T'he -arecise shape of the c-urve is without significance. in
what, follows.



g6.The 6 saterOcedure ztiay be used, of coaurs!, ± iperfc
mhixtures.

The A and k Of (0.3,7)~ 3) are re-aftly found whern the
law followed bY- g in the toip layer 1s khown. For eXa"i1p'le the
top layer may :be- prfecatly StIrred,. in which case6 p o a t all
points in it, so

A -- (g -g.,j 'Poz

and

kx=go x+ h(.9

The z6 given by (7.59) Is close to that f,&r th,.e layer of

~ q~q
Fig, I m 7 K-o

-9,Gahcldtr-p g oii'

atio ofthecompsiton f ehhfrz i twomixure

Cotrt'rt) q ,trsaeqt2

Fir.19. Grapica detrai- Fi. 2 .e~y CopstiL~
ation er the od -s ar of chah-eitw represent

vapori nat coestanot Mt.esitures alcood. thi i

derive from (2.38)'.

o. Some oil. preducqts (Ven Zine, crulde oil) r"ive rise to
layers having vigorous circulation [3L -1,; here the te~miperature
And rx are those for the surface, and zo incpreases vithi t. up toQ
s~om.e, limit. We may renresert tlhe syster. as ox:, of two liquids,
nly liquid 1: coroition inv~nrient., -but r~ot p-) adioid
(aledo invariant, g0 ) the first lyin!- above theo second.- e
need to know how thte co'rpnsdtion: of 1ij!.Pid -ha~es as z
increass .? . Let v be the tY-ic)res'S of the layer burned in unit.



timne (tbre 8peci±'Ic hburiirh'- rate) ayn'd let U be the rafe ci: ixcrense
in thec thic'kne~s 'of t-i's hovnothejrn:l Layer. The mixture is

as~~'~t t cos'±t o tw nmually- sbluble co,oxints,j, the second
o6ne beinv thei tore vrolatile.

Let a masi &m be, burned;- th'...

gj~ t -- sA, (hwrh,

but

t = S [Pz0 + P6,(h-z) hv. O g-xzo + 'h/-o ao~

Th'eze equttions irhwly tbnt

gg ((p -6. t *, -zoil) + p . &,)j h - '(pgx - pog.,e) (2o.* .i

+ poo,x (fIL2. - ~

in which subs~cribts 1 and 2 tel.nte to different insta-its But

-6s kz., vAt, ht - vAt,

in wich At is 'a short tixr interval; t he ft

The two 1liauids, dif fe ~t tle in detnsity, to iwe mciy ,but

T sshows. 'that gy is derendn onv u/v ow SO
gy gcx, at all t ime s.

I > V~ v, Z 9 g, so Q takes the value correspcpdinvp. to
gX; gy decreases with anFy g we =0

d. Convection is absent; only diSfIusion. occurs . The dlif-
fusion eouation in this c-nze as

in wvhich D, is the diffusioni coefficient, the other symbols beinpg
as before. The boundary concitio-n6 afe p, =o for all z, at
t = and; f or z, p ofor t '> 0 v i s assumed toc be conmtant.



Thle 'solution Is then4t'

- g'O-x =A' o exp
0

inurhicii 'T is a tror~etezr ,and 'A is, a 'cor.start.

Trhe' new variable

enables ixs to put tht, solution s

lbb

The steady state corresponds to6 t = 0,hi which caae the .th'ea'ral
on the tr~ht biteOOrnS

~exp d* = exp (~)

0

anfd the ste ady stete has

,g. g6.. gs g.,,)exp(- z),, L-2)

in, lWhich gs is the ft. for the surface.

Pucolisbed, values irdic--te t'ha t .D is eebopt 10 O cm/ase c i'f
v isa 0.004 cm,,/ ec (2.L4 mm/rfin), qrx go, even for z t 0Q.2 mi.

These results show t-hat the com7ositio-r hardly alters if
,convection is, absent; any chanr-,e inr corr-)051tion roin s to vigor-
ous9 convection, which is dtepejdient oni the qQrnpo-sitiprn and or. the
conditionls. The same is true for jg = - The above
exkayrnles cover all poss5ible cases.

The conclusions -can be extended to mixtures such aj crude
retroleum and oil prco'ucts, jah ich m~ay be treated. rouv'hly as
binary Mixtures of a vol,.tile g~on~ro ent with one oz hip h bo.llinr
point. There is no max-i-rrum or mininur on the boili.np---oirit
curve, and the solutions are rrobalbly.3 cloi;e to ideal. The aboove
analysis enables us to exrlain the effecta qbserved for oil 1oro-
-ducts burning~ in larpe tanks CBuro~oyne. and Katanr, Pavlov and
Khovano va) , but lack of detail1,s prevelths us from L Perforniniz- a
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Burgoyfe and Katan [29] cod.nclD-e that &_q eq.II~ls v./ul, but wei

I-ive ;shown that &-g is- ltach less than V/u, s& additicftal assunv;-
tion8, are nered. In fact, 2v shbws that Ad, dcoes not equal
T1/f . Burgoyne and Kai~tan'*s concluslion about tg, and V/ua is bc-s-ed
on a Wran-P picture of the imechanisin whereby the b-eted layer,
bhecomres deeper-.
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,Rates- of Compbustion of Liquids in Tanks

1. Figure 14 shows the apparatus used to measure the rate
Of coMbustion for vessels of small diameter.

The rate in a lar'ge vessel was measured, by conntecting, the
vessel to a level indicator (trarsparent tuibe with scale);, the
rate v = V/s (in which V is the volulme rate and s isi surface area)
was read by Means of the scale. in later tests the level was.
kept constantasi[5, where the blurninq, tan.- was co'inled to a

store tank direcetly ;md to two rreterirR tanks, t,'e s.,yqtem being-
controlled by a float gauge and contact system. The level in the
store tank fell as the lioulid bUrned: the, float closed a contact,
which gnergi~ted a, solenoid valve, to. allow the liquid fr'om' one,



metering tank to enter the store until the ori~inal level was
restored. The metering tanks were fitted with sight tubes to
re.ad the d onsumption. The level fluctuated only over a range of
5 mm in, this system, as was shown by the readings of a thermo-
couple laC,6 at the Surface.

2. It is. fountd that the
rate of comlbustion-0, risa 'at h
first and then remains constant,
if tihe liquid is sufficiently
dee1 i[1,3,4-]4, As Fig, 21 ;shmows- , ,

(curve 1),. The steady rate of 3 -

chanie of :h is taken as, -the
burning rate. 3

A mixkture whose level is
not main'taine d ,may show a con-_ I

tinu us fallor rie in the .
rate (curves 2 and 3) a-fall fC--
occturs with .tha ipropanol
mixtures, and in many other T
aae.S, when b~tner9 are% used. 0 1 2468 1Z

A rise ocdcurs, for exatletCi
when toluene-rich etbanol-
toluene ,iktutes are used. Fig. 21. Depth of fuel As

The initial rise in rate A function of time.

is caused by the heating-up; the later chan-ges are caused by
alterations in composition.

We give below some results for burners and tanks of various
materials and of wall thicknesses S from 0,,3 to 1 mm [-12].

Heavy fuel oil: d of 1L300, 2600, and 22 900 mm gave resn e1L-
tively v of 1.5, 2.5, and 2.2 mm/mm.

Diethyl ether: d of 300, 800, 1390, and 26,40 mm gave respec-
tively v of 2.1, 2.7, 4.7, and 6.1 mm/min.

The tables below show that there is a wide spread in the V
for d 4 10 mi but good agreement for d > 10mm, A careful study
of the results for any one liquid (say, benzine) s1ows that v is
dempendent on $ and on the material; the v are nearly equal if XS
is constant (X is the thermal conductivity), as Fig. 22 shows for
d constant (00 mm) And A& variable (glass, stainless steel, and
copper). • here v falls fairly rapidly at first but eventually
tends to a limit. This effect 'has reeeived detailed stpAy
[1,3,10,1; Fig., 23 shows v against d for isoamyl alcohol, in
which the open circles are for glass burners of 6 about 1: mm and
the half-filled ones arefor stainless-steel ones having 6 of
0.4 mm. Clerjy, v falls as X increases. The effpet has been
observed for other liquids, but its. extent varies. In general,
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the effecet off 6 belcomres less as dincrease8.,

4 i The V As, averap-ed for, burners of closely si-milar Xg show
a clear relatiodn o-f v to fd; F 2k illu.trate:s t-ils for kerone.
The v(d.) cur've is the same6 f or all liabuids; there isa f i vst a
rarn-d PAII, theit a nmin.imm, and firally a tenidrency to approa.ch a
l imi t ( there ip no rea t Var ia t iof int V f ot d, beLt w e ei 1 and,

229m~)'. Thus there arej in, effect, thbree rarngs 8~ 61 ac
havinig its, ow orm ftz t~Y

Observations a~d, plhortograp-'hs show that the flarie Prot, a-
burner :(small tube) is ,larminor, wieareas that in a wide tanz-k is

Table 2.i101 Tab-le P

Benazine '[1 133 Tractor Kerosene

11,7 ~ ~ Z- 4,514 , ,2 , ,

18,'2 3,18 32 16 26 ,
20,0 3,0 41 1,6 14,6 2, 7, 4,8
24,4 2,3 84, 1, 90 211,
04,5 2,1 9,8 3, 7 25 1, 0 ,
47 1,'8 15,6 2,4 54 13 20 ],4
62 2,0 20 2, 0 1,317 ,4

81,5~1 1,9 28 13 15 , ,4
106 2,0 40 1,3 20.0 2,2 14812
148 1,6 65: 1,0 -250 2:,-2151

4950 2, 3 0, 300 J,9
495 ,8 8000, 2,8

1300 4, 1390 4,0Q003
860 0 3,8 2640 4,5 10 ,

22900 37'20 ,

tu rbule nt. Th Is P.ive s a n ind i p t io r whby v~d sho ws, thI- ab ove
hbavior; V falls. as, d increases in t-he lamir. ,r ranf-e but shows
little vtriation with d in, the turb-ulent range. A reasonably
exact relation for the aii.rrfleis, :3"-5,01

v a + b d, (2,43)

in which a and b, are fact~olrs that varly f ronm one liquid- to another;
a mray bhe interrret;,eid as th,.e v for d~ il the burriri 7,ere to
remain. lemin~m r. Table 2,.1& xives a and nfor liaruids in burners
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of st-ainIess steel %nd gKlas these show, that n. 18, about 1.5,
while aais from;0. to, 1.4 mm/rn-iti.

The resultsa for d betweena 1 and 23 m are few aft~ Pnot very
birecise, butt 8ozte Valuable donclusioins can be drawn,. There% is
har~dly a.ny faiatioi of v wiith d, and, the v for tl e various6
liquids differ. mucah les tbh± they *do for smaller d, altho-I~gh
thlse v are, Larger th-Ah those for d 1 m., Tfhe rep.onr s - of
couA'is'e,, one of turbule-nt -coynbuaZton.

5. TheO Re for the vapor strtam from Ohe liquid i-s of

Table ?.12 Table ?.13

Kerosene L3__ [ it,16

3~10,3 3,3 6,'2 3j7 69 , 4,9
5,0 6,9 5,2 4,0 5,0 5, 5,1 .'
60 6,0 8,7 9,0 62,0 4,2 4,1 3.33
7,1 3,3 1,61 1,t5 7,1 3,5 3,3 2j7

11 1,9 4,j6 1,4 12 ,5 24 1,
20 1,3 20 1,05 20 1,7 1,1 1,
30 1,0 2 0.,8 30 1,3 0,6 0,Q7
47 1,0 54 0,8 47 1,'1 0,6 0,7
80 0,9 101 1,0 80 0, 0,6 -

148 0,9 ISO IS 148 0,7 0,6 0,5
300 1.6 200 1,6 300 - 0,8 0,
00 3,0 250 1,6 500 1, 17 1,8

22O00 3,6 300 1,8 80 2,7 -

800 2,3 1300 313Z
1390 2,6 2600 3V5 - -

2640 2,71

interest; the f ollowiry. are 6omte values 'for benzine:

d, m 6,0 7,1 11 20 30 47 SO 148 3~0" IWO .J0n)0
Re, 101' 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.09 '.ft8 0,1 0. d26 o.92 N t,~ 98

The P-e for the cold streams produced in sn'all b urn e r are
rmz below the critic.,al Pe; the usual critical value is exceeded

f or d = 500 mm. (Yuch the Is~me is found f~or other liquids
[25]) These results indicate that tturbulence shou1 et in at

or below -100 mm, ,but tbe, observation,5 above on tl. e 3puls-ations in
flames shlow that the velocity -orof-ile is, such a3 to initiate tur-
bvilence for Re well below, 2000, an-d nerhapus at 50.0-400. The
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latter range is, reached for d! a.; out 15,1 cm, and., in fatt, ben-
z Iine, burning in A Vessel 61f diamteter' T~ 5Cxq (vig. I), does4 have a
randomly pulsating flame. This, means that the 'ra-te of turbulent
combustion; at first increases with d, but later! rezrains6 constanit
over a widet range.

The trans'ition region is associated With the onset ;of pul-t
atiolis, whic6,h begin at -a d d~ehndret on th-e natte of the liquid;
the bulk burning rate V is the cnolingfatr Fiue,
and miany sirftilar reisults, would indicate that this, region, Which
correspond's to the part arotind the minirium o~n the aurv'e of v
aga'inst d, starts for d of about 20 mm.w

,6. She start of the- transition iregion can be deduced -In
another way. The theory of the laminer flamre showig that V/S D,

A~ ----

A to~ ~d, mm

Fig. 22. R-elation of v Fig, 23. Relation of v
to for benzine. to a for isoamyl alcohol1:

1) glass 2 steel..

in which D is the diffutsion. coefficient 'or' oxyg en; V/S remains,
,constant for lamin-:r burning-, Table 2.1J9_ gives the a-oparen't D
(divided by 10) for various fuels as functioQns of d;, these show,
that V/S remains constant uap to, d of 2.-3 cm; and that the a nrent
D has increased by a factor 10 for d =15r cm.

7. Thi s relation of v to,, d for laminar flow may be e3xplained
as follows.i The rate i's governed by the heat q received by the

*liquid frori the flame in unit time. F-uvt

q R'pq 0

in which R is d/Z, p, is the density of the liquid, and q0 is the

arount. of heat, needled to, brn ftel id to the
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evapora&tion temtp~ature and Tbe P2.14
then to evatoorat9 -it.rueitolum[]

The iquvid rece-lYes he'9kt --

by radiation and conduction, in,
part through the wall of the W4'~b~K~~IA"kkAr'
vms'stl Let qg.,, qg, arid q be __6_

t he. amoutnts of- heat re~eiived, in'
these variouts ways; then 3,3 9:j44 2,

5,2 .1, V.
q qt + qt +a. (2.440 8,7?~ 0,08 'Q,7

12,6 0,6 0,5
A laffinar flame is coni- 14.6 0,6t 005
w~l wit-h -t he ve-8s816 As its 050 0, ,4

base. Now -4,0 .05 0,4

5410,0 .0,5 0Q,4
100, 0,4

ain Iwhich X i.s the thermal co-19, , 1,4
ductivity of th6 gas bietween 2840,0 14, t.,:55
the flame and the liquid, Q/dn
is the temperature .gradientj
and Y is the width of the !o~he
In, which heat enters the liquid. If We Astute that Y And d,19Vd'n
are not dependent on d, then ~~e21

qi._aiR, 'rquartz Burnier, d t06 mmn 15]

in which Elis a. factor independ- iud mm
ent of d. ____

We can also find q2  approx- Benzine grade I 2.2
imately if we assum~e that only IT 1ii
the combustion zone radiates. Kerosene 1 .0;
The liqud rcivesfoarn Paraffin oil 0.6
of width Or and radius r an Transformer oil 0'.
amount of hat VM-4 oil . 0.2

dq22nrrew~, eaVy fu~el oil after;
dq: arre d,3 1'ours' burnin 0.4

(Fig. 2-5), in which w is the Soi0.
solid anpie subtended by the Gyeo .Apiyl alcohol,1.surface at the ring, f is the t1.
radiating capacity of the flame, ~ h .
dz is the height of the ring,
and _z -is its distance from the Actn1.
surface. As a measure f w
use the angle as, seen from the
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T&bl e 216

Q uartz Burnier, d Q,6 im 1

Liauid "A/n J. 1,Liquidm/m

Avtol 0. Amryl alceohol 1.3
Machine oil 0.lsoa&yl al1c0ool 1.i4
Petroleum etheir Bu tanoal 1*1
Benzene, f raction 3.3 1 Iso'butanol, 11
Benzene 3.i,1 CSl.17
Toluene 2. Methyl propyl ketont 1.4
Xylene 2. bik'ethylaniliie 1.
Skipidar 2i. 4 Solar oil 0. i8,
Acetone 1.Li Kerosene 1.0
methanol. 1.2 Green oil 1.43
Dixethyl ether 2. 9 1Automoblile benzin~e 1.7
Aoteloacetic ester 1-3 AViation spirit21

samhe height on the axils:,

in which h' and I, Are as, shown.
But

But*

r, 15 -;,0 4--Z,

O,55 1. -r5, 19"d~.

d-a~.(6z) 2 'Idz a"4z 28r. Fig. 24. RelAtion of v to
\ V~+ ~d for tractor kerosene.

The integral from 0 to ~,with b /,is

.~ ~ q P:;=2zieArRst{

in wthich

f (6) + 1 0 +2O-V TV 0-In± t j'X1e
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OUch 2. AMMk

d- kAI, vimx d, Atmh ,* ji

Me oo lk, 114is bie'e061

480 ,9, 3,0O 22,~
6,3 6,3 3,61 2, 20
I 7, 5,8s 5,2, 12,0 9
7,7l 4,6, 6,3 -'7, 1

9,3 4,1~ 7,,0 80
10,7 9,4 I 9,3 4,6 4,4
15,3S 2,5g ,0~,5 . 4,5 3,8
20" 7 1,9o 15,5 3,0 2,s
24,4 2,0 50,7 2 4 2,1
.0,0 1.,6 30AO 1, 18 1,8
36,2 1 ,4 ---

/46i,8 2,,2- -

Alcohol-., Stel-3 Brner

d. AI 4.0 6.0 8,2 12,73

Et-I. . . . 14,0 (),2 4,3 2,9 .,
. .. .. . 12,8 5,4 3,6 2,8 0

-w; .. .. 10,2 4,'6 3,5 2,7 k,'J

Aicohols, Co pp er -Bur ne t d = TGmm

erky4 ... . .,7

2,2

. . . .. . .2 ,0 5

t i.' ~r Jes little with ~,so we mcay say zhat

q2 - a2R2,

i 'iih :2i a, .. on~tn3l.i for a given liqVid

7n- k reefve-3 front the wall is

i,- t l~g :f t he c. . T t, i~ t I ;at-

t;ransfer , r ari ON -Ls thc e'~rn-.tiure dif ference.
tb~at4- is c ic-u on A -. nd ,,r .- )r ;in [18? that.

N~u = B (rr"

..zr irhoh a .wn rd p I.-s '~er 0 rd. 1/3 T



.GrPr., whit, in future we denote, by Ra, (Rayleigh's Criterion),
contains R, whilel, and 6 vary little with R in the range of
interest to us; then

and 0O -n e-11,, Then

q3 =aR"

We insert these various q in (2sJ44) to get that

v = b0 +b1R3 "2-. bR1  (2.45)

in, which bo, a3 /mfc and (a - I) > O3n -2) > i -

Rough calculations Tabl e 2.18
show that v falls as. d
ireaSe nccount of Liquid A
the reduced contribu-
tionlls from conduction Automob'Ild benzine 1.4A 1.73
via the wall and the Tractor keros ene 1.1 1.61
flame; (2.45) is in illuminating kerosene 0.9 1i51
general agreement with, Solar oil 0.' 1.54
experiment. Ekperi- Diesel oil 0.,8 1.31
ment [43 shows that Transforme, oil 0.5 1.5
cdu c tiOn throug the Ethanol 1.0 1.5
wall does play a major Butanol 1, 1.5
part; here a copper 1soamyl alcohol 1.3 1.5

ring of the diameter of Glass BUrners
the burner (9.4 mm) was
placed between the Ethanol 1.0 1. 5
burner and the flame. Butanol 1.0 1.5
This ring was made o±f IspamY1 alcohol 1.0 1.5
wire 0.8 mmin diameter .... ----- -•
and was joined to a copper tube, which was cooled by water; there
was a gap of 0.7 mm between ring and burner. Ethanol having its
surface at the top edge of the burner had a v of 3.7 mm/min with-
out the ring and 1.1 mm/min with it. The only reason for the
difference must be that the ring prevented heat from reaching the
wall of the burner,

Also, v is much dependent on \$,, for the area of wall heated
by the flame increases with >S, and with it the loss of heat to
the surroundinzs. The relative contribution of the heat from the
wall decreases as d increases, so the effect of S becomes
smaller.

Formula .(2.45) shows that v increases if the radiation from
the flame becomesmore important, so a liquid giving a luminous
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Table 2.19'

____________ J ~ 16 30

03 0,3 0,3 9 03 1013 '0,4 05 0,- - 2001
Oil,

SJv 030303030,3 0, ,305 6 -

(d ~ 4-#6 1.7 0,4 151214 36,2 48
~M*.0' 141 1.2 12 12' 121 2 13

d, m 30 3,6 '5-2 7,0 10,2 .15,5 20, 30,0{ t a to& 8 8 8 9 9 10: 9 8

flam shuldburn oeraidly tha one, With, a nonlumino,6us flae

other conditions be0ing the same.
Reaion. of Lamtinar-BurigRt to Comnostio~n

1. T he V for a binary mixture is dependent ont the composai
tion [1 Fig.i 26 gives results for mix-
tures in which ethanol was the first comn-
ponent, the second being butanJ. (curve 1),i
toluene (curve 2), or benzene (curve 3).
Here g~t is the proportion of the second h
component by weight. The signs denote
experiment, with burners whose d r aed-
fr- 6.7 to 29 mm. 'The values are rela-

tive to the V for the first component L~
(th oigns of the curvesp are not the

same). In each case, the v for the sec-
end cnonent was higher. The noints
for the various d all lie c lose to a sin,-
gle. v(gx) curve. curve 1 is character-
istic of nearly ideal mi-ztures, such as
those between.lower Alcohols;thr i

monotonic rise. Fig. 25. Calculation

Curves 2 and 3 relate to imperfect of the rate of lam-
mixtures; the gX for the azeotropic mix- inpr burning of a
tiure Of toluene with ethanol is 0.32, and liqu~id,
that for benzene with -ethanol is 0.68.
The inflections on the curves lie at the aza~otropic compositions,
-gxa, and these divide. the region 0 :! gx (which shows, one
type of variation), from, the region 1 (which shows
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another). The excess of either copo;nent over that for gxa can
be considered as a solut ion of that coaffoinanent in the aze,'trovic
mixture.

The effects: can be described mathematioally,, for gx affe ts
the radiation from the flame and also qc. Simple calculations
give

Oii' Tup(2,.46)

in which e is the density of the liquid and ld and 8 are constants
for a giv.n pair of liqui~s if d is constant (2,.) fits, the
results. of Fig,.. 26 qu te well.,

2. Mixtures of oil products give some interesting results..
The following figures [4]: for v (in .mm/m)in) relat.e to. aviation
spirit used in glass burners of diameters 22 and P4i.4 mm:

Volume conon.C: 0 25 50 75 100

Benzine + kerosene (2P.,e) 2.6 2,4 2.3 2,1, 1.9
to 1 solr oil1 (22) 2.8 2. 2.L4 1.7? 1.5

" +' transformer oil f(24.4) 2.6 2. 4 1i,8 1.4 1.2

Here the volime conentrations are 100w2/(w1 + w2), in which wg
is the volume of the second
component. The v after 3-4 .M/ . .. ..

min has been used if v varies:

with burning time. .There is a e

regular fall in V as the pro- - -

portion of benzine (the compo-
nent of higher v) falls.

Figure 27 gives results - - -. -

.for d= 244 mm for these pro-
ducts; an approximate relation .
is - -Q'T

v= A- Bp,

in which A and B are functions

of d. (The densities of the A#
benzine, kerosene, solar oil,
and transformer oil were respec-
tively 0.3, 0.81, 0987, and Fig. 26.. Relation of v to

0.88 S/cm .Y The same trend composition for mixtures.
in v with has been reported
by others.

It is sometime's suposed that this trend is a result of vari-

ation in the -calorific value Q, but this is not so, for the v for
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76i1 prbidu-ct8 range f romt
1.i5 to6 4. mnfi/hiIn [6],
while the correlsponding L
Qranige from 10. to

11.0 kcal/kr (a factor5
-as against a change of ___ __

5%,sd anhnot be 'the#
decisive factor. h,
for the above oil tro-
du c ts8 are virtually iLden-i. - -

tical. A motre likely D
as8sumption is, that the
fall1 in V is caused by an Fg 7 eaino'vt est
incerease in qQI (the frolbodca
,amount of heat needed tofooi ruc.
evaporate 1 g starting fromh the old. liqui) no th bo ig
point increaseis regularly; With p (although the late nt heat 'of
e~aporatioa a falls somewhat), a-nd s6o increas4es with

Table 2.20

73 T100 70 104 73
K~eap.........082 1180 57. M2 Ti3

1,06# OLI........08 230 W 52 146 74

Table 2.20 gives approximate qo; the qare f tr r19], 'and the
spe .cific heats of all are 0..45. Here t is the sutface ternpera
ture of the bur'ning liquid'. '.e see that q0 lhn as y 40%P when
Schangres from 0.73 to 0.89 g/cm' (by 9,i /C.3 , The v show

much the same range, and so the product vq, should be constant,
a's the above assumption would imply, Thi i aal

3. Intereipt also- attaches to mixtures in wich one componet
is incombustible; we have done tests in which ethanol was used
with water and CClh, benzine with CCl 4 , and benzene and kerosene
with water, but we give. here only the results for mu4tually soluble
liquids. 'The etbanb~lwater mixtures were used in a burner with
d = 7.,7 mm. here v. was constant if' the -proportion of alcohol was
over 0., .but mixtures wvith 0.6a, 0.L4 r, and 0.9 frt faloo

showed gradually decreasing v, Thie initial depths were 50 Mr';
the 0'.45- mixture burned for 16;.5 min, the 0.139 one for 14 min
and a 0,350 one for 7.5 min., I n all cases the residuil, liquid
containd 26 f lool. Drops o f .ra t er of t en ap~ do h
,outside of the burner when the water-rich mixtures were used.

The followiAF resultrs arer for such mixtures in burners of
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diameters 7.7 and 21.9 mw. teady v were reached fo-r the Gi.912
and. 0:.-80 compositions; the v for the, three loweszt alcohol con-
tents were takenh as those, after 2, mint

W . = 7, 7 m ) 0,96, 0,j92 0,80, 0,62 0,45 , 9

o1 Adi- ............... 46 '4,49 3O 2,4 2,2 1,I.9
..... 24 I8 131 10 5

WJt. pot 5  d 21, AM 09 0 0,73 0,54, 0,,46
U,~~~~~ 1~m~...........2O 1,5 1, 1,0 0,6

The vapoar differed little fro6.m th e 1 31quid for the alcohol-
rich mnixturet, but the difference Was Very great for the others
(Fig. 16), so the surface; layers became very Much depleted; the
density increased, and the layer sank. The stirrinig -caused the
cob.pOsition to ltr; no sti--ring asoerblfor mixtures
containing over '?0% *f alcohol,, bxcause the c hanges in composition
were sligmt Hei'e v 'falls continuousl1y wit h ggj because q
increaseis, so the flame temper-ature falls.

Ethanol-CC). 4 mixtures showed an unusual effe'et, which11 the
f-ollowing res ults i llustrate:

%A, 9A0 M ,. .. ...... 0,22' 6,46 0,55 0,&61 00,6,6 0,6 072
*,AM/W~ pt . , 4A3 4,31 4,3 4,4 4,3 4,4 3&0 3,0 0

d 16 .M ...... 0 0,40 0,57 6, 0,71 0,715

p V sl /,I w . . . 2,5 2,9 &j1 *3',4 0 01

(gx is f'or CC) 4). Herps v -Is ,co~n stant or even increases uD to
of 0.65 or 0.67; then there is a rap-id, fall,, and the mixture
with gx = 0.72 will not igniter. Mixtur'es near this cOMPOs ,tion.
wer e also difficult to igni te.

This behavior of v for low 9is caused by variatio. in the
emissivity of the flame; pure alcohol gave a flame of very low.
luminosity, whereas the lumiLnosity increased rapidly with g!
So6ot was produced for gx ;o 0.55. These tests illustrate the,
importance of radiative transfer.

The following results are for benzine mixed with CCJ 4 in
burners with d =9M;

g~ ,-- , ... 0 0, 0,41 0;49: 0056 0,62 0,64 0,6 0,73
%, MM/wom , . 7,2 7,1 6j0 5,4 4,0: 2,7 2,6 0 0

FIere v falls as, gx incr'eases, expecia).lyr at the higher gx;
the mixture do-es not burn away completely even whe~n gx is small.
The higher gx., the mnore difficult the mixture was to ignite;
much soot was deposited.. The, CC1.4 does not in-crease the number
of radiating particles, but, it increases qo and so lowers the
temperature of 'the flamle.
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Suspended water
has an interesting
effect on, v; oil pro-
ducts such as benzine,
k erosene, and mazut W8-
(heavy fuel oil) are of

-interest here. Figue4
28 [6] shows the -.

effects 'of waLt er on the
burning of ffazut (the 2
liquid was w not kept A1O -

top0ped up). The ni,-I
tial v is Very low1 but I
after a delay it- -

increases shartly to a0
fixed value. The Fig. 28, Change in .eveI with time
delay is the longer the foerheavy fuel oil in a tank 80 cm
grbeater the water con- in diarmeter; wat er Contents: I)
tent; Direct- 0.1 %i 2 ) 0.,4; ) '6%.
distillgatin tatut will
burn only i f the water content is less than'O.6-b.7%,. while emul
sion crude will burn with up to 20% [20] . The suspended water
retards the heating; it also affects the temperature at the sur"
face and in the bulk [20]. The effect on v is ascribed to the
heat lost by evaporation, but the process is actually rather
complicate-d, and evaporation Is only one asp.e.ct. The surface
temperature and the dilution of the vapor by the steaml are also
importait. The drying is prolonged, because convectiot currents
are present.

Effects Qf Qxygen Choncentration on the..Burning Rat.e

Very little is known here, and such information as we have
is largely qualitative. Some results i[22] are as follows.Dilesel oil and benzine were burned in an atmosphere whose oxygen
concentration co differed f om. that of air (Fig, 29). Fere B is
a cylindrial stainless-steel burner (0, 47 mm), S is a metal
cylinder, Q is a g!ass observation port, F is a burette carrying
the fuel, C is a container for mixing the incoming gases, T is a
thermocouple, -and A is a. galvanometer.

The air, oxygen, and nitrogen pass through rheometers into C
and then through a layer of small stones at the bottom of S.
The flow rate was 33 1/mmn in all cases. The gas was analyzed
to ensure that 0o was as calculated from the rheo.meter readings
and was the same at all points in S. Figures 3.0 a nd 31: show
results, ir which ; is the surface temperature And c o is in %
Clearly,, v increases with Co; the liquidswill not burn if do is
less, than 15%A, Further, -increases with co., especially near
the lower limit; much soot is produced, and the liquid starts to
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boil, if c o > 21%. These effects are caused by the increase in

the temperature and emissivity of the fl me.

EffectS of Air 1N1overmen t on .the, Burni-o of Liquid's in Tanks

It has long been known that the, burning rate for an oil pro-
duct in a tank is gov-
erned, b.y the wind speed.
[-3 ]; Blinov and
Khudyakov made the first
systematic fteasurements,
[16]: on steel tanks of
diameters 1 0, 300, 490, VT
and- 500 hm-, whose heights
were respectively 800,
1800, 2000, and 4,000 mm. F
The 500. mm tank was fit,- #'
ted With a cooling jacket.

A flow of air was
directed onto the flame;
this waS produced by a
Aatge fan. in the open,"
and by the air line in Fig., 29. APparatus for measuring
the laboratory. This the. rate of burning in an atmosphere
flow was usually horizon- having a known, oxyge, content.
tal, but in some cases the
angle with the Vertical was 70:0 or 10090. Vertical screens were
used in the open to eliminate the natural wind. Sometimes there
was a horizontal screen to prevent the flames .from touching the
sides of the tank, This screen was of stain-less steel and had a
circular hole whose diameter equalled the outside diameter of the
tank. The level of the liquid was, kept fixed; the runs lasted
from 2 to 5 hr. The fuels were diesel oil, tractor kero.sene,
and automobile gasoline.

The flame was vertical in the absence of any wind, which
deflected the flame and caused it to touch the sides. This was
the more so the greater the wind speed w. The area of contact
with the sides decreased if w was grealter than a critical speed
wc, while the flame was blown out at very high speeds,

Figures 32 and 33 show that v increases with w and tends to a
limit ,,, though mazut shows very little effect for w between 0
and 2,.8 m/sec. The results fit

V . (2, 47)

in which vo is v for w = 0 and R is a scale factor, The lines
have been drawn in accordance with (2.47),.
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We can put (2.4?) in another form if we pui v/= 1*"

u 1-(u -1 (

(2.48)

5.0,

Fi g. 30. Relationi of v to Pig. 31. Relation- of sur-
c0: ) deseloil 2)ben- fac teperature to co for
zince. 1), diesel oil.;.2 benzine.

V. MM~rIr

Fi. 2.~eatono~v o Fig. 33. Relation Of v to
wind speed: 1) tractor w for d =130 cm: 1') mazut;
kerosene, d =300 mm; 2)2) diesel oil; 3) enzine..
the same, d =40m; 3
diesel oil, d, 4L9O0 mms.
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if 1141 1

in which

V :(UcO 1- f
This is a mneasaure, of the in-n-tii. rate of increa&se of with w.,

The experim-ents were worked up to yield v6,j 0 0, , and I~
'(Table 221) the, values for the tank 150 mm in, diameter were

Tabl 2.21e , e

150UO 0, 40' 190 3i.01
Diov.I .O.'( 49Q, 1,8 30 0'0M,2

1300 2,85 -- 01

150 1, 3,0 0,'98 19
-rtt k4vx5Et~a 30 ,8 4,2 0, 10 0,33,

490 2,0 3,9 0-110 0,29

4si4150 I,4 4,5 1,86 0,65
1300 Sig -* 0,14

not very exact, for here the range in w was small. The range of
uin thesep tests was 3.0 to L4.5, with a mean of 5.9; the 4f or

diesel oil and benzine fit a single curve, which ref'lects the gen-
eral behavior of i(d) for oil produc6ts, for i at first falls rap-
idly, then slowly, and is about .0.1 sec/n for d = 1300O mm. -The

for these three fuels increase only by 30-40%we w ; icese

from 0O to 3.rn/sec for d ., 1300 mm, while vfor mazut does not
alter at all.

it is impoasIble for v to inc.rease indefinitely with w, for
the flame is blown out for w > wc; the wc for tractor kerosene
in a 300 m-m tank is slightly above 2-2 m/sec, whereas that for th'isr
keroseone in a 490 mm tank is not reached at 26 mn/sec.

The results for the 150Q mm tank show that v is dependent on
the wind directioni as well as on the -size of w; Table 2.22 shows,
that (v - V.), increases wit a(he, angle betweten the wind direc-
tion and the vertiJcal). Further, the, horizontal screen proue
a certain reductioni in W.
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Table 2.22

s 7 90 10 70 90 109 90 10v-v . 1.3 1 .8 J 3.2!! 1i,3, ! 1.6 ; j 1"8£l 1.1J /! .1.8

Valuable results were obtained with the 500 af tank, which
was cooled by a water jacket; the v for tractor kerosene at mod-
erate wind speeds wars ' 21 mm/min, with the cooler working but 3,3
mm/mi-n with it inoperative. In the first case, the kerosene
absorbed 50 kcal/min, and in the second 120 kcal/min; the flowing
water removed about 60, koal/min.

The cause of the relation of v to w is that the wind tends
to increase the flow of heat from the flame to the liquid; any
factor that does, this must tend to increase v. The above results
may be analyzed as follows. The radiation from the flame and the
flow of heat through the wall both tend to increase with W and so
tend to raise V. The following figures [3] illustrate the effect
of w on flame temperature for benzine in a 1300: mm tank:

w, rM/se 0 0.8 1.0 2.1
T, 00 1120 1120 1i8O 1190

Here the (natural) wind raised the temperature by 709 when
its speed rose from 0 to 2 m/seic-; this is equivalent to an

,increase of about 20% in the radiation flux, and so it must imply
an increase in v.

The other important source is the flow of heat through the
wall, which can be large, as the following argument shows. The
equ'ation f heat flow here is

qi = 4s,

in which a is the heat-transfer factor, b is the difference of
temperature as between liquid and wall, and s is the area of the
wall. For convective transfer [18]

Nu = C (Ra).. (2 .49),

in which Nu is Nusselt's number and Ra is Rayleighs criterion:

Ra - rPr -P'cpgPA" M IAO,
(2.50 r)
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in, which pc,',g an~d X~ have their uasual meanings,, A is! the
thermal expansion coefficient, 1 is the length oif heated wall,
and b is the convection modul us, which is of the order of ten
thousand for these oil products

~Er en -iea for benzie that &A 200 for 1~ '10 cm, so
Pa=1O the c of (2.49) may be taken as 0.135,i and n, = 1/3

[181. It only a quarter of the wall is heated,, we bave, for
R= cm, that

q =250 i'1 =340 co40 M,

The vo . for this case is 3.5 mm/min so

Thus he heating of the wall by the flame makes a major conetribu -
tion to the heat flow and thus to v; moreover, q1, increases with
w, because 64 increases. The relative importance of q -odereases
as P increasers, which in part explains why -) decreases as d
Iincreases.

These arguments also explait why v for mazut is independent
of w between 0 and 9.8 m/sec; Ra is dependent on !,, as (2.50)
shows, and V for mazut is many times that for benzine, so a (and
hence the heat flux from the wall) is very much smaller for mazut.

The v for benzine and kerosene also show a regular trend
with w for a quartz burner 30 mm in diameter; (2.47) applies,.
The flame is very much deflected; the temperature rises, and the
radiation becomes much more intense. Ethanol shows no variation
of v with w for this same burner, because its flame is of low
luminosity.

Rate of Burning as a Function of Level in Tank

The level h (distance from the edge) affects not only v but
also sometimes the mode of burnin- as well. Tables 2.23 and 2.24
give some results, which show that v decreases as h increases, the
flame going out at a certain h, which we denote by z . The flame
is laminar for all h if d is small, and there are no oscillations;
the flame stays at the top of the burner, which it does not enter
as the level falls. The pulsations set in as d increases, but
they stop if h hc, in which hc is a critical value. The base
of the flame always lies above the edge of the burner. The puls-
ations persist as d increases further, but the flame starts to
enter' the burner when h becomes large. The larger d, the sooner
t-he flame enters.

The surface temperature s at first stays almost constant as
h increases, as Fig. 34 shows for benzine, ethanol, an butanol in
burners of dihmeters 11 and 23 mm. The behavior of ,S(h) and
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.v(h) steive to extlaift this;' Fig..3 shovt~g these6 curves for ben-
zi-ne 1Vete vr fall-s cortinuous.y, al-1g t is ~cn
staiftt, because th,, gre~ter distencce im-pliez A lower c~once~ntreatiori
gtavdi-1e~nt,, 86 t16 natre of skrriva-l of fvel is .lweri. Thi-s ulti-
1iate:1ly affects. 6, which in its turn reduces theL pradienht and. so
raedtce,8 v ffurt'hr.

F-ure 36 ihOWs A elcinothe, results, for diejsel roil int
tanksG of di'Ametter;6 30?, 500,~ And 55-0 ft (change i'n level as a
funczti on of' burnin time). The burin ceases when the appro ri-
ate zo, is8 reached. Here the flame ekter8 tht, tanlk, anvd is

Table 2.23-

d sj ~ ~ Sj 1,0,9 Amt

mmw~ 0, 2,5 4,5 6j5 8,5 0 6,5; 2,51 4,5' 6,5 '8,5,
v.0c';u 1.5 il :61 2:1 33 29 234 16 9,0 3,7

7InI V L4~ - 7, 1 15, 3,11 1 , 3,61. 3,I 2,5 1,7 ,j% 0,4

~,~ S 1 8. 312 20.15 10 5

V."162 26 18, 9,21 4,51. 38 '34 30 17 0,3. 3,1
v 12,4 86 2, I4,1 3, 3, '1,8 1,00,3

71 40 481 ~ .6 0*8 2 13 5
VI?.iO3 465 6,4 6,6i 6 5[; - 6,3 5,1 6,2: 6,7 7,1. 6,4

V.102 19 1 13 4,5! 31 26 22 12, 3A4
: 0 6,2 23 332, 2, 1 3 0,4-

14*u.5941 '15 - 9282 6 3 1-

V-10314~ 32 3,2 3,0 3,4 3,2 3,7: 3,3 3,1,-

Os,;. Wait
Vt0 to; 33 20 12 51,6 - 50 32 1

to 1 9,4 57 2,4 6, - *,4 .35 1,910,9
,*3It' 7361.35 1619 -121 1021 65 32

V? 0I3/ - 45 3A3 3,3 32 5,0 4,1 3j1 2,7 2,8

OSC. lot 1410

larg~ely pontaimed within the tank when h is l~~.The resuIts
for h as a. fu)nction o.f' t fit the relation

h = kt~n (35

in w-Pich n varies from 0.5-5 to 0,.75;. Some values of r are as
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f ollows:

d mm80 307 10 '01 950
* Automobile benzixie 0.i70 0'.160 Q*55 0.,62

Tractor kerosene 0.75: 0.72' 0:.f67 o

Figure 37 shows to as a- func-tioi oLf , '(Khudyavkov), both
b-eing ie-re. in min's The. results, for d, 4 50 mm fit

and, those f or. d .> 50 imm

4L 0,06$ d1. 2.5

500

100 -M

Fig0 -4 -eainofA
chnei eel Vadx

bnie eto;tFig. 34. Relatioln of to v200

and(b, butanol; 1) d =arnd h for benzine i~n burners
23 mm; 2) d = 11; mm. of d: 1) 23 mhm; 2 ) 11 mnm.

Further, a is, dependent on the nature o:' the liquid for small d,
so xo, varies with the l-iquid for a given d. All the t0 lie on a
common curve if d > 50 mm, so. the natuire of the liqu~id is unim-
portant.P

This beha vior of zo(d) reflects differences in the Processes.
The flame enters a wide vessel freely, and the burning always
occurs not far from the free surface; it lies above the *edge and
e nters somewhat only at the very end if d is small. Convection
is responsible for bring ing in the oxygen in a wide, vessel near
the limiting h.

The zo for wide vessels are very large, and the flae does

not go out in a real vespsel if (2.53) appliels. For example,



the z0 for d = t 5 s II11M, and1 i& 34.5 m. for d O 1 .

Table 24

h,.v5 4,15 6,5 8,5 12,56 16,5S 20,5 24,5
V401 cWeit js 80 ,69 56 39 25 118, 8j, 5, 5,5S
0 , ANI/mA't 2,0 1,7 14,4 ,Q ,6045 0,2 0,1 ,l

,U 109 55 42 30 .20 15S 8 ,4 z
13. 13A 13s - 12 12 ji4 13

V4102 9 72 56 39 26% I 7, 50 0
*u 2,3 ;1,08 1,4 1,0D 0,6 0,4 :02 0,1 0,1t

t ISO: 156110 65 44 25 li
V~~i0/~ 6, 4,6 .51 605, 6,865

Qic. No 01C. Flmet buqgt-t

V4106 76 69 50 33: 2-2 13 6,0 4141
p 1, 1,7 1,,2~ 0,8 0,55 0, 0;5 0,1 -

S 170 158 134 98 61 47 - -

V.1 4,4' 4,4 3,7 3,4 3,j6 - -

05C. Wo ast. PiftoM 'mL40'

V.10' 116 -92 64 146 31 15 7,:4 5 6
v 29 - 2,3: 1,6 t,2 0,8 0,4 0, 0,1 0,1

4 200 1 180 ;148 110 95 49, 10 -

'V -10/b 5A,8 - , ,41 31,3 3,!1 7,4 - -

Osc. N . Ia@ ,bsfft



-4000 Ow -00 -06 hoo - -

Fig.36.0ha~e n lve) ofdieel oil as a function of time:
1)d 307 mm, H-= 180.0 mm, extinction at v =0.25 mm/mm;,,

2)d=500 mm, E 35000 mm, extinction at v =0.53 mm/mmn;
3)d =9.50 mm, H =580,0 mm, extinction at v 0.33 miu/min.
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Variation of the Pate of Burnin over the Free Surface

Pperiments '[221] on this were performed wit- sets of coaxia-i
cljiinders having

their top edges in Lgz 0

A common plane. - -

The cylinders, were
filled with the
liquid, and each----------------..--- "-- --
was coupled to its
own burette; the-
levels were kept at
the top edge through-
ou1Lt -the exrerimenit. -
One set of experi mm

ment s was done with
a quartz outer tube

(d=30 mmw) within
wbich was a giass

tube (d t 17 ram); . 4,

others were done . .3
with tanks 300 and . .

800 mm in diameter
with four sections
each [22].iPi

Figure 38
gives results for

benzine from the
first apparatus;
the circlels relate Z
to the annulus,
and the crosses to Fig, 37. Relation of zo to d for various

the inner tube. fuels; 1) automobile benzine; 2) tractor

The rate of burn- kerosene; 3) illuminating kerosene; 4)
ing at the peri- transformer oil;. 5) solar oil.; 6) diesel

phery is clearly oil.

much higher. The;
following v were also recorded with this double burner:

Liquid Edge Center

Benzine 3eL 1.2
Kerosene 1.7 0.7
Benzine + water 3.,2

The edge v is about t.hree times the central v, so the heat

flux at the edge must be, much higher; this is, not unexpected, for
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-it is' cause'd by the bsas of th- flame,
which lies near the edge.

in some cases, water was lateced ,. .
in the inner tube, and benzi "r-
kerosenre) in the annulus. The v for - -

the benzine was reduced. In the case
of kerosene, the water 'in the inner 0

tube boiled over and eXtinguishred the - -

kerbsene. These results are .uch as
on,e might expect and need no speCial
explanation. 5 1

Table 4 gives results from 
the

tanks, in, which 1, denotes the central Fig. 3,8. Rates of burn-
sectidn and - the outermost one. ig for peripheral and
Here there is little variation central areas; v (mm/mih)':
between section.s, t.e highest v being *) 3.3; 2) 1.1.
at the center, there being a fall
towards the wall followed by a rise at the wall itself. Here
the conditions of heat trans,fer were different from those in the

Table 2 .2 5

Liquid
s" j2 3 4

Benzene ............ 300 3 8,6 3,5 3,2 4,4
Gasoline . , 300 ,4,3 3,9 3,5 4,3
Tractor kerosene. 0 2,6 .2,2 1,9 2,0

S0 800 2,8 2,3 2,5 2,7
Diesel oil .... 80O s,8 2,0 1  2,11: 2,.8

small burner, for flames in tanks of diameters 3,00 and 800 mm are
turbulent. The ratio of circumference to area is also -much
smaller, so the heat flowing in from the ed ge was of minor imprt-F
ance. This explains the major change in the pattern of burning
rates.
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Temperat ure: Dis'tribution in a Burning Liquid

The temperature distribution has4 some special features; it
plays a very importaht part in extinctio, and there are many pa-
pers !on it [1l-13. A single adju-stable thermocouple is commonly
used with, narrow burners; a series o-f fixed couples may be, used
in wider vessels. The level is sometimes kept constat by feed-
ing in fresh fuel at the bottom; repleniehment was not used by
H[all, Burgoyne,, or Pavlov, and the l1. 1 changed continuously
thrbughou-t the process,

Surface Temperature of
a Burning Liquird

The isurface temperature 4

rises rapidly when the liquid
A. ' '"si ignited; it tends to a de-2 5 0 ,. .. ...... . ... ..... .

finite limit for a pure liquid
an d for certain mixtures.
There is usually a slow rise in

after the first rapid rise

,ISO in the case of a mixture (Fig.
39) Ethanol very rapidly

00 -reaches a steady temperature;
solar o.i shows a very sliw
subsequent rise, while ben.ine

5t a.ixed with solar Oil shows a
Very rapid rise that is follow-
ed by a f arl'y slow approach

-. min to the value for solar il.
Table 2.26 lists the limiting

Fig. 39. Surface tempea- for various liquids in bur
rature as a function of ners of various materials and
time: 1) eth anol, d = diameters, and also gives the
2.7 mm; 2) benzine. + boiling points .', which are
solar oil, d 30 mm; somewhat above Os" This oc-
3) solar oil, d = 30 mm curs because the surface is

c-overed by a layer of t he satu-
rated vapor, whose pressure A is governed by 9 s, which cannot ex-
ceed the 7" for the existing atmospheric pressure po; any such

excess would cause i to, exceed poand _so the vapor would be push-
ed away rapidly. The resulting, rapid boiling wiuld soon cool
the liquid.

Table 2.27 gives , for some binary mixtures of combustible
liquids (6); the burners were of glass, and the first component
was ethanol. Here gx is the proportion of the seqond component
by weight and t is the initial boiling point of the mixture.
The limiting "v/s are, below , except in the case of i 1sowyl alco-
hol. We have seen above that gx tends to change as combustion
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proceeds; in facto the toP, layer in the mixtures containing ±50-

amyl alcohol became enriched to = 086 whereas the propanol1

Table, 2.2P6 __

47 1 71, 78
S.12 7:1 78

A .. 44 71 78
................-. 21 69:7-8

K......... 106105 117
C 36 104: 147

9 104 117

AyIaahl K 106 120' 129

Ac~ot109665 56

=glass; A 9 1Auminum; KX quartzt

mixture with =0.50; initially gave a top layer With g- 0.468
(0.85 in the case of the Mixture initially Of 9x 0.74). Table
2.27 also lists tthe actual boiling points -of these surface
layers; we see that W~ &A"

________ Table 2.27

PC #0' ,C 6' C

TioaiiyI alcohol 0.50 9.4 95 88 10
0.50 36 J 95 88 108

Prye0i501 9.4 U4 85 88
0.74 9,4 189 90 92,

We,., 0.311 36 68 80 -

0.297 21 72 79 -

0.15 2.1 71 78

These results enable us to estimate the surface temperature
during burninfomteomsionf the surface layer. Some
measurements have been made on V. for oil products burning in
tanks [2,4,6-8,l1J,; Table 2.28' gives mean surface -temperatures

for some g8) o ere is the initial density '~Is" heiita
boiling point during distillation, and c is the proportion distil-
ling of f up to the temperature shown in parentheses,. The values
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of t9~ enclosed in, parenthesesi relate to, cases in, which a homo-
thermal layer appearedi, Table 2..29 16 from £'73.

Table 2 .286

d, C

p9 3kA'O ~ i . CC 20304,78. I

' ,4 57 3010 8 9 9 5 91 9 103 1068, (90)
014, (too

ke,~e~g . 0,7 15 2(20)177 168 177 192'- -

k~v~(u . . 0,82 17 0 14(20)1,- 204, 22

oi.....0,84~ 180 36'(240) 230 231 237 221 '24 1 --

SOIi. il0,890 - 277 285 28 1 40,4

act........0539 -14- -3430 347
0g88 - 3 -1 1 0 10

act110 Z

_______Tab le >.99

kwo604t.. . 0,76 50 3 (190) 100 - -
37 320 340 30

Zra&&khiv cfrld. . ... ..... 0,8 9 184 30 (29%),: 350 350 230:
Arttmnovo CWIaS4-. . . . ......... 0~ ~ iI...........0,9 - -200 -

$;f**~ ..... .. .. 07 3. . 36L.3 40

Khudyakov's resut 4 fr a quartz burner Of diameter 106,
mm are as below:

Liquid e - :/m L iqid ~ gcm3  r

Benzine 0. 73 108 VM 4 oil 0.89 347
Kerosene 0.81 220 Glycerol 1. 25 239
PAraf finx oil 0.8 287, MS, oil 0.8 9 392-
Transformer oil 0.8 2 93

12.0



Th-ese results show that z, for benzine is 90-ll0'+, for trac-
tor kerosene l07,200*-9 for ill.uninating, kerosene 230-240,t for
diesel oil 230-2400 , for sodlar oil 280-340, for transformer oil
290-340, and for crude petroleum 130-350., These V. are always
above t; the surface layers are depleted of volatile fractions.
Moreover, the v for a given product Vary from one tank size to
another; for example, the 4s for .-,-,"4e andr crude for d = 130
cm and 260 cm, are lowdr than those for d c 130 cm. In parti-
'cualar, Atemovo crue has a 04. for a 260, cm tank some 120' below
the zi for small tanks.

The homothermal layer,
Jl which shows vigorous Oonvec

tion, is responsible for these
' effect s; its thickness in-

creases as time passes, and
the greater the rate of in-
,easre u, the lower ,/s. be-

250 cause fresh Cald liquid is in-
troduced. This layer is ab-

sIen4t if d 4 130 cm, which ex-
plans the tt of Table 2.27;
the u for A-temovo crude are
3.-i1 mr~min (d =80 cm), 3.-2

-...... - (d = 140 cm), and 6.5 (d =
3 5.0 ....&O 260 cm).

Experiments with emulsi-
Fig. 40. Surface tempe- lied crude E9j confirm this;
rature in relation to the
rate Of increase in the vS and u were f0ond t ebe very

muich dependent on thewaedepth of the homothermal contene 40 hwaer
• + ... . .. . ... ... content. Figu+re 40, Sho s

layer for crude petroleum. the relation of zR to u, in

which the lifne corresponds to

S6 + (2.54)

This equation may be deduced as fOlows.

Let q be the heat received from the flame, q' the heat lost
to the surrounds, qo be the latent heat of evapora-tion, viO the
initial temperature, C the spe-cific heat, and s the free surface
area. Now

q q + vspqo + uscp (OS, 00

We assume that v, q', and q are not affected by slight changes of
water content, in which case (2L54)is found directly. A fuller

treatment of-the relation of v s to u is to be found in [24J.
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Although, the homothermal layer redudes it does not aff-
ect v,, which may even., increase somewhat;, the re.ason is that the
homothermal layer contains a higher prop6rtion of the Volatile
fractioni so the flow of vapor remains adequate in -spite of the
lower z . The following calculation illus:trates this.

The oil product may be assumed to be represented roughly by
a binary byst*em Of mutually soluble components., one much more
volatile than the other; to these we apply (2.41), which gives
us that

in which U and v are as usual, Thus gy is essentially dependtefnt
on asIs gx; gy 6 o f,=0 n x 9,63c if X (y
would be infinite In the latter case if this were not so, where-
as the limiting gy is 1).

The following detailed example illustrates the variations
in g- ad an withn j. We assume that the mixture is ideal; a

isL te ratio of the vapor ptressures of the two compon ents. The
theory of solutions shows that, for an ideal mixture,.

This gy is substituted into (2.41) to give

(-)g. + [la +q( 0 .1gx-g 0 'x (T+ 1 0

The solution to this gives us the gx for the top layer, Let us
suppose that a = 2 and gox= 0.5; the results then are;

gy
0 0,338 0,50
1,0 0,41 0,58
2,0, 0,44 ,61
4,0 0.46 0,63
cc0,50 067

We see that gx and gv at first increase rapidly with f, but the
rates of i-ncrease so.n become very low.

The slight variations in S for conditions under which theS
homothermal layer is absent are caused by slight errors, in the
positions of -the thermocouples, for the temperature gradients are
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very high,,; -It is -impossible to keep the thermocouples always
exactly at the surface while burning proceedS. The slow chanfge
in g is caused by graduai alterat-Ln in the c mposition of the$
surface layer.

The above results show that the surface temperature Of a mix-
ture is dependent on the comtbustion con~ditionsg;; it is not a con-
stant, although it iS dependenft on the iomposition.

Horizontal Variation ..nthe Tethteraturd-e of iar Burnin Liquid

The temperature variesi in any horizontal plane drawn within
thee liquid E8J, as the follotwing results show. Here T is the
distancei from the axis of the + -t, whose radius R is 25 cm:

lip 0 028 0.60 bj 0. 1 iO0

Transformer oil . 166 171 217' 260.
Solar oil .1.8. -- 18 188 - 270
Tractor kerosene...... 108 123 133 143 168

Lighting kerosene ... 113 - , 21 168

The temperature rises towards the wall, where it is highest; the
differential between axis and wall ranges up to lG00. The same
effect is observed, but with smaller differences, for d C 50 cm,
and with larger differences for d > 50 ;m.

The following results are for tractor kerosene in a tank 260

cm in diameter; measurements were made at three points (1, 2 and3) in planes 12, 22, and 50 cm below the edge of the tank. The

points had angular separations with respect. to the axis of 12:2"

12 22 SO
i 49 74 33

01 168 141 41
230 ,09 41

These figures show that the wall temperature varies, from point to

point in any given plane, The same pattern is found with all
,oil products in tanks of diameters 130, and 260 cm.

These variations were caused by the need to. operate in the
open air with. these large tanks, so. there was interference by the
wind, which deflected the flame and caused the wall to, be heated
unevenly. The effect is seen whenever the wall is exposed to air
currents. These differences are bound to cause convection within
the liquid,
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Temper'atUre Variations in. a Burning Liquid

The te~mperature distribution is established gradually, as
Fig.. 41 shows for transformer oil,, the :z being the dept hs below
the surface. In each case there is a rapid rise to a limit,
which varies with z; the time takenf to, reach the litnit in a me-
tal vessel is much llongetr than that for a glasst one.

iXtures of benzine with solar oil, show ra different type, of
curve; thlere is first a Very rapid rise in , which is followed
by a slower rise (at the sUrface ;and at some depth) to a limit
corresponding to ,the initial composition Lof the mixtare. Theen
there is a further risje, who'se limit is close to that for ,solar
oil. The latt-er rise is caused by alteration, in thee comp pition
of the surface layer, and At) gives an, indieation of the course
of that alteration.

30 4-150

30c10

,- 700 ..-* -_ iI }...

0 .o.Fig..5...0500..... .b

Fig. 4 I Relatin of - to Fig. 42. f (0, for ben-
time for transformer oil; zirie; z (mm-): I 60;, 2)
z (mm): I) 0; II). 2; 1I)t 00; 3):°i0; 4) 195.
5; IV) 9; V) 29.

Kerosene, diesel oil, and solar oil show the belhavior de-
scribed for transformer oil; so do benzine and crude petroleum
if. d is small, but the v(t) for these two for d large are very
different, as Fig. 42 shows for benzine for d = 150 mm. The
rise in the layer near the top, is as for transformer oil at first,
but then there is a fresh and very rapid rise to) z : The second
rise does not occur for layers at some depth. The effect. of
this second rise is to produce a layer of uniform temperature
(tihe homothermal layer), whose thickness increases gradually as
time passes.

This pattern of behavior was first observed for crude petro-
leum by Hall [1]; it was afterwards exanined by Burgoyone and
Katan E2J and by Khudyakov [41, and later by Pavlov and Khovanova
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(7,9li),BlinOv and Khudyajtov '[12),1 And Blintov ret al ()
Vertical Variation in the Temperature of a Burning Liqui~d

1. Figure 43 shows O(z) for tractor kerose,ne burni-ng stead,-
ily in a Vessel 150 mm in diameter,, Fig,. 44 d0,es the same for
butanol in a glass burner 36 mm in diameter. T-he temperature
falls to -the initial Value within a few ientimeters of the sur-
face. This behavior is shown by tractor kerosene, diesel oi,
solar oil, and transformer oil in all vessels, by -benzine and
crude petroleum in small vessels, and by all other mixtures we
have used.

0 . .

1000

oo 2 . , 349 ' - SO0 ,

Z, M M 
. MM.

Fig. 43. J= f(z) for Fig.e 44e 9 = f(z) for
tractor kerosene butanol

The results can be represented by the equation

- Oo (05 - 06)~ (2. 55)

in which -. s and 4 are as usual and k is a constant. The lines
in Figs. 43 and 44 have been drawn up from (2.55), which fits the
results well; this formula was proposed in 1949 [15] and has
since been confirmed repeatedly (4,6,8,12).

2. Table 2.30 gives some values of k (4,63. Some k for
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'oil products burning in st~el tan~ks are &r; follow'6:

dicex 8 14,8 30 0 80 I30 26

*Tractor keroseie. .O,38 0,50 f0,11 ;0,81 - -,

Ilu.kerosene.. 0,52 0,62' 1,0 0,98 - -

Transf ormer obil . - 0,4O 0.56 1,49 - -

Diesel oil *.,0,50 '0,56 -i 0,4000
Solar oi11 ..... 036 0,46, 0,63 1,9.
Benzine....... 0,'42 0,46, 0,54 - -

Crude petrolewm 0,47 O,3AS - -

Table 2. 30

CA
1~AI ek~~I~

-36 1 ,4 . 1,3 0,9;
10: I , 3-,6 2,0L

40 2 0,075 1,2 27
10 1, 0,85 2,2 43

(C 36 1 2,0 1,6 4,3
9,4 :I 3,1 4,2 2,3

M, 10 1 0075 2,4 531 106, 1,5 10 ,

* .. .106 - ,2 1,0 1,4

C 21 1 15 1,3 1,4
T K 30 1 1,A 1,1 Q,9, 1,4

106 - S, 0,5 1,0

(C21 Ij 2,17 ,2 2,L2
K 30 '16 13 1,3 1,

106 1,3 1,0 1,4

6,106 - 0,3 2, -2

...... 106 - ~ 0,8 0,5 1.0

106 1:0 0,12 0,3

. .. 106 - 1, 0,4 ' 0,6

*= e thanol;1 B utanol;. A1  acetone; A2 =Arnyl

alqohol; T tranif orme oil; K =- kerosene; B2
benAzine; Ml VM-4 oil ; M2 = M$ oil; G glycerol.-

=: gl ass;, Aaluminum; M. = copper;, K =-quartzL.

Clearly, k varies, widely. Moreover, although (2.'55 ) fits tran-
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sient btates asI well as steady o esr, the, k for the two types of

state are not the same (k is a function of time for trantsient
state64%. Figures 45 and 46 show k as functions of t for diesel
oil and kerosene in tanks of diameters 130 cm (open c4ircles) and
260 cm (half-filled circles) (16).

3. Further, k is dependent on d, on the material of the

tank, and on the wind- speed. Measurements [12' have been made
with tractor kerosene and diesel oil in steel tanks whose d were

150, 300, 490, and 500 tm, and whose heights were correspondingly
800, 1800.,, 2000, and 400 mm. The 500: mm tank was fitted with a
6ooling jacket. Some use was also made of An asibestos-cement
tank of outside diameter 30 mm, inside diameter 2,80 mm, and

ifK. CMO

, V' ""

,0...0M 4,

Fig. 45, Relation of k to Fig. 46, Relation of k to

tfor diesel oil. t for kerosene.
height 1200 m.1 Thermocouples were fixed to the walls nd at

various points within the liquid.

The flame was exposed to an air current, Which waso produced

by a. large f An (in the open A i r) or by the compressed-air line

(in the laboratory). The air currents were us ually horizontal,

but in some cases they wore directed at 70 or 109;P to the vert-i-

c al. Vertical screens were used to suppres interference from

the wind out of, doors; in some casest the tank was fitted with
A horizontal screen to prevent the flame from touching the sides.

This. screen was A sheet -of 2stainless steel having, A circular hole,
equal in diameter to the outside diameter of the tank, it. was
placed level with the top edge of 'the tank.. The liquid level
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was kept onstant throughou t the ruins, which lasted 2- 5 hri.

Tables: 2.31-2.35 gKive the results;, here h0o is, the distance

Table 2.-31,

Tractor Kerosente, 'd 150 tam, h0  10, mm

Ide 4MS zt. ok v, k I' 3 i~ ~ 'AO , rtn Qi

.1 0 - 11 42 I 41,4 42 4 185 2,2
II I 1,8 70., 2, 42 95 27 3 8 ,

1~2 1 1 , 90 2,0. 42 It 27 32 :'180 5,0
131 t 1jr 902,6 33 3 IS 25~ 23, S 58.,
.14 1 '2,6 90 3.i2 36 1:5 18 51, 183 6 i5
I5 1, 1,8 109 4,3. 42 171 70 '173 -

24 1:10 0 0,7 8,,6 14 8,6 6 185 -

25 10 '21,6 90 3,1! 1.1 45 Mi, 36.1892'
26 10 G,76 90 2,6 M0 49 .,3 20 182 -

'31 6 0 T 0,8 9 14 '9 ,3 5 182 -

32 6 2 ,6 90 30 17 29 1'5 40 182 -

39 -3 ,6 90. 3,4 2Z 12 16 45, 1,814
40 3 b 01,7 14 I 9 14 .8 182

Sis the rate of receipt of heat 'by the, liquid.

Table 2.32
Tractor Kerosene, d A00 nm

632,,8 II 4 7,2 7 1,2
64 0 2,01 jV 6 T 75 120 18,5

656 4,6 45 1775 100, 4,2
664,2 3,5 , 42 :14 ] 75 100 32

,1 c 6,,6 4,7 24 , 39 40 1 300 43
225 7,0 . 45 26 30; 182 6

76 10,55,17 31 30 30 180 '53
7 " 4t,2 3,5 22 27 ao 180 3

from; the rim to, the liquid, w is the speed of the air current,
and T isr the duration of the test. Subscript A denotes that the
horizontal streen was used;, subscript ac denotes the asbestos.



Tractor Keroaone, d 490 ftm

A I ,I4 ixi*o h9C a

47 0 25 28, 15 28 80 180 '65
48 10,8 5,8 5 39' 4 80 240 150S
49 296 7,4 26 20 - 80' 23 192
50, 0 2,5 15 27 '8 80 20 6

51 9 5,j6 19 48 - 80 240 144
1, 7 4,1 38 18s 28 115 210 l06
62 -,2' 20o 23 14 12.5 10 90 52

73 4, +4A 20 33 6 60 180 104-
74 41 7,0 50 281 6 '60 180 182

Table 2.34

U6i861 Oil, d 150m, ho =10min

4, I W: ~ , Ia3 i' kt.lo-, tinpg~

1 1 0 0,6 42 2, 38 24 180
2 .1 1,5 90 1,6 56 4,9 45 25 182
3 1 1, 90 1,7 56 :5,2 42 30 174
4 1 2,6 90 22 43 0,4 26 57 182
5 1 1:1 109 2,1 31 11,0: 26 23 17
6 1 1,8 109 2,2 3i 12,0:28 '23 180
7 1 2,6 109 2,4 31130 22 3 180

8 1 2,6 70 1,9 45 7 a 3 32 179
9 1 1,8, 70 1,4 43 5,1015 181

27 10 1,4 90 2,3 12 32,0 11 46 180
28 10 0 - 0,6 8,6 12,0o 7 .10 180
33 6 2,6 90 2,3 18 21,0 13 38 180

34 6 0 - 0,4 *9,8 8,5 8 10 180
37I 2&6 90 2,4 23, 18,10 19 42 182

o 0,5 25 3,3 10 - 188



Table 2.3,5

Diesel Oil, d =490 Mm, h0  10 mm

42: 22 5,8 - -

431, 10, ,8 -
44, 2 , 4
45 0 1,8 36 8,j4 270
46 8. 4,0 31 21 180

tatk. Here ' is the final Value of z, sabscript * denotes the
liquid, and subscript c the wall. In experiment 50, part of the

wall was fitted with a wick system fed with kerobsene, which heat-

ed that part of the wall. All results fit (2,55) well; k de-

Table 2.36

Diesel Oil and Tractor Kerosene, d 5 00 Mm, ho  10 mm

88. U0,1 ol I=,.= e

88 oil' 2.0: 36 9.0 210
89al 0 1.7 55 5.1 - - 140 4679I 48'
89 1.9 42 7.6 - 160, 54

90 * M.%eatE 2.0 - - 3.2 204 210 111
91 ' 2.1 83 4.2 24.6! 50

92 3.3 1,04 54.03.8&180 200- 120

Note. The cooling jacket carried diesel oil in run 88,
water in runs 8 9a and 91, and no coolant liquid in run 89b.
Runs 90-92 were performed with the jacket removed.

,creases as the wall thickness dc increases, as Fig. 47 shows for

tractor kerosene. Here the open circles are for w = 0 and the

half-filled ones f or w = 2.6 M,/serc. Diesel oil gives a similar

pattern.

The asbestos tank gave similar results (No. 71); here v

was as for the metal tank, but k was reduced to about half.

Further, k is generally dependent on the level of the liquid;

k is halved when the level is lowered from 30 cm (No. 77) to 75
cm (No. 60). This relation of k to ho is seen in other cases;
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v is almost unaffected by h0 Within the limits used.

Figure 48 collects, results for t he effects of w on k for
tractorkerosene; herer the circleS are for d = 490 mm and h - of
60 and 80 mm,. while the crosses are the k (halved) from runs .63,

Pi go Relation of k and Fig, 48. Relation of k-

aj to wall thickness o r ke- t i ~edW
a. d0 150 m.

66, and 67. The triangles,are the k from runs 5, 76,9 and 7?.
The Points all lie -near. a c-ormon -curve, whic-h .pasbes through &,
flat tanimut hear- 8 j/sec. The results also indicate that k
is -de-penident. On a.

Runs 4 nd 50 'indicate that.

the ext.ernal fire on the wall hadF .little effect on v, but k was nero haled; the, fire t ff f e te d

onthe teperature distribution vry
.hgreatly. Further in run 0-th

cooler was ihoperatiVe'r while in
run 91 it carried running water
There Was no effect on v but

ariyhaled; the55 fir affected

200 whereas A homethermal layer was
gretly. Furhoduced in run , 90.

The wal temperature followed
the temperature of the liquid clo-

Z, sey and ted (2.55) wel; re
suwtes a hthe wall, where vail

Fg. 49T Twmperature able are sht at

Fig. ~ ~~ _9 49 Teprtr abe -r sown as k (cm )
distribution in the Figure 49 shows results f r d =

liquid and at the wall 150 mm for w Of 0 and 1.8 m/see;

for kerosene; w .; 1.8 the circles denote the temperature
sec, at the axis, the crosses the tem-

perrature on the windward wall.
The difference 4v between wall and liquid is small if Wr = 0, but

the 40 for the lee side becomes considerable; it increases with
w, and also with d. The wall temperature on the windward side

is close to the axial temperature of the liquid. Figures 50
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and 51 show atA for keroa~en.e as function of z, the distan'e
fromi the rimo , for several wind s8peeds and for twoi tanks. Di estel
Oil gives, siilar1,1 curves,o Whic-h in many casess have a max1-m-um.
The position and height of this are dependent on, w;' for examftple,

* BA for kerosente for d =150mm, and! w =1.415 22,e i * for
se 234 and for 2.We/ec, %2 Also ' incre.&6e,6

With, d, for it is5 Or d t 1 50 mm and w =18 , 's ec -Whereas
it is 50i for da t 1300' MM and 1 1.4 A/ s;ec. Some other results
for kerosene [911 s.,how* that AV&50- f or d =506 .mm and 80o f Or

d 2-600 hm.

40 80,

40 -~4 2

3 1 N

-/e:1 -6 )1$ 0 ) 1.4;00 1000

3) 1.15.
Ajz) is governed by the A~z) curves for wall and liquid;

if (2.55) applies,

= - =b0 ±bic~ - (.56

in- which

If b- + 1i- *

and the shape is then that of curve 2 in Fig., 51; usually,, k.
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k*-, in -Which case (25)applies,# and here the mlAximum lie's at

Zimax nbi)- n(k)kc -,k*

4,. The temperatlure distributiont represented by(2.55) ariSes'
as follOws. It is, asserted [l,5,73' that heat is trantsferred
mainly by conduction in these cases; we must now test t-his.
The flow of heat from the wall is ne-gligible, if d is large,, Where-
u~pon the heat-conduction. equation tor aL liquid burning. at a rate
V becoe

in wicha i th cofficient Of molecular.-thermal diffusivity.

Weput z$ vfat t 0Oand at Z. af' ndd at z O; then,
the solution -to,(.7 is. E8,163

in Which A is aconstant,

Ira ~/'

in which T is a parameter. The steady-state result is found by
putting T =_ov the integrpl on the right then becomes

.2 exp(- )

-Then f or the ste~tdy state

(,.58)

This, resembles (2.55); the two become identical if we put that

k (2.59),
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Gurve I of Fig. 52 shows Z-) at, the start; curve 2, from (2,.5'8),
does the same for t large, aid the, curve between I ain'd 2 repre-
sents intermediate t. Curve I has k = 6; (2.59) gives k=
5'8 cmh 1 for curve .2 for v = 3.5 mo/min and a = 0.001 c'm2/sec.,
These values of v and a are close, to those for, dieseil oiLl for dA
13,0 cm; k should lie between 4 and 6 cmg (roughly)if onduction

is the domin-ant process.. But
the results, quoted previously
show that k is .much too small
even for t small, so imolecular
conduction, cannot be the main
process '(at least in those ca-
ses so far studied) when (2.55),
is obeyed,, apart from viscous
liquids in narrow burners.

Since k , v/a, donvection

must play a major part; this

.cnc-lusion was drawn in 1949
'15-J and has since been con-
firmed several times 1.,12,13,

Fig., 52. Tem--atur The actual tr ans&port prj--ig 52 eperature ce6Sts is. complex; it can -U-71
distributions at the cs ~cmlx tcnE?be represented aS transfer by
start and end of a run thermal conduction in a liqui-d
when the thermal cOn- of equivalent thermal diffusi-
ductivity .governs te vity a, whereupon the equa-
distribution. tion retains. the form of (2.581)

and the limiting relations between k,. v, and al are stii: (2.58)
and (2.59) Then we have that

S- 0 -( - 0 ex p-) (2-."6o)

and k v/av. We determine k by experiment and so find a-, and
thence the convection factor

which gives an indication of the extent, and nature of the convec-
tion.

5. Table 2.30 gives the a., for various liquids in burners
of various materials having d S 11 cm. The following are some,
a. (x l63, in cm2/sec) for oil products in metal tanks:
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d4. ex8 1' 0 5 0 3 5

Tacr kerosene. . . 3.5 3,97 4,0 62 78

I'li,,um. kerosene ..... ,3 29 2,4 5,1 -

Transformer oil 2,: 2,2 , ,
Diesel Oil.........20 214- - 1 63 78
Solar il- ....... 2,3 ,2 2,0 2,4 - - -Bensine.............. 63 19,0: -" - -

• Crude petrOleum........2, 2;i5

The molecular thermal diffusivities a (in 103 cm 2/sec)- for some
liquids are as follows:

Etha o 049 Acetone 1.0
Buten"1 o. 8 Glyc erol 0.,9
A. l alcohol 0.7 Kerosene 0.9

-A- are close to 001 cm2 /sec, Which we may take as an approxi-
mate value for the liquida of main interest. Then E 100oa,;

the above results show that £ > 1 for
dio metal vessels, though eit 1 for cer-

- .tain liquids in narrow burners of
glass and quartz. In particular, the
a.3 for glycerol and MS oil are low,

25 'when narrow quartz tubes are used.
These £ 1 point to convection, for
E. increases with the speed of the con-
vection currents,

Runs 71c (asbestos tank) and 65,
Fig. 53. Relation together wi - Table 2,29, indicate
of aP to w for trac- that a. increases with dc (wall thick-
tor kerosene,. ness) and with kdc; further, runs 613

(with horizontal screen) and 51 (for
the same wind speed) indicate that a3 increases very greatly if
the flame touches the side of the tank., This is confirmed by
run 50 (with external flame); local heating increases a3.,
Moreover, the increased heating of the wall is responsible for
the rapid rise in a in the series d = 80, 130, and 260 cm;
these large tanks were used in the open, where the wind deflected
the flame, whereas those with d s 50 cm were done in a building.
Figure 53 illustrates the effects of w on a# for tractor kerosene
in a metal vessel with d = 150 mm.

These results will be discussed further in relation to con-
vective transfer in general and transfer from wall to liquid in
particular; at this pont we give results for benzine, crude

petroleum, and other liquids that have homothermal layers.
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Temperature _Disatribution in aLiquid Having a
... omothermal. Laye~r

-1 We have seen above that bensine and other oil products,
give rise to layers whose temperature is at all points. The

,~~ ~ ~~oo........

Fig. 54. Temperature
dstribution in burning .. .

IJ.-

depth of this layer increases with O .. .........
time, as Figs. 54 and 55 show(the

circles denote the liquid in Fig,
55). The liquid consists effecti- t OE--
vely of two layers, upper and lower; Z
the top (homothermal) layer has a 0
very low gradient in as for a ma-
terial of very high thermal conduc 100 --

tivity. The fall in -din the low-
er layer is rapid; the distribu-

tion is as for an unstirred liquid.
The two layers represent two dis-
tinct states of the liquid, and the - - . 200 ... Z
gradual movement of the boundary
represents the conversion from one
state to the other, as in the Fig. 55. Temperature
freezing of soil. These layers distribution in the
will be termed liquid 1 (top) and liquid and at the wall
liquid 2 (bottom) in what follows. for automobile gaso-

line at various times:
Liquids 1 and 2 differ in 0 liquid, x wall. The

their aq; if we assume that the times T are in minutes.
distribution in each is steady,,
we can readily deduce ^z), which is sometimes called a distri-
bution of the second kind, to distinguish it from the -previous
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(first) kind C8J. In fact, the: 0(t) for liquid 1 is& as for A
1eghf 1llz !(the dep5th of the layet) ha ving a high, conduc-
tiit.for: 0 and r=ifor z to! so9

c 9-4iO,~z. 2 6 0a),

in, accordance With the condu~ctioa equation subject to, the boun-
dary conditions, for. liquid 1.

It, d*

in which uO is the speed of the interface; .u, =v + u, in' which
u is the rate of increase of z. N4OW 0z at Z= 60 S6

O's~~ + K 06 Zx < 0 (2,600)

The lintes in Figs 54 and 5,5 have been drawn in accordance With
(9.60a) and (2.60b); they fit the e6cpetimenta1 results well.

The I for liquid 1 is found as follows. The heat trans-
ferred to the interf ace, from the surface is

in which Xe is the equivalent thermal conductivity of liquid 1~.
The heat received by liquid 2 is found as follows (Fie. 6).
The temperature. at time t is represented by abce, and at time
t + At by adf e; the heat entering liquid 2 in time At is

=ce x (area of bcfd),
in which c is specific heart and e sdensity., B3ut this area is
simply that of bkmd, which is C'- )zso

d Q cp, -0 06) dzo. (2.62)

Then (2.61) and 2.62) give us that

u sa0.
-~ co to,-0 -s z
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50O

OS Ot(2.63)

This U is. s-imply the rate6 at which the liquid becomes heated.

Results for automobile
gaoline. for d =130cm and

b du t 116.7 mmnkin 1811 give the
temperature gradienti h
top layer as 0.6 degcm
with 29- 4 - / 06 then
(2.63) gives ie as aocut 9000
and a,4 as, 9, so Ve is 3.6
call/cm.sedideg (four times
the X for Copper). The r-

4- - found for bentzine [13 is,
10, 000 to 11 000.

I INow we consider c for
Z.M iqid2; here uc/a 0.17

Fig,. 56. Calculation of cm and 2u0 e = 005 decso a9  0.200 CAsc n
the ~~ ~F hettase.q 200. This result is

somewhat of an overestimate; Table 2.37 gives somfewhat more pre-
cise valued, for d =150- mi, h0 = 0m ad a 90 which show

Table 2.37,

JW U0, Q~IU coI', 1 ~ ~

16 1 0 1,4 45 .51- - 182 21
17 1 1,55 6,0 16 62 4,3 120 36 186 1 11,6
18 -1 .0,5 4,6 42 18 0,7 80 8,3 186 7,41
23, 1 -2,6 62 -- 6,4 102 62 182 13,2
29 10 0 1,4 19 19 1,0. *120 8,6 185 2,7
30 10 2,6 4,2. 101 73 8,2 280 29 18 1-1.2

35 6 0 1,15 10 1,2 38* 31 363 -

3.6 6 2,6 6,29 21 49 8,5, 144 59 36t1
41 3 0 - 1,6 141 19 - 10 - 240!
42 3' 2,6 5,5 19 48! 50 - 241

that a_, ranges from 0.01 to 0.02 cM2/sec.L An interesting point
is that 9 shows a regular Upward trend with w and with dcl

Thesae f. show that convection occurs in both lyrwhnte
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distribution is of the second kind; it is, very trong in the to
layer, for Xe is many thousand times the molecular conductivity

and even exceeds the X for copper.
Zo , -. - It is much less strong but still im-a

portan t, in the lower layer.

2. Figure 57 shows that ze is
i6 at first proportional to t; the rate

0 --- O is given above, and alsO in 'Tables
2'o38 to, 2.43. This, rate is dependent

.... .. .. .On the liquid and on the conditions;
fe !0 ' diethyl ether and be-nzin e give the:

t 9~ highest U-4 This rate does, not per-w
Fig. 57. Relation sist, especially if the tan. is tall,Fg. tn Z a .n tenda to a limit Z (Fig. 58),.

-- o , tThe behavior is .decribed well by

in which p is a constant and t is reckoned from the onset of for-
mation of the top layer. The lines in F. 57 and :8 have been
drawn in accordance with (2.64), which shows that this initial
rate u0 is related to !r4 and p -by

Tables 2.37, 2.40, 2.42, and 2.43 gve u0 , p, and z derived

from experiments with benzine E12J.

It is simple to prove (2.64), The Amount of heat received
by the lower layer in unit time is proportional to R2 (dz,d-t) , "
in which R is the radius of the vessel; if the liquid in the top
layer moves at a speed v, it removes a quantity of heat q qvR2
from the surface each second. The wall loses heat at a rate
proportional to Rzo. Now

We assume that a., b, and v are constant, and introduce the sym-
bola

Z'=a.R ih

Z0  _b Ii~

which give us that

Zo- zo --Ae'-t.
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____________ Tabe 24380

A*.aFbAbsa. 20 21[ 19 34
wo ti vt* 17 4216 1

Say floo ct RwuI V2 23 24 25 26

Mag 80 Rw 13 14 15, 10
zUo, *mm, As 4.0 18 27 .

Table, 23:9 ___

Lgt c rude, dry .. 70 6 15 I
Ditto, moist 7 721

0Tv crudej dry 7 41V
Ditto, mhoist. . 70 52

Bibi Eibat crude, 80 32

Ditto .. . .. . I . O 140 7

Karachukhur ekud 8 ,
Ditto140 3,2 i

.Ditto 4 0 .. .. 26 ,
Gasoline80 12 *

Ditto ..- I . . *

Table 2.40.

Automobile Benzine, d =300 mm

A.1

67 0 2.2- -* 62 28 2&919575 2

69 6.6 44- - 11 174 62 4.5 190 75, 53
703 6,6 405 38 19- 25- 185B 75.27

72 66 44 - 644013 -3 40, 4:1
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Table 9.'41

______________ Pie thyl. Ether

Z64

W,840CS .139 44 ,8

20 53896 58 58 52

14&% 2.1, 2.0 2. 4.7 5.1; 65 5.8

*te 14. 32pk 14 Is 13 13 3

*,,C~** 6 6 3 3 40 46 40a
"C' ivi76 122' 2601 207 12 83 9

table 2.42
_____Automobile BenZinte d 490 mm______

54 4 3.6: 1590011 9,6 3 154
4,3 4 ,3 26 26 46 240 130 1125

58, 1867,3 7 230ll:31 6 240 130 INJ
59, 7.0 4.7 4511 1 130.1 76L

:0 0 $j2 7 200 331 190 I30f 94

Table 2.43

Automobile Benzine, d 500 mm

85 (TO147.V co IIg 4.2 314 I50 - - 1L55
06 1es- 12 350 50 55.
87 MuJ~tfte..... . 4.0 25 27 - * 133.

Note. The cooler .contained no liquid in run 85; the ben'-
zine ~ .wa ticened; the cooler was removed in run 8 as

-with thickened beniine)., The cooler ca rried running wate.rin run, .8-7 an hebnzine Was. not thickeed
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Formula (2.,64) is reached if we calculate the time from, the on-
set of formation of the layer and determine A.6

The above results, together with Fig. 59, enable us to eva-
luate the effects of the various factors on U0 , .#, and t, We
see that u0 increases with *, Which points to the wind as a major
factor in producing the hdmothermal layer. ReSultsr for benzine
in iron tanks (Table 2.44) confirm this; here mode 1 indicates
experiments to which (2.55) applies, mode 2 indicates a distri-
bution. of the second k-ind, and zo relates to the end -of thel ex-
periment.

The top layer is always present, but 21 is very small in
small tanks for w = 0 (it then appears very quickly); z o . is also

40 *M'AE

T 10
ZOO -------

200

1 2 3 4- 24 6"

Fig. 58. Curve 9f zo(t) Fig. 59. Curve for u (w).
for crude petroleum

small for large d if w =-0. A finite w always increases zo,
especially for d r 176 mm, and increases uo as well in the latter
case. For example, T-l kerosene in a 176 mm tank had a large
ze in the presence of a wind, but uo was only 2-3 mn/min.

The tests with the horizontal screens also demonstrate that
the wind accentuates the top layer; for example, runs 54 and 56
show that the screen reduces z, the z for these two runs being
respectively 900 and 500L mM. Agan, 'z in run 69 was large,
whereas in run 70 (same w, but with the screen) it was very small.

There is also some evidence that z' increases with d, but

this aspect has not yet been examined in detail.,
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Ruifls '7,2,-' and 78ac (fo the asbes, tos-cement tank)' ;show that
the homOthermal layer ccurs even in a t-ank of low conductivity.
Here' is much greter t~han for the me talliI tanks, although u 0
is somewhat, lower.

The effects of a thickening agent "(1.3% o± aluminium naph-
thenate)' were examined, in run 86 (WIth bentzin4e); v was not aff-
ected apprecTable 2.35 shows that a homothermal layer
Was still formeidt except when a cooling jacket (free from liquid)
was fitted; thee jacket screened the wall from the flame.

3. Cooling the wall affected the, temperature distribution
very much; in, run 87 (Table 2.35) the cooling jacket was supplied
with running water, and h- e no appreciablte homothermal layer
appeared even in 2 hr, This result has been confirmed by others
CiOJ for benzine in tanks, of diameters 80, 139, and 264 cm. -in
one series the tank was, cooled by water tricklin g from holes in a

d. *- ,, y

02 141 -66 4,8 - 12 189 932
20; i. 1 73 2.9 -6.6 92 80 3
37 1 1 50 2,0 - 7,0 1,01 110-210 3-7 6
37 yE t. 1 67 39 - 9.7 92 160 9-16 6

176 b. I 38 2.9 - I "109 1,20 - " 2
.76 y 2 49 4.0 4,8 30 85 37-56 200 3
176 '..2 - 6,9. R,6 - 87 120 330M
300 No 1-250 1,9 19; 100 99 60 1
300 * , 2 54 3 .6 '7,4 35 88, 72 -120 290 2

tube running around the top outer edge; no cooling was used in
other runs. The temperature distribution in the first case was
as for diesel oil and kerosene; Lvaried from 6 to 12, and the
temperature fell rapidly away from the free surface. In the se-
cond case there was a homotherma-l layer; £ was 11 00G. A seri-es was run [103 in which the cooling was not used at first; the
development of the homotherma. layer was recorded, After 29 min,
when zo was 12 cm, the cooling was turned on; zo then gradually
decreased and after 90 min was only 1.5 cm.

Petrov and Gerasimov [22]. have also examined the effects of
water cooling on benzine in two identical tanks 130 cm in diame-
ter. The levels were kept consta nt during the runs; one tank

was cooled by water flowing from a cooling pipe fitted to the out-
er top edge. The two tanks were used simultaneously in order to
eliminate effects from the wind, air temperature, and so on. The
flow of water VI was varied; so was h, the distance from the edge
to the surface (Table 2.45). Figure 60 shows the mean rate of
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heati-ng - as a function of V' for h = 700 rm; there is an initial
rise, followed by a rapid fall for V' near 1,2 1sec per m. No
homothermal layer was formed for V' 1.2. The effects for h
70 mm were very different;: no lay er arose even when V-' was small,
and u for the Uncooled tank was 13 mn/min (as against 4 mfnmin for
h =:700, f).

These results show that the c:ooling produces results depen-
dent upon the conditions,; it may accelerate or retard the he:at-

Table 2.4________

It.1I I

700 1.0 400 37 400 i 80 5
700 1.2 0 74 0 100 57 2

700 1-2 0' 159 .0 300 107 3
700 0,6 300 30 10 3 64- 6
700 0.3 400 38 10 400 63 6
70 1.2 300 53 6 300 80 4
70 0.9 0 38 0 400 30 13
.70 0.25 0. 41 0 400 28 i4

70 0.1 0 41 0 400 32 12

ing., In the first case (h large, V' 4 1.2), !the water becomes
heated before it reaches the level of the surface and so heats
the liquid instead of cooling it; the flow is adequate to cool

0 - a .. 6..- - -

0
1 ,,,'__ .s , f, .r. .c,€

151-S

4

V" 0

Fig. 60. Relation of U to Fig. 61. Relation of u to
water flow rate for benzine, water content for crude oil.

the benzine only for V' > 1.2. In the second case, the water
flows only over the part of the tank containing the benzine.

It has several times been observed that the water content of
an oil product is important (5,7,91; fairly full results are a-
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vailable for emulsion petroleum '[9.T, Here u is found to in-
crease with the water eontnt (Fig. 61), altho ugh A falls at the.
8axf-e time, The temperature, distribution is dependent on the wa-
ter content in some casese Pavlov and Khovanova have -shown that
(2.55), with k large,, applies to. 'dry'1 machine oil, whereas
"moist" machine. oil gives rise: to. a temperrature distribution much
As f or benzi-e C 5,J. Further,, they have shown that a distribu -
tion of the first kind applies to mazut ontaining not more than
0;..1% of water, and one, of the sec6nd kind if the content eXceeds
0.5% 171.

"4.. Figure 55 shows, the temp erature distribution in benzine
(open circles)', at the lee wall (crosses), and at the windward
wail (triangles) . Here there is a subst-tIal.- 1 4 as between
wall and axis; at firs t, t he temperature on the lee side is eve-

100

• O -7-

0 200 4XO 0,I

Fig. 62. A9(z) f or benA Fig. 63. Temperature vs.
zine for various times time for points in the
(run 30). same plane in benzine.

I) in, liquid; 2). lee
wall 3) windward wall.

rywhere above that in the benzine, but later is is so only within
and slightly, below the homothermal layer. The A- below the,
layer decreases as time passes, eventually becoming zero.

'Figure 62 shows AP(Z)r for 10, 15, 30.,, and 80 min; the low-
est point on each curve corresponds to the bottom of the homo-
thermal layer'* Figre .63 shows the temperatures at the two sides
for points in the same pl.ane; this indicates that the second ra-
pid rise in temperature is associated with the Qnset of a rapid
rise in the wall temperature.

Heat Exchange Between Wall and Burning Liquid

1. We have seen above that the wall is not at the tempera-
ture of the liquid; a liquid that varies in temperature or con-
centration from point to, point can be in mechani.ical equilibrium
only if certain conditions are complied with. Any deviation



from those conditions resuitt in convection, which tends to ,eli-
minate the differences. It is3. not usual for a burning. liquid
to comply with these conditions, so convection is present. Tefm-
perature differences are the main cause of ,convection,,, so we
need to eXaminte conveactive heat transfer.

Fairly detailed studies have been made on transfer of heat
from a wall to liquid, but these mostly relate to pure substan-
ces, whereras oil products are usually complex mixtures, which

may contain much suspended water. Blinov et al £13j have exa-
mined liquids of this type; their results are given below.

2. The transfer from a wall to a liquid free to move can
be described, by a general curve for all liqUids and for bodies
of various shapes 17,i8J. Here the principal criterion is

Table 2. 46

L i qu i d . . ... .. . .... ..____.... ..

1. EthanL . . 0'.79 1.0o 80L 19
2. Benzene . 0:.87 0,6 80 18

3. T 0.82 0.8 69 20

4. Toluene ...... 0 87 06 109 20

2 4 o.87 0.6 90 18
Gasoline 0.74 0.8 20 78 32 80 97

7. Diesel oil 0,.85 4.8 2 -- -

8 M x ~e of 0.80' 1.0 20 88 5 34 48

9. Tractor ker. 0,.83 2.0 - 20 138 - - 20
10l Paraffin oil 87 51 20 -

11 Cue......08 23 - 20 80 3 10 2

GrPr = Ra, which we have considered above,. The shape of the
body-is of secondary importance, so tanks or other bodies of con-
venient shape can_ be used in the experiments.

Spirals were used in transfer measurements with binary mix-
tures and with oil products; the spiral was the filament from a
Lamp (40 w), which was placed in a vertical glass cylinder con-
taining the liquid. This spiral was 0.64 mm in diameter and 24
mm long; it was placed horizontally. The resistance was mea-
sured as a function of temperature in calibration experiments,
and so the resistance (ratio of voltage to current) under the
working conditions gave the temperature, The current and vol-
tage were allowed 4-5 min to settle down after any alteration;
readings were taken every minute near the boiling point.

The first measurements were made on individual liquids
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(benze-ne, toluene, e'thanol., and mixtures of ths;the ethanol-
benzene mixture was 65:3 5 '(by volume), and the benzene-toluene
one was 50:50, The latter mixture is Close to, ideal, whereas
the Other is not. The same applies to the ethanol-~toluene mix-
ture.

The main measurements were made with automobile benine,
diesel oil, a mixure containing equal volumes of these, paraffin
oil (dry and wet) tractor kerosene, crude p etroleum (not speci-
ally moistened; also, containing 3.6 ,and 12%, water). The water
was mixed with the oils by means of a very smll centrifugal

sprayer coupled to the water
line and immersed in the oil.
The mixtu-re was used after it
had been allowed to stand for
some time (when the large dr6p-
lets had settled out).. TheL

- - water content was determined
by analysis.

Table 2,.46 gives the para-
meters of these liquids in cgs
units C0, density; 0,4 kine-

-.- - - atic viscosi-ty; -R, boiling
point, SA initial temperature;

x 0-t0" initial distillation tempe-
. rature) and also the proportion

SAi: %) distilling up to certain
specified temperatures.

20 40: 60 8 100 120 . 3. Figure 64 shows some
O d00 ! I of the results. Here -iis the

temperature of the spiral, a is64. Curves for the heat-transfer factor, and sFig. f64, Curvesefor 2s is the surface area of the spi-
f....or.)..n.... .2 ral (only one was used); qs isSetha no; 3 ) benzene - V .. ....ethanol; 3in w/deg, The values are the
ethanol, means of several readings.

The temperature Of the liquid varied from 1.8 to 2.

The a(z') curves for pure liquids, binary mixtures, and oil
products (dry or moist) are all of the same general form; the
points lie on two curvets. One (curve A) rises slowly over a
large range; the o ther (cqurve B) rises steeply, but somet imes
has a less steep part'later. The B curves cover only a small
range. in -, in which a belcomes much larger. The two curves re-
.sult from two different transfer mechanisms 17,18]; curve A
corresponds to free convection, while curve B corresponds to, nu-
cle.ar boiling,. We consider convaective transfer first.

4.. Free convection is governed by
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Ra GrPr _ p .......

in which 3-is density, t is thermal capacityi , is exanino
efficient is viscosity, and X is, thermal conductivity.; 1, is
the governing dimension (here t'he diameter of the, spira)I , g -is

the acceleration due to gravity, 4dis the temperature difference,
and b is the convection modulus:

Nusselt's number. (Nu

da/p) is related to Ra 11J by

Ni'Ca, (2.65)

in which C afnd A are functions
of Ra, though they can be taken
as constants (1.18 and 1/8 resp-
ectively) for Ra betwee 0.001

-r and 500, and also00 f or 2Ra between.
500~ad 2 x 1o-(then 0.54 and

- 1/4). Other C fand can be

Used to give abetter fit in,
(2.65) if the range in Ra is
smaller.,

LOo Figure 65 shows results
C-13 J for vari ou .liquids, which
indicate that oil products obey

Fig. R Relati (2.65) satitfactorily. The li-
to Ra for toluene, benzene, ne drawn on the figure fits
ethanol, automobile ben-
zine, tractor kerosene, (2.66)
.and diesel oil.

in which 13 = 1.4 if the surface area is calculated from

-s = 2nrI!',

in which r is radius and V' is length.

The range of Ra here is 102 to l04 , so some of the results
fall in the region in which n -1/8 an in some in that in which
n = 1/4. The Nu given by (2.66). fofr Ra l.0.4 and by Nu = 0.4Ra"
are in the ratio f, because the true SiUrface area s' is greater
than 2%rt'. A spiral having turns in close coAtact giv es s.'s -

1.57, which is close to 13 (1.4); the active area 5sa is. somewhat
less than s'., so we may take R3 aS. s !, If we replace s: by Sa,
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we have,

Na = .,2Ra,16 (.67)

The above results E,17j agree well with ther published
values, so Oil products obey the laws for pure subStances. For-
mula (2.'65), is applicable to mixtures not represented in, Fig,. 65,
as the following shows. The tWo quantities appearing in Ra
that are the most affected by are 40 and the relation of
a tO i for any given liquid may Ibe put as

a = K(A 9 ),n (,2..68)

in which K is dependent on the liquid and on the dimensions of
the heated sUrface,e while n is as in (2.65),.

Line A in Fig. 64 has; been drawn in accordance with <268);,.
which fits the result s well in every case, so we may conclude
that mixtures not represente in, this way Will obey the same
laws as the others.

5. The B curves give a that Vary with -f(or, strictly,. with
as in

The following values, although not very precise, do show that a
increases Very rapidly with MY once boiling sets in, especially
for benzine:

Liquid m

Automobile benzine 4.0
Benzine + diesel oil 40
Tractor kerosene 2,5
Moist paraffin oil 2.0
Crude petroleum 3e5

These m are much larger than the powers in kutateladze's
[231' proposed formula.

6. The intersection of the A and B. curves defines ') the
temperature of onset of boiling; boiling proper usually 'starts
somewhat above Vk, because there is often a degree of super-
heating (sometimes considerable). This z9 is of great inte est;
Table 2.47 [13] gives values, as well as t e boiling point '
and the temperature of the start of distillation 4 for the oil
products. These, agree with previously published values for
pure compounds and binary mixtures,, apart from toluene,, whose

is several degrees above the published values. The discrep-
ancy is caused by impurities. The benzene-toluene mixture is
of the nearly perfect type,, while that with ethanol is of imper-
fect type. Both types behave as: doL pure substances. The
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agreement between 4 a a for the, pure substances and binary
mixtures confirms that is the temperature of Onset of boiling.,

Table 2i47 shows that = for kerosene but 4 ,for
benzine and crude oil '(especially the latter) . The reason is
that the crude oil contains only a very small proportion of the
light fractions; ontl 30 distils over up t 0O, and only 10%

up to 10-4. The precise value of 4 -8 is dependent on the
composition of the oil product.

Table 2.47

Liquidf 1 e

1. Ethanol ............. 80 80
2,_:. Benzene ......... ...... 79 80

69 69

4. Toluene .1.... 103 ,i

52 +4 '87 90
'6. Gasoline 89 78
. Diesel oil ..... 176
8.+ 120-

9. Tractor kerosene 1 3 7 137

lO, Paraffin oil ...... ... 260
11. Ditto, moist ,10e
12. Crude 160 78

13. Crude, 3.6% water .
r 0 r

14. Crude, 12% water -  .100

The k for the mixture of diesel oil with benzine is 120",
which lies between- the TX for the components. This is to be
expected, for the twor m*Ix in all proportions; the solutions are

,not ones giving a maximum or minimum on the vapor-pressure curve.

The theory of solutions shows E24J that the boiling points of
such mixtures lie between those of the components.

The moist paraffin oil has 4 = 100',, whereas the dry oil

has a4 of over 250". This is to be expected, for the water

behaves -as an insoluble liquid in relation to the ,oil; a mix-
ture, of this kind has

P =Pj. ,-P2 , (2.70)

in which p is the total vapor pressure, while P1 and P2 are the

saturation vapor pressures of the two components. Formula

(2.70) implies that the boiling point of such a mixture should

lie below that of the more volatile component. Now P1 (water)
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is much larger than' p? (oil), . o p -pi, and the boiling Point
is very close to that of water, as is ?ound. The same explana-.
tion is applicable to the crude oil cotaining 3.6 and 12% water ,Sis 100, Whereas r4 for the dry crude is 160.

C-'onclusions

1. The wall temperature in a tank differs from the tempera-
ture of the liquid; the difference increases with the air flow
rate; the same applies to narrow burners, although here Alf is
only 1-2" (Table 2.48)., This difference gives rise to convec-
tion currents, whose, vigor is indicated by Ra:; the currents

Table 2.48

Ethanol [6

AvkiuOad 40C Am d 3M

10 AM . 40 80 150 240, 2 9 17 28
25 38 30 22 64 '28' 16 14

0 *(wIICltl ...... 53 46 39 3 23 '66 31 '8

arise when Ra exceeds a limit Rai, which is i000 for vertical
layers of liquid and 1,600 for p artae plaes but much smaller
for unbounded liquids. We. may assume that convetction currents
are bound to be present if Ra l 1600, although RA is also depen-
dent on b, the convection modulus, which is dependent on the na-
ture of the liquid. Some values are ,as follows:

Liquid C , b, e/m? .1c

Ethanol 27 126 000
50 142 000

Ace t one 27 360 000
Automobile benzine 20 150 00
Tractor kerosene 20 60 000
Diesel oil 20 30 000L

Glycerol 27 4401
In genera, b is small if is large; it increases rapidly as

the temperature rises. Convection in diesel oil sets in if
1A0 > 0.05, and in ethanol and automo bile benzine if - 3.At >
0.012 cgs units.

A liquid in a narrow burner may be considered as a liquid
layer; here I = r. A liquid in a t.aAk is effectively unbounded
horizontally, especially if d is large. The critical Ra is ex-
ceeded for diesel oil in a burner 8 mm in diameter if A7>,8 ,

and for kerosene,+ benzine+, and alcohol for even smaller AZ,
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Now Ra increases rapidly with d, So we may assume, that convection
is always present if d > (8 mm; on the other hand,, cdnvection
does not occur even in ethanol if d 4 5 mm, so here only condjuc-
tion Occurs. But V decreases as d increases, which means that
heat received from the wall plays, a significant part; this
source becomes negligible under normal conditions if d 7 80 mm.

e. * The a9 (equivalent thertmal diffusivities) for liquids
n metal tanks are much smaller than, those for glass burners,
The following are some a;: copper, 900, aluminium, 500; iront,
150; glass, 1,7; quartz, 3.3, That for c opper is some 500
times that for glass; the metal burners heat up in a manfner dis-
tinct from. that for glass and quartz, The depth of the layer
heated by convection is much greater for a metal burner, which
is one reason for the great difference in the a_ of the liquids .

3. The t in the Rayleigh criterion equals the height Of
the part of the wall that is hotter than the liquid (for tanks);
-here Ha >* Ra-, and convection currents are present,

The maximum difference AY- between lee wall and liquid
increases with w, the wind speT ; Ra increases With Am4 sO

max'convection becomes more vigorous, and ap increases with w. How-
ever, the wall loses more heat, and the extent of the contact be-
tween wall and flame decreases, sor ther is also a tendency for
a3 to decrease as w increases. Factors that tend to increase
A accentuate convection and increase al , as the results from
run 50 show; the wall became heated. This explains why arti-
ficial cooling (with screens) reduces a3, and why a3 increases
with wall thickness.

4. The flow near the wall is laminar for Ra Ral, but it
becomes turbulent if Ra > Ra2 E17,19J, the latter limit being
higher; natural convection about a plane becomes turbulent if
Ra 2 x .10 [19). In general' Ra2 is less than 0...

The Ra for some of the above tests are as follows. For run
12 (tractor kerosene), T= 20 amandAi= i5 Ha is 7 10 .
which exceeds Ra2 , so the convection is turbulent. In fact, f
is about 11. In one of the runs for diesel oil in the 1300 mm
tank, w was 0.4 m/sec; Awas 20" for a length of 25 cm above
the liquid on the lee side, and here Ra was 9 X l09 (, Ra2 );
was about 60. Tractor oil in a 150 mm tank, with no wind, gave

m..= 8; ,the wall was hotter than the liquid for a length of

5 cm. fere Ra was several orders of magnitude lower; convec-
tion was vigorous but not turbulent, and E was about 4.

These examples show that vigorous convection occurs at the
wall of a ta containing a burning liquid; this may be turbu-
lent under suitable conditions. Here ao is always greater than

the molecular thermal diffusivity,. Calculations show that E
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never exceeds 100, even when the convection at the wall is very
vigorous.

Causes of the Homothermal Layer

Some oil products, and diethyl ether, give rise to such
layers, which may be of considerable depth; kerosene,, diesel
oil,, and solar oil do not give these layers. We have seen above
that a3 for the homothermal layer in benzine is higher than the
thermal diffusivity of copper And also much higher than the a3
for bentzine itself when this layer is. absent. This layer is
vigorously mixed by cobavection, which also, causes a rapid trans-
fer of heat to the lower boundary of the layer.

Many d-ifferent exPlanations have been proposed for the con-
vecdtion in this layer. It has been supposed that the upper
part becomes depleted of light fractionsL, increases in density,
:and so sinks; Hall, who demonstrated the existence of this lay-
*er, first put forward this hypothesis Ei]. However, measure-
ments and calculations show that the density at the actual tem-
perature is less than that of the cold initial material, so any
such effect must be of minor importance. On the other hand,
.one might ,suppose that fresh material at the lower boundary is
heated and rises, but then this new material rapidly becomes
mixed with the already heated layer, so any density difference
cannot persist. Again, differential boiling of fresh material
cannot be invoked,, for diethyl ether (a pure substance, which
cannot give differential distillation) gives such a layer E!13,

It has also been supposed that the temperature difference
A4between wall and liquid is on of the main causes of the cir-
culation in the layer -8; l oil products give rise to sub-
statialAz, and Ra exceeds Ra1 (and sometimes Ra also), so con-

vection (perhaps turbulent) is-present. This mob-on ccurs in
kerosene, which does not give a homothermal layer, so Aiealone
cannot be the main cause of the layer.

Another suggestion, is that distillation occurs at the bott-
om of the layer 12]: or within the body of it E], the vapor
bubbles rise and so stir the layer. However, nuclei are needed
toL cause normal boiling; vapor is seldom formed within the body
of a liquid, and the process is explosive when it does occur.

The experiments with benzine (Fig. 55) serve to solve the
problem; here the circles give-for the liquid, and the crosses

ofor the lee wall. Clearly, the latter V-is above 100 over m
much of the region covered by the homothermal layer and is 80-90
at the lower edge of that layer. Benzine starts to boil at 89,
and direct observation shows that a considerable ridge (indica-
ting a vigorous rising, curr-ent) occurs at the lee wall. Now
the wall, always provides an a equate supply of nuclei, so normal
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boiling cA occur there. in fact, the be-nzine is boiling in
this regiont, and the rising bubbles of vapor cause the vimgorous
stirring.

The homothermal layer arises with liquids of low bobiling
point kis about 90,4 for benzine- and 3'56 fo ether) mzt ad
machine oil also give such, layers, lth ough th eir z- are hi gh,
but 1nly when they contain water, The dry gmaterias give tempe-
rature curves, that fit, (k.55); falls to, about 100' when-water
is prtesentj, so, the liquids b6ecome effectively oneis of low 4.

Crude petroleum gives a different type of distribution; it
usually ont6ains water, which is largely responsible for the, homo-
thermal layer., it is stated t7) that dry curde gives no such
layer, the distribution being, such as to fit (2.5,5).* Kerosene,
diesel oil , and so on are products that do not contain water an,
that have fairly high4 (137 and 1760 for kerosene aid diesel
oil).

These results sihow that appreciable homthetemal layers occur
only for liquids whose are less than a limit a- not far from
1006; no such layer is formed under normal conditions if t"O 0k
although, one m&y form under special conditionis,.

The origin and growth of the layer in benzine are as follows.
Figure 55 shows that A is everywhere positive w. en the ben-gine
has been burning for a few minutes, but then the wall temperature
at the lower boundary of the homothermal layer becomes the same
as that of the liquid at that point; subsequently, it falls be-
low it. The liquid begins to boil when the wall has become hot
enough; the rising bubbles stir the liquid, and the motion gives
rise to the homothermal layer. At the same time, this layer is
depleted of its light fractions. The heated layer of liquid fa-
cilitates the heating Of the Wall near the lower boundary of the
layer; the curve for -.7at the wall shows a ki,k, and boiling
starts at the bottom level, which intensifies the circulation and
introduces fresh liquid. The process of boiling gradually ex-
tends down the wall, and so on. In fact, the heated layer faci-
litates the heating of the wall, and the resulting boiling tends
to increase z The explanation for liquids other than benzine
is, of course, much the same.. The process can occur only in a
liquid of low 4, the relation of Zo tO t fits (2.64), as ex-
periment shows.

Conditions that favor boieling at the wall also favor the pro-
duction of the layer; this: explains run 87' (in which the t ank was
co-oled by flowing water),, when there was no homothermal layer, and
also other experiments [10,42a in which the walls were washed by
water.

Now the effects of the screen and the wind become explicable.
The wind deflects the flame onto the wall,, which becomes hot and



so causes, more vigorous boiling; the layer arises, more rapidly
and is deeper. The horizaontial screent, pr Vents the flame from
touching the wall, so the layer appears only slowly.

It may be that a very large tank, ontaining only a very low
level of liquid would not give rise to, this layer, for the, ratio
of circumferene to area would be very small.

The layer appears in benzin'e even in tans made of poor con-
ductdors; the reason here is simply that the heat received by the
inside Wall from the liquid is not readily lost to the surround-
ings, so it migrates down the wall and causes the layer to deve-
lop -fairly rapidly6,

The best method of suppressing or minimizing this layer is
to cool the tank with water, which prevents the liquid from boil-
ing, but the process is effective only if perfo'med properly.
Petrov and Gerasimov's experiments show that inoOrrect treatment
can actually accelerate the growth of the layer. Proper treat.-
ment can be highly effective for benzine, ether, crude petroleum,
and so on.
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Boiling4ver of a Burning Liguid

1. Crude petroleum and certain oil products sometimes boil
over when they burn in tanks; this makes the fire much more
difficult. to contain, and the burning liquid presents a serious
hazard. Large volumes of burning material may be thrown high
in the air; for example, in te:stS wth crude petroleum in a260
cm tank, depths. of up to 4 im of oil have been thrown 12 m into
the air, the spilled oil then covering an area of 1000 m2 [3J.
These boil-overs often cause great damage and loss Of life; a
fire at Baku in the early years of this century ignited a workers'
settlement, with many deathS El2J,

Much attention has been given to the effect, the first ex
periments being Hall's of 1925 [l, which numbered over 100. He
found that a homothermal layer is preduced in crude petroleum and

that boil-overs occurred only when there was water under the oil.

His conclusion was that the boil-over occurs when the high-tempe-

rature front reaches the surface o the water; the water must be

removed in order to suppress the effect. Some of his conqlusions

were incorrect, though; for example, he believed that homothermal

layers occur only in crude petroleum, not in products.
Hall's discovery of this layer gave rise to numerous studies

on its rate of development; some of the results were published

by the American Oil Institute E,2Ji. Burgoyne and Katan [2J made

a detailed study of heat transfer in burning oil products in 1947;
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this sh'owed that homothermal I-ayers an, occur in tertaiin oil pro-
ducts,. In the USSR,, Pavlov and Khovanova have made measurementts
on outdoor equipment , while Khudyakov E43 and Blinov C51 have
made laboratory studies. These last gave the be,st indication of
the cause; they are dealt with below.

2. The laboratory studies were made on an apparatus resemb-
ling that' Used for measuring burning rates. A glass, or quartz
biurner containe-d a liquid at a fixed level; in one series the
liquid -f il-ed the entir e burner,, in a second there was mercury
under the liquid, and in a third water. The depth of the layer
of combustible liquid was measured with a, cathe,tometer.

LiqUids of low boiling point (ace-tone, benzene, ethan-l)and

Figo 66. Temperature-s in rig. 67. surface, tem era-
8014ar oil for aglas~s ture o~f t ransformer o Iburner 21 m in diaeter floatring on water contain-

ing floating partiles,

of high boiling point (transformer Oil) were used in the first
series; in no case was the liquid ejected. The same applies to
the second series, but the liquids (kerosene, solar oil, trans-
former oil) were ejected in the third series. This occurred
when the residual layer was shallow; usually there were several
cycles of boiling, in which part of the combustible liquid was
ejected. A noise. of explosive type occurred during the ejection.
The underlying water did not eject the fuel if it had not pre-
viously been boiled; previously boiled water ejected the fuel
during the third and fourth runs, unless it was left to stand se-
veral days between runs, when it boiled normally.

Several experiments were made in order to establish the tem-
perature at the surface of the water, as well as the distribution
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in the, ftlled burner, The temperature at the interface was meai-
sured as a function Of' time. Figure 66 shows results for solar
'oil;, the open circles relate: to the solar oil, and the filled
Ones to the, underiying Water. The two liquids wee at the same
temperature at the interface; the sme result was obtained with
kerosene, so thtee results are probably applicable to other fuels,

The 'surface temperature d'&of the water Was above 1006 when,
boiling Yor ejection occrred; 40not less than 120 ' were needed
to cause, boiling followed by ejection,, and ones in excess of 1406
were needed to cause direct ejection. These temperatures were
the same for kerosene, solar oilj And tran s former oil,, but the
depths of fuel at which they occurred vary from one liquid to an-
other.

Cork dust floating at the in-
terface caused vigorous boiling to,

- ....-. ' set in at a certain point; the

Stemzperature then fell rapidly to
-about 106 and so did iF(Fig. 67X~

This was so for all the liquids;
the boiling is simply that Of wa-
ter at 100" The ejection effects
are caused by superheating in wa-

50 - - - 6 r lying under the immiscible oil.
Water is readily superheated under
these conditions, as the following
experiment shows. A wide test-
tube was wound with 15 turns of

o ZF uT.,,' constantan. The tube was filled
with kerosene, which was heated
slowly by a current passing through

F ...68 .. uthe coil. A drop of water was run
erature of wter heated In from a fine tube, and next to
from above with oil pre- it was placed the bulb of a thermo-
sent initially or at a meter. The drop was observed un-
later stage. der a microscope, A faint crack-

ling was heard at 120-1500, and a small gas bubble detached itself
from the drop, which also broke away from the tube. The drop
also shrank gradually at temperatures above 100, but no steam
jacket was formed even at 1i0-150".

A further experiment (on a tube wound with 12 turns) was per-
formed with water that. had been boiled for a long time; this was
covered with transformer oil. The water began to boil smoothly
at 100' if the surface was above the top of the spiral; bubbles
were formed at the wall, But.,, if the water lay entirely below

the coil, the temperature of the water rose above 100, and the
oil was ejected if the superheating was. considerable,
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A beaker was partly filled with water, which was exposed to
radiation from above (from fn arc lamp). FigUre 68 shrows the
surface temperature as a function 'of time; a is for water alone,
b is for water covered by a thin layer of solar oil,, and c is for
water initially alone: but coated with oil a the point markead by
the, arrow. ClearIy, the solar oil causes the surface temperature
of the water to rise above the boiling point,, which does not occur
if the surface is free.

This also confirms that the, boiling-over' is caused by the
strong superheating Of water under a laye:r, of oil. The effects
are best understood by reference to the literature on the boiling
of liquids 1[6-ilj.

3. Boiling is the production of vapor within the liquid;
this does not Occur below the boiling point. Supetrheating ean
occur, and the state is thermodynamically metastable; it can
persist until a fucleus of the new (vapor) phase appears, where-
upon it is converted to the stable state. Bubbles of vapor are
.generated and grow in the process. The usual nuclei for these
vapor bubbles are particles of dust and minute gas babbles, for
a highly pure liquid allows of considerable superheating. Water
that has been freed from air by prolonged boiling can be heated
to 1304 in a tube before it boils; pure water in a carefully
cleaned glass vessel boils explosively at 137. (Krebs heated
water very carefully freed from air to nearly 200" without caus-
ing boiling.)

The abnormally elevated boiling point is very rapidly nor-
malized if sand or any other solid with a substantial surface is
added,, for bubbles are formed on it at once. A liquid can be
superheated within a second liquid having the same density; wa-
ter droplets floating in a mixture of two oils can be heated to
178 without vaporizing [7J.

The bubbles of vapor must be larger than a certain critical
radiu.s rk, which is determined by the condition that the pressure
must be the same on both sides of the interface. Then

2a

in which p is atmospheric pressure, ps is the saturation vapor
pressure of the liquid, q is the surface tension, g is the accel-
eration due to gravity, h is the distance from the surface to the
bubble, e is the density of the liquid, and e' is the density of
the vapor. The bubble is eliminated by the external pressure if
r 4 rk but can grow and move upwards if r > rk. Now p5 = p and
rk = oa at the boiling point, so suitable inclusions are needed
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to cause bdiling; but p. p > 0 for a superheated lilquid. The
rk for a slightly Ouperheated liqu Jid is still arge, so the inclu-
sion6s are still necessary, but rk falls very rapidly as, the temp-
erature increadses, and the probability of the spontaneous produc-
tio of bubbles soon becomes, appreciable. At high, termperatures
suitable nuclei can arise from phase flucttations; the theory
9-11 shows that the probability of producing, a nucleus 'of cri-

tical size i's,

-Yqk (A T)I . 2,i 2Z)

in which v and q are the volume change and latent heat of the
transitioni T0 is the boiling point, AT = T - To- and T .is the,
actual temperature. This w increases rapidly with AT.

The rate of production of vapor in normal boiling is govern.
ed by Q.,. the rate of intake of heat. Here

Q ,vmqo,

in which n is the, number of points at which bubbles are formed,
q is the number of bubbles formed per sec at each point, m is the
amount of Vapor in a bubble, and qo is the latent heat of evapo-
ration.

Heat flowing in through a free surface accelerates evapora-
tion at that surface but does not cause boiling. The effects
discussed for oil products occur when the product prevents the
water from evaporating, the heat arriving mainly via the oil.
The water becomes heated above 100' if there are no nuclei at the
surface; steam bubbles appear in the liquid at higher tempera-
tures, and these expand rapidly. The expansion may be suffici-
ently violent to eject the oil if the temperature is high. The
superheated water contains a large amount of stored heat, which
is

in which c, C, and 4 are the thermal capacity, densitj, and boi-
ling point, z is the distance from the free surface, Yis the
temperature at that distance, zo is the thiclkness of the layer in
which z >4, and s is the cross-section of the layer.

Ejection occurs when zo is small in laboratory tests, be-
cause the temperature in a burner varies rapidly with depth in a
burner, as (2.55) shows. Large quantities of liquid may be ejec-
ted from storage tanks;: here the homothermal layer causes a rapid
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dorwhWard transffer of heat to, the boundary, -which superheats the
water when the boundary reaches that liquid. Here the layers

are very much thickert but the phenomena are essentially the same
as, for burnersl.

Superheating of the water is (certainly th, ause of ejection

for oil products;i the water must be: removed or preven red from
becoing superheated. The latter. is possible if sluitable nuclei
are introduced, in goo-d time, for normal1 boiling. can commence when
the boiling point is reacheld, so superheating and ejeckon are
prevented. Special studie s are needed to establish the best
type of mfaterial to Use for A''clei in each particular case.

The surface temperature of the burning liq id i's somewhat
below the boiling point, nd _he temperature deoc.reases With ldepth,
s-o a homogeneous li:quid cannot become supe.rheated and: boil over.
These effects clan occur whe6n a seaond '(largely inSoluble)i liquid
of much lower boiling point lies ufntderneath. Suspended water in

an oil product has proxidunced effects on
the rate of combustion, the surface tempera=

o ture, and the development Of t .h homothermal

Sla-yer. This suspended water may clause the

o oil to boil over the side of the tank.
0 Blinev's experiments of 1956 illustrate

o the behavior of water droplets in hot oil.
o A glass tube (vertical) 5 cm in diameter and

70 em long was used; the middle part was
Fig. 69. Eva- fitted with an external heater, and the tube
poration of a was filled with machine oil, which was hea-
drop of water ted to 14Q-180". Small drops of water were
in very hot allowed to enter the oil, where they fell
machine oil. slowly. At 140150, some of these evolv-

ed a train of small bubbles, as shown in
Fig. 69. The number of drops doing this increased with the tem-
perature; this caused the oil to overflow at the top of the tube.
This type of slop"over is found with oil products (including ben-
zine) and crude petroleum.
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Part Three

EXTINCTION OFP AMES PROM LIQUIDS IN VESSELS

A burning liquid can be extinguished by acting on the
liquid or on the flame. The liquid will cease to burn if its
Surface temperature falls below tLe ignition temperature
there is no need to cool the whole bulk of liquid. It may be
sufficient to stir the liquid, as only a heated strface layer
is involved; alternatively, the surface may be sprayed with
water.

The flame dies away if the supply of Vapor decreases;
the supply is reduced if the hot liquid is covered with a thin
layer Of an incombustible one, for the diffusion coefficient
for a vapor in a liquid is very low. A very thin film of
liquid may be sufficient to extinguish the flame. A foam can
act in this way, as we shall see, though often rather poorly.

The burning may cease if heat from the flame is prevented

from reaching the liquid, but the method is of little practical
interest, for it has been found [20) that the temperature of
the liquid has scarcely altered 10 min after the flame is extin-
guished. Even if the flow of heat is stOpped, the hot liquid
will continue to evaporate and support the flame for a fair
time.

The burning may stop if the normal conditions are dis-
rupted, though this is practicable only in certain cases where
a fine spray of water may be used; the droplets evaporate and
cool the flame, while the steam dilutes the reactants, the re-

sult being that the flame goes out.

The above are the general methods of extinguishing

flames, which are considered in detail below.
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Extinction by Stirring

1 In 1903 Lorlan till oncluded that the cOmbustion of
a liquid can be retarded or stopped by stirring, but the method
did not find practical appli-zation at that tme; it was not

tested until about fifteen Zrears ago [2-63i A jet of air may
be used to stir the :liqui-d.i The first application was, to oil
products in tanks f2J,- in which 'an air jet was used in the

first series of trials, and a jet of the liquid itself in the
second. The air Or liquid was admitted through packing at the
bottom of the tank. In some cases the flame was extinguished
with liquid drawn from thee lower levels and sprayed from above.
Thee various methods were equivalent in their- effects. These
tests served to establish the conditions under which the fire,
cOuld be put out, although the mechanism was: discussed only in
.general terms.

Sukhov and Kozlov E4J made tests on the extinction of

burning oil products with air j ets at TsNIIPO in 1953; tanks
80 and 260 cm in diameter were used. The time to extinction
was measured as a function of air flow, depth of liquid, and
packing (size, amount, and position). The results were not

analyzed, and no deductions as to the me chanism were made.
Further tests on the new method were done on large tanks at the
same institute in 1954; the report contains a discussion of

the motion induced by the stirring. It was considered that
the vortices set up by the air jet can be taken as confined to
a Cone whose vertex angle is dependent on the viscosity, the

method being successful if R : htn(a), in which h is the depth
of the liquid and R is the radius Of the tank.

In 1956 Pavolov and Sukhov f 53 published results obtained
in 19 4 in BaKu; here an attempt was made to deduce from theory
the extinction conditions for oi3 products as functions of depth
.and diameter. Pavlov has since continued this work E6-8).

in 1958 there appeared studies, [9,10:3 of the stirring pro-
duced by jets of air and liquid, with result-s on the extinction
times for some oil products. These times T were defined as
those necessary to reduce the temperature of the surface layer
below the flash point; a relation between T, H, and the air
flow rate V was demonstrated. These studies have been extend-
ed C11-M15, and fresh evidence has been obtained on the hydro-
dynamics of the process, with special attention to the critical
conditions for extinction. It was found that heat transfer
from flame to liquid plays a major part, that the result is
governed by the mean, speed of the liquid at the free surface

i.0., by the time I for an element of liquid to pass from the
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center to the e dge), and.
that the flame was extin-

............. . guished omnly when 't 4
i; (the critical time).Th

S~ I ~numerous experimental
resultsi were examine6d -in
the light of the theory

'* , of Simil tude to derive
an epirical relation.

Sb.etween -, V,, h, and d
(the diameter). It was
shown, that eodoes not
depend on the method of
mixing; it depends only

S.on . the initial ten-
perature, and on the

,. .nature of the liquid.
There a-e effects of h
and d on T, but the criti-I . cal conditiens remain un-

' changed if 'x is constant.

~.: % ¥ . Now we turn to
*.~*~ ijdetails of the hydro-

. dynamic aSpect , espe-
cially for stirring by

'V0111" .Means of a jet of the
same liquid.

P . The rfttiOn was
ex ned by .means of an
open plexigla, o~ylinder

Fig. 1. Movement in a liquid 50 cm-in dimeter and
stirred by a jet of liquid: 110 cm high, which was

).h -25- c5 . r contained in a lucite
d = 1 mm,; b) h = 40 cm, tank 50 x 50 x 140 em..
q m Z.5 ./rain, d = 1 rm. This was used in order to

avoid distorting the pattern of movement in the cylinder. In

the bottom there was a vertical tube fitted with a gauze. The
vessels were. filled with water, which was used in aI tests of
this type; the water contaned a little sawdust, whose density

was close to one. A projector illuminated a thin vertical
layer passing through the axis.

The water entering through the tube entrainel the part,-
icles; the pattern was photographed every 1-2 see (Fig. 1),.

The inflow gave rise to a conical flow pattern; the vertex

angle of the cone was constant at about 10P. Complex vortex

patterns lay between the Set and the wall.
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,Quantittive studies were made with a tank 260 cm in dia-
eter; this was filled with diesel oil, and a jet of the sae

oil entered through a grid at the bottom. The speed at points
in the tank was measured with a Burtuev gauge.

3. The oiervations -showed that the behavior was very
nearly that of a turbulent jet enteing a body of fluid of the
same nature, so we, hall use the main concepts relatIng to such,
jets f17.

,j~~e t1017 ,,

Fig. 2. Jet entering a body of fluid.

Such a jet is termed free and enclosed if it enters an

Unbounded medium having the same physical properties. A tur-
bulent jet contains random -vortex motions that travel beyond
the limits of the jet and entrain the surrounding fluid. The

particles leaving the jet are replaced by ones from outside,
which retard the outer layers; there is a transfer of momen-
tuidfrom the jet to the? body of fluid, with the result that the
mass and width of the Jet increase and the velocity at the
boundary falls

Figure 2 represents .some features of such a jet. The
boundaries of the divergent .surface meet at the pole; the con-
stant-speed core becomes narrower as the nozzle is left behind
and finally vanishes at the transition section. The space bet-

ween the nozzle and 'the transition section Is called the initial
part;, that beyond, the main part. The jet spreads out in the

latter part, and its speed falls. The distance ho (from the
initial section to the pole) is related to a. (the length .f the
initial part) and to the angle , by
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in which RIs the radiu of th6oze

The velocity disatribution takes the same form in all sec,-

tions of the main part; the ratio of the velocity u to the velo-
city at the axis ur (the dimensionless veloc'ity) is the same at

all simiar points. Furatheri, we use the ratio of the distance

r from the axis to the width of the jet b; r/b is the same for

similar points. Figure 3 shows t.he velocity dis-ribution in

terms of these parameters.

0.60

.. .. .... . ..... ...4 1 :. .

0 0.'5 1.0 1.5 3

Fig. 3. Velocity distribution in the initial part of a

turbulent jet of -circular cros.s -sec tion

* The relation of u to 3s (the distance from the fozzle in

the main part) is foundaby assuming that the momentum remains
constant. in all cross-sections; then

Sudm-~ p42 cqnsd
'0 0

in which din, is the mass of liquid flowing, through the cross-
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sectlon in unit time, e is 'density, anad do' is the Area of an
element, in th~e cross.-sectione The conaition for the eOonser-
vation of %oohtUm in Ant axially symmet-rIc jet may be# put as

3r
.ULX SL (;)? L7-- const. (5. 1)

'0

in which x is the distance to the. pole.6 Now U/u is a f unc-
tion ;of r/x alone, by virtue of tho above: t

(,u ), r dr(3.3)

Theu the Vel-ocity at th~e ax-is is

iotA i usual to u~se the a-bov:e - instead of x, in! which case th e
dimensionl1 esaxilvlct a be Put A

go 0.30"

in which a is a constant whose value varies with the structure
of the flow in the initial section, being 0.:07-0.08 fo;r A cir-

culr ozle; u 0 isteeocity in this section.

Now~~~ w acltV, the flux at any cross-wectio ofth
main part:

b1

V = u:;.2xrdr -2b9Um'11. r'dr'.
0: 0

,But

b x *h

0 0

50o (3.95) gives us that



J"ko ax 3.61

ITn conclusion, we must point out that the above results
relate to turbulent gas flOws.

4. The main ideas for free jets caJn, be applied to the
confined jets used in stirring burning fueli The results in
this application are as folows. Figure 4 Ci61 shows the velo-
city distribution in, terms of the distance from the axis of 'the
tank (abscissa) and the vertica-l component oft the, velocity (u)
or the distance to the inlet (h). Here we find two types :of

-U-

x

Fig. 4. Velocity distribution in Fig. 5. Velocity
a jet of liquid confined in a profile in a jet.

liquid.

curve, one which falls rapidly to zero and the other which
falls rapidly at first but then runs parallel to the abscissa
for a long way. The sharply falling parts in both cases re-
late to the motion in the jet, while the other parts are the
resu It of interaction between the jet and the walls.

Figure 5 shows u/lum against r' = r/b; the various qyrn-
bols relate to. various experiments on the main part of the jet,
while the full line relates to a free jet t1iJ. The two, velo-
city profiles are clearly similar, and u/u is a function of r'
only:
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in which f(r') is almost the ,same for both types of jet. The
pole of the confined, jet is defined by the boundaries of the
cone, but the considerable uncertainty t-n these causes the pole

to, be located only
rou-hly. The d for

__this case is about 1000
though this tends to be
low, on account of poor

1.00 ________ .. s-ensitivity in the velo-
city gauge.,

Figure' 6 sh U
as" a function of s; U
remains Constant (aS in
a free jet) near the

jg00 s.c nozzle, the behavior
for the main part being
deac ribed -b

fig. 6. Relation of u3 to s.

",,= 1= (3.8)

in which b 0 is a function of V_, the rate of influxo This
shows that the Axial speed fa!ls off more rapidly with s, which
is a result of gravitationl forces (,these oppose the upward

motion of the liquid). The flow, including the entrained
liquid, is given by

b
Vr 2 rrudr umbIt,

0

in which

0

This I is the same for all sections and is close to bone; there
is, ver little error if we put that



This, With (3.8), shows! that the. flow increasesa with s,: but not
very rapidly.

5. Petrov and Reutt have mieasured I~ (the traversal time)
.for tanks 50,' 260, and 2240 cmh in diameter; the liquids- Were,
wter , kerosenie, ;and diesel1 oil., A' rotameter measured the sur-
face, 'speed v as a function o f r;, Fig. 7' shows the results fromn
one run. He're

R
L 4 ( 3. 1o)

U":. GM/Sec in~ Which A is the radius
of the t anfk. Grphical
initegration was used.
In som&e 6&a s, "V wasL mea' 'J
sured with A storwatci
a n co crk; the method' is
no t Very Orecise,, fror thn

-7- ~valuie8sShow a lArg e.
spjread, and a8t leasLt 5

measurements mhust b made
4 080; r00 ,-A for each po'int.

Phis It is a function
Fig. 7. Flow rate at the isurface of u (the speed at the.
of a stirred lilquid; vessel dia- inet the diameter of

mveter: 1), 6.5 mm 4) 13 om; the inlet d, It-he dia-
3) 2,6 MM. meter of the tanxk di ard

the depth h:

f (h, U, d d,).

These five -paramgeters ma bea fomd into the three dimension-
less quantities

The jet is turbulent, so. viscous frictLtn may be neglec-
ted; t, is then independent of the nature of the liquid to a
first approximation, and
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This means that u Z/d must be constant for given h/d and dc/d.

Figure 8 shows results for the tank 260 cm in diameter
for the three liquids for three irlets, clearly, is not
dependent on the nature of the, liquid, but it does vary greatly
with U0 and de

C

70~ ~ FT IO

8

4-

4, 8 /2 18 20 a4~ 0

,Fig. 8. Relation of to rFig. 9. Relation of
d (mm): 1) 26; 2.) 13; d / to d/dc 3)6.5. 0 c

There is no effect of h/d on r. Further, Fig. 9 shows that
u o,/d is proportional to d/d ; the results give

t c9d o1
uodc"

in which a is 0.0725o This is applicable for d from 50 to
2240 cm for h/d 092 and d/d > 0:0018; it is stated that
(3.12) is applicable for any injection system if d is re-
placed by the equivalent diameter de*

6. The hydrodynamic picture is more complex if air is
used; here we have a two-phase jet, which does not follow the
laws for a single-phase jet, although there are certain points
of resemblance. Several studies have been made of the hydro-
dynamics of the process [9,11-13]; the main results are as
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foll ows.

The velocity distrilbution in the liquid, 'has been examined
,(9]3 by means of the transparent model described above; the gen-
eral pattern was very much that shon in Fig. 1,4 The angle of
,the cone was constant at about 10P'. The jet showed strong
pulsations; the height and position of the raised area at the
surface varied r-apidly.i The motion in the space between the
jet andl the wall was also complicated; this was of toroidal
type and enocompassed all the liquid if h t R, but the toroid was
confined to: the upper part if h > R, the thickness of this part
being constant and, roughly equal to R. Complicated movements
occurred between the bottom and the toroid; the center of the
left part of the to.oid would fal, and the right would rise,
whereupon the water flowed downwards on the left under the

Fig. 10. Instrument for recording pulsations in a flow.

toroid, upwards at the wall on the right, and then, at the
boundary of the toro id, back to the axis. Then the two halves
would change positions, and so on.. Sometimes vortices,arose
briefly in the lower part. These jets were, of course, turbu-
lent.

Petrov and Reutt 112] Jhave examined the motion within the
jet by means of the secial strain-gauge device shown in Fig.

10; here 2 is a steel plate bearing the wire strain gau9e.
One end of the plate is held by the rod 1, the ;other bearing on
the needle in the support ring 7, Rod 1 is joined to the
disc 6 and can perform small movements about its axle, which
is held in the bearings 3 within the body 4., The rod and disc
are balanced by the weight 5. 'This instrument detects large-
scale pulsations, which contain most of the energy;, it records
flow rates from 10-15 cm/seq upwards. The motion is recorded
on a narrow paper strip by an MO-2 oscillograph.

Studies were made on diesel oil in a tank 2..6 cm in
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diameter; h was 208 cm and d. was 26 mm '( axial). The disc
was set at right angles to the flow direction, Most of the
measurements , were made on the axis of the jet; Fi-, i., shows
recr tdings for 'a flow rate of 3.,3 '/sec The type of flUc-
tuatio'n is clearly very much dependent on s, for there were

regul ar oscillations
whose amplitude and fre-
quency were functions of
flow rate At distances
of 10,j 20, And 30 cm.

Tn V.~oq The motion became more
random at large dist-
ances, few regular fea-
tures being apparent at
80 cm, although two fre-
quencies (one low, one
high) persist at 80 and

Pho tographs ,of the
hmA, inlet show that a large

-. 1 • air bubble is formed
uear the inlet the

the jet of incoming air,
and this gives rise to
many small bubbles. The
cavity enlarges and ex-,
pands upwards; the num-

. bet of small bubbles
increases, but these

soon break away in a
body to leave the bubbleas it was at the start

Fig. 11I. Pulsations at distances (Fig 1 2)t. The fret
from the inlet (cem) of; a) 10; -1 The..r.

quency of this process
b) ,O; Q) 30; d) 60; o) 120. Aincreases somewhat with
The points are time marks at the flow rate, -The

intervals of 2 sec.
groups of bubbles entrain

liquid; they gradually disperse. The motion in the jet be-
comes highly irregular, partly on account of oscilation of the
axis of the jet abo ut its mean position. The bubbles are also
unevenly distributed within the jet. The low-:frequency oscill-
ations are caused by the groups of bubbles; the high-frequency
ones, by the individual bubbles.

Blinov et al C 9]: have derived' some empirical laws for the
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velci0ty distribution in such jets; a BurtSev rotameter wa's
used with water in a tank 2.6 m in diameter. Figure 113 shows
the result s from One series, the velocities being the vertical

Velocity distiribution
in such jets; a Burtsev

'9 o rotameter was used with
- water in a t.&Ak 2.6 or. - -- ?- -- in diameter. Figure 13

- - -- shows the zresults froif
oeseries, the velo-

cities being the verti-
Cal omponents for the
heights shown. Thee
curves are c ofmparabie
with those of Fig. 4,
and here again we f indFig. 12. Pulsation of the air two types. The compo-

cavity at the inlet. site Curves contain
Parts related to the
jet and to the liquid
between jet and wall,.

u-.cA/. The p orts for the jet
- - - 480 alone are shownr by

0120 0 rbroken lines at the
100, 1. U0 flanks. TheSe curves

40 show that the boundaries
800 Of the jet lie on7---- ----- - 0 straight lines that meet

at an effective pole,

40 which lies below the
inl et. The angle a
between the AXis and
any such ine is 130,
no matter what V (the
flow rate) may be, pro-
vided this is less than

- 0 04060 0MM1 1/sec .
Figure 14 shows

Fig. !3. Velacity profiles fo a the velocity as a
vertical air jet in a liquid; function of distance

h = 1.25 m, d = 25 m, from the axis; the
q 2.1 -/seC. signs relate to the

various experiments.
Representation in dimensionless terms shows clearly that here
we have that
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Uin

in which f(r') is the same for all runs. The profile is very

similar to that for. a single-phase Unconfined jet .
Figure, 15 shows how varies with a; for a ' 50 cm, U

is, onstant. This is very different from the behavior of a
free jet-;

,U.

- £1

0- - - -

Fig. 14. Velocity profile across, Pi9. 154 Velocity At
tile jot when a liquid is stirred the a-xis as a functionwith air, of distance f0rom noz z e

U J'sL constant on ace~n f the lift provided by the; airb05bb0eG 0Now

in which I and g are as above,,a Aid A is ndpende t otf Va and

U 5 is consafnton acoun of the flift, povided bytes i

Vbubbles. Now'. r"= U.,,rj

0-h but, is a funaction of de- The flow, of liquid is 0

V mm~2nr'f (K') dr'

in which I represents the integral, which is, found to be 1.03,
so we may put that
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Measurements have been made of the horizottal velocity
component I a from the axis in, the top layer, whic h gives: tbe
flow 10 in that layer (Figs. 16; -and, 17),; here CV is G for
V a 6 -1/sec. The points fit the curve of Fig., 16 well,. tG('V'
is the product of two -fuhctIens,i one1 contasining onily h, and one
containing only V

C~V -30- -

1J -- - - -h.Vchi

Fig.~~~~~ 1k lwo iudi o Fi 7 f wo iudi

layer~~ as a ucino£~ lw o ae rac~t~

ai.fow

Fig 16 F talo ofes liqudi top fig 7 low ofte.srfq inlqudin

lyras a funtio sofqP A flow, toplyrfra ontt

ai8fow



in. which *b is a constant.

Petrov and Reutt have made many measurements of "t f.19j3;
results Ei10M have been worked up: by meants of the miethod of
dimensions. Reutt's main results [11-1 Were used in conjunc-
tion with boundary conditions and hydrodynamic' equations to
deduce a system or dimensiontless parameters; Reutt has ahown
that this same system can be derived from general. ar'-g-umets.
we mtay assume that the med a, speed at the surfAce (i6e., r) it,

a untion of h, di V _, g f(surface tensaion), and &P
( ',pbigt'Re dentsity oaf *the: liquid and ,p" that of

Air Vf we take d as the miain parameter, we, get tedimen-
sionless quantities

&d' TIdAp ' 'Ap'

These mnay be relatedi as in

Now the quantity on the left is, simp~ly Fr, while 'rr is, W.ber's
number We; Petrov and Reutt [131 introduced 't intto Fr to
derive the relation

+) ("4d]"JB( )7 (3.14)

6
in which A# B, mt, n, an~d k are found empirically as 1.26 x 10

0.8 x 010, 153,0.4, ad 083. The results are Worked up
to give

d
O(' + B' Ho) (C1~-- I)l(391 5)

Here A' and n vary with the liquid; B', C, and m are the same
for water, kerosene,' and diesel oil, whilre H0 is given by

in which p0 is the atmospheric pressure..
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Eq-uation (3.15) is applica,6ble ev en, wh'en the air is fed in
at the side or through 'several tubes.

It is no, accident that the viscosity does, not appear in
(3.14), for the viscostity is assumedt- to have no ;greAt efferct; a
imixtu.re of crude Oil with, diesel oil ha,s about four, times, the
viscaosity of diesel oil*, -but "e is Una-ffeted, while Pa-vlov :18]
finds that a 100'-fold. increi-ase in viscosity demands only 60%
more air to produce extinct-ion. This work of Pavlov"s deais
principally with the effects o~f viscosity in th-is meth d; exten-
sive experimental res-ults are given. Unfortunately,, lack of
certain vital details preVents us from using these res:ults.

The, above relationships are cumbrous; moreover, the vis-
cosity does have a certain effect. We, now examine Whether a
simpler equation incorporating tre viscosity can fit the results.
Blinov's results in this context are as follows.

The formula must con, tain dimensionless combinati-ns of h,
i,0 d, j~f t) g, A44d' d 0 eg.

in which I isa
linear dimensiQnt

19 V We (the kine-2.0 '  -  - matic visc'osity),

Sand 'd is the viscos-

k ity. (The dens.ity
__ ... _- f air is neglected

relative to the den-
I"sity of the liquid.)

I7Petrov and Reutt's
-_ _- _ results show that

05

and that

f.~ ~ P__ if ___ ___J,0 ORf7o,0 Z ' ~ .0 s~o. 10. v fo P .)

Figure 18 shows

Fig. 18. Re~ltion of log ' results from thirteen
to lo , runs with water,t-o kerosene,, diesel oil,

ard crude oil mixed
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With diesel oil for tanks of diameters 2.6 and 22.4 m (central
air reed).,. No points have been omitted; V. varied from "0.3
to 300 1/ee,, and by fouri orders of maghitude. The straight
line isl

Ig -- 0,345 (gi - 5,30).

The results give a good fit to,

The results fo r d = 130, cm deviate systematically from the
above line,, the deviation (upwards) increasing with :h:; (3.1 6)
is not applicable for d < 2.6 m.. The walls may have a proanoun-
ced effect in small tanks.

Equation (3.16) is also inapplicable if the air is fed in
from, the sides, though the results are satisfactory if the in.-
lets are symmetrically placed and if the equivale-nt diameter is
.used. Six inlets in a 22.4 m tank give an equivalent diameter
of .7d, so several such inlets are more economical than one
central one.4

The iVOf (3.16) should be replaced by t(g/L) , although
this L is not d or dc; perhaps the mean size of the bubbles is
involved. The lack of suitable results prevents us from decid,-
ing on this point, so (3.16) for the present remains unchanged.

7. Consider a rig;d paraJielepiped of volume dv moving
over the surface with the mean speed of the liquid; the liquid
inside is in continuous exchange with that outside, and So the
internal temperature will vary-continuously from - (initial)
to some final value. This last is governed by, the heat receiv-
ed from the flame and by the heat lost as a result of the tur-
bulence; it may be above a critical. limit if t is large, so

the flame will not go out. Extinction occurs only for It 4 ,

the critical time.

This oaclusion C14,153 ' is confirmed by tests; some re-
sults for kerosene are given below for an 8t.6 m tank having a
central air inlet.

h, m . 8 3.! 3o3 3.4 4.4 4.6 1.3

V, 1/sec ..... 5.. 51 53 50 26 58 47
',sec. ....... 8 5.25,25,2 5.4 4.0 0

Result + + +



ExtiIIctIonI occdurs, if 't4 8 &et. Fuller results wet obtainled
by mteasUring the tiMe tO extincotion, the results being extra-
polated to. the critica:l V for a givent h;o the -t for this6 V was,
calculated4 froml the formulas.i Table 3.1, and later tables,
give the results.

TableA 5.1
2.6 mu TAnk Stirred with Air

tA, .iJ C , Fuel, air- intlet

2.08 0.3 29 7,2Diesel oil, caentrtrl
1.541 0,54. 39 IT 75 Di.tto

2,3 07 31 7.6 Diel oil, aide
1.76 1.0 22 7.,8 Dit to
2,08 0.4 .7 70' Kerosene, central
1.30 0.5 9 . Ditto

Here we mAust add that the r~ for kerosene in a 22.4 m
tank is less than 15 sec.- The 'me tho d of imixin, the depth,

an±d dc l have no effect oft
Tc; d has a slight effect,

but _ ,s in~ ost important
6 -Parameter. F'igure 19 shows

4,C 1 't(A) for die sel oil and
.0krose-ne; clearly, re falls

--- rapidly, especially as the
.1, critical xjmit 119 is approa-

ched.$tirring does not
4. - xtin guish the flame if

__ - T_ The relation of to
z~c -.- may be f ound as foliws

C' onsider the parallel.-
- , epiped dv as before; let the

0 -~~ Z5 50 7s0.t r p t k i o t h e e t m a -
Fig. 19. ]Relation of 't radiusb oteemra

0ture weitreaches th'O wallto -6 A) for dieseql oil is (pritical). The unand b) f o.r kerosene. Ce ur
ing ceases in th is case.The heat received is dq =-.)dv; of this,L dq1

faTVdp is received from -the flm(addq
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is received from the adjace'nt liquid- He-re f, and a are para-
meters of the emisesion from the flame (temperature T), ds is
the area_that reeeives the radiation, a is the heat-transfer
factor, - and ., are the mean temperatures of the liquid under
and in dv, and ds" is the area available for heat transfer.
The law of conservation of energy gives us that

dq dqi +1dqs; pcff, ~OodV: eel r do2( ~)r de".(.7

But

, . (3.S)

These two give us that

= e -f' j (3.19)

in which b and b are constants dependent on the properties of
the liquid' the Hame, and th.e conditions generally; they vary
little with d for large tanks Of equal burning time. The full
line in Fig. 20 is fOr (3.1:9), which fits experiment well.

8. The flame does not go out if T' ; the extinction
is the more 'rapid the smaler if < The condition

= r divides the two states; if air is used, we, must have

(3.20:)

We may assume that 4' is independent: of d for d > 2,6 m,
from Which we may daw soeQ, interesting conclusions Here
(3.20) gives us that

in which V- is, the -specific flow (t'he flow per unit surface
area); then h/d is c~eary a f.nction of Vs and d, and is not

a constant, although this is commonly assumed to be the case
118 3i

The critical conditions give us: that,
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db d3
yt cnpl- conSt ; V const/, (.22)

or, if d is constant,

cOnst
,¢onst; hr =(3..25)

These relationships are Only approximate, being empirically
derived from, numerous ekxperiments.

The boundary condition for extinction by a jet of liquid
is

-= 0onst.

This gives us a relation between critical values:

de(3.24);

in which b' is a constant. for a given liquid;, this implies, that
Vs€ is dependent only on d (within the range in d. that has
been examined).

These relationships are not applicable if h is s'mall, fOr
a fountain may form, air channels may ari-se, and so on 15].

The constants 6f (3.20) and (3.24) are, of course, function6 o:f

0

9. It is usual to measure the time T to extinction; the

relation of T to 'e' is important, for the two are not equal,
though they have a unique functional relation T = fQ(). Now
T ca for '' T, and T- ,0 asq- O;O these requirements are
satisfied by

T = 1(5.25)

in which a and m are parameters.

Consider first the use of air; (5:16) is inserted in

(3.25), whereupon we have
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or

in which, a2 varies with thee iquid. unfortunately , We have
few results on T for d > 260 cm, so (3.26)1 cannot be tebted
tho.roughly, but such results as there are for T tlo,,1t9jr we
shall use Figure 20 showds T for diesel oil and d = 260 cm,
[10J; the crosses denote 'results for oil that had been burning

1o 50,

g. . 20. Relation of T F'ig. ;2I. Relation o~f T to.t, h2Vo10 air flow rate,

for 2 min, while the circles denote 0.4T for oil that had been
burning for 30 mini! The line i4 from (3-,26), w it h m =213v
The points all lie near the curve, some of- the deviati ons being
the result of errors in T and of VariatIon in - . Frther, a2
increases with, the time for which the liquid has bee~n buxrning.If h is constant% we can replace (3.26)1by

an if V is c'ons:tant. by



T:

Experimentt contfrms (3.271); the, line in Fig. 21 (fo5,r TP
against V A represents (3-214, the -poitts being from [20].
Further, U-gm7 is the same as a formnula given -previously "[181
while (3.28) is very similar to, another oane [18].e

The existing data do not. Allow us to. relate the a2, of
'(3.26) to d

r.~ec 7
100f_5, '__oE-_

f:T 7Z7

t7d

0 .~ ~~4

OC stirred.

10., The above discussion,, in cnntinwith (3.2),j
enables us to put for liquid-jet extinction that

The ponly experimental results are those of [19];, Fig. 224
sho~ws T against uodc, the curve being from (3.29) and the
various signs being for the different runs.. Here n has been

taken as 2/3; (3.29) fits the poinots well.

I. The, experiments on extinction by stirring confirm
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the theoretical picture. The cold liquid from the bOttom
flows over the surface, where it mixes with the hot liquid and

is heated by the flame. If 4' 4 4 :(the latter be.ing th.e i gni-
tion temperature),, the flame ;goe out. The cold liquid, as it
were, shields the hot part from the flame. This point must 1be
stres.sed, far it is sometimes incorrectly supposed that the
eXtinction occurs when the mixing, has proceeded sufficiently to
redu ce the temperature of the h6ottest part below the flash
point,

12. The above experiments relate to tanks containing the
combustible liquid alone;i in practice, there may be anot-her
liquid (such as water) under the fuel.i Our picture of the pro-
cess is far from complete; only qualitative obserVatiOn6s have
been, made on kerosene floating on water 016, in the above trans-
pa-rent tank. Figure 23 illustrates the pattern, which shows
that each liquid is stirred separately; the mechanism is as
for a single liquid, but the stirring is reduced for a given
air flow,

1i Kanavtsev, lGi I, Spsoby pontseny p etank
pzhavro (Methods of Extinguishing Oil Fires with Fo&am).
Baku, publ. Azneft'izdat, 19535.

2!. J. H. Burgoyne and L. L, Kata. Fires in Open Tankgs of
Petroleum Products: Some Fundamental AspectS. J ., Inst.
Petroleum, 33, 158 (1947).-

3. Resinger. A New Method of Extinguishing Flames. World
Petroleum, No. 2, 1952

4. Ya. V. Sukhov and A. V. Kozlov. Tushenie nef teproAut6
s pomoshch'yu sZatoo vozdukha. Ochet .TsNIIPO, 1:953.
Ijzy$skanie nabole effek~tiVaykt'. V a snaen
nefteproduktov. Ttche TN IPO, -1954. (Ext nction of Oil
Products -with -Compressed Air; Report of TsNIIPO, 1953.
The Search for the Most Effective Methods of E-tngu'ishing
Oil!-Product Fires. Report of TsNIIPO, 1954.),

5. P. P. Pavlov and Ya. V. Sukhov. Tushenie v rezervuarov
nefteproduktov putem peremeshivaniya6pOsednikh S pomosh-

chtyu szhatogvozdukho (Fire Extinction in Oil-Product
Tan b-y means of Stirring with Compressed Air). Baku,
Trudy Azerbaidzhanskogo industr., in-ta (Trans. Azerbaijan
Industrial Inst.), 1956.
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6G. P. Pi Pavlov. Goretie i tusheaie neftepro duktov metodom
peemsivnyatrn elftePrOduktom i ikh a v sz fiziico-

khimicheekimi khara&kteristikami nferdka(obsinai
Ex~tinct'tion of7 Oi6 Podctb Mi--ng With the Same Prodct,
arid -Rolation to, the Physico-Chemical 'Characteristics of the
Pro duct). Intfrm. sbornik 'Te'NIIPO, (,Bulletin or the Central,
Research, institute -for Fire-Fighting),, Baku, 195?.e

7.o p. P. Pavlo6v and B3. A. Kulikov. Tushenie pozharoy nefte-
produktovv podzemykh ~ me a peremesivia

poohhyu- --h-t 6, oz ______(Extinction of Oil Ptoducts
Burnintg in Underground Tanks by means of Stirring With Corn-
pressed Air). I bid., 19,57.
8. P. P. Pa-vlov. V!jai 410 etpoutov n k

tusheriie mtoom agr.iSIv y (Effects of. Viscotsity on
the Extinction of an. Oil Product by Stirtrig). Ibid., 1957.

9.4 V. Is B1intov, G. N. KhudyakoV, I. Ii PetroV, and V. Ch.
R-eutte 01 dvihenie zhidkostj.,V rez~ervruare pri peremleshi-
vanii ee. struei vozdukha (Motion of -the Liquid in a Tank in
Respone to Stirring With an Air Jet).m Inzh.-Fit. Zhi,
I" No. 11o 1958; Inform. dbornik TaNIIPO (Bulletin of the
Central Research, institute for Fire"Fighting), H., PUbi
MKKI, 1958.

10. V. I. Blinov, G, N. Khudyakovj and I. Ii Petrov4 0Qehn
izm tuhenya fteny d ruktoV v rezervuahpte

peremeshivanaM ik odko~~ chanismn -of Extinc-tion -by
meansn of Stirring with_-Air for Oil Products Burning in Tanks)
TInform. abornik.TsNIIP.O (Bulleti ofteCntral Research
Institute for Fire. Fighting), M., pubi. MKKh, 19,58.

11. V. Ch. Reutt. Primenenie metpdov teor*y podotbiya i raz-
mernosti piizuce niya' ki ,odinamiki- prtsspreremehi-

yai~~ot Iv dezer.0 M. h (Use ofthTeoyfSil-
tud e -and -the Method of Dimensiongs in Studies on the Hydro-
dynamics Of the Stirring of a LiLquid in a Tank,). Ibid., 1959.,

12. 1. I. Petrov and V. Ch. Reutt. 0 kharaktere dvizheniyA j
zeremeshivanui zhidkosti v rezervuare s _pqoqhp~h'u vo-zdukha-
-Motion of a Liquid Stirred with Air in a Tank). Ibid,
1959.

13# Ideme Nekotorye zakonornernosti gidrodinamiki peremehmniya
zhidkos ti _v _rezervuarak (Some_ _Hydrb d~' i -Lawsin te Stir
ing of a iquid ;in a ak. Ii. 1959.
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14. IdeM., Kriticheskie 401ovi Va o otnkhantia pl~ a, ete
Produkta_ pri ego _ prmhiasa±.1. V rezervurT-e ca
Extincdtionf Condition's for the Flame iof an, Oil Product
Stirred, in, a Tank). I bid, 19,59.

15. Idem.t RAsjoh±t parametrov sistexay- tusheniya nfte-O
,produt v 'Vrezervuarak-h bietodoma ,p rmsi A iiaCu-

* tion :of the Parameters of" the Extinc tion, 'SLY tem- f or Stirr-
Inmg Ant Oil Product i1n a Tank). Ibid., 19:59.

16. Vo I.i Blinov, (3. X. Khudyakov, and I. I.i Petro'v. Issle-
dovniemehanizmaL tusheniya plamieni neftepdUktov spmo

s3hc-h,'yU staryk i novykh ogngastel'niykh aredstv (A Study-
of the Mechanisms- of Extinction of Burning Oil =Products -by
Means of Old and New Extinguishintg, Agents). Trudy ENINA
and TsNIIPO', 1956.

17. G. N. Abramovich.i Turbulantnye evobodnyc strui Zhidkosti
i ga4o (TUr-bulent Free Jets of Liquid and Galses). ModsCOW
publ. Gosenergoizdat, 1948.

18.i v. I. Blinov. 0 nekotorykh yo-posh, otnosyashchikhy
goreniy-u -I t-u-he ;44y- plamen-i Aef toproduktov. Iz kn. "Novy e
8psb i redstva tus h~ny poani ngf tepro duktov"l (Som e
Problemis -in the Burning and Extinc~tioni of Oil Products. in
'Nfew Methods arid Agents for Exting uishing Oil Products').
Pubi . G-ostopizdat, 1960.

19. I. I. Petrov and V. Ch. geutt. Tushenie p~haov nefte-
prdutoV V reztervuarakh metadom: a xtinction

of BurnAig Oil Products -in Tanks, by Stirring) . tche~t
:0-NIIPO (9eport of the Central Research Institute for Fire"

20,. V. P. Losev and Mi P. Kazakov. 0mehimetsaceo
dostvia pnpigore-.ni. jeftepproduktov, v rezervuarakh

'(Mechaniism of Extinc tion by Foam -for Oil Products Burning in
T &nks) Inform. sbornik TgNIIPO (Bulletin of the C~entral
Research Institute for Fire-Fightingh ,b.M~, 1958

Extinction of Flames from Liquids by Meansp of Foam

The Russian eng ineer Loran proposed the use of foams in
fires caused by liquids in 190-4; the method is now in common
use. Up till about 1940 or so,, it, was generally believed thai;
the, foam extinguishes the liquid by preventing acces.s of a ir;
in 1958 Bogdanov El] Argued that the foam 'acts by isolating
the liquid from the influx of heat' and that 'the: foam acts 4s

anisltr,, for it has a, low thermal conductivi ty and' does
not transmit the heat', which inhibits the evaporation, so the,



flame goes out. These €oncluSions were not tested by experiment.

In 1951 KhUdyakov [2)j ;sho)wed that Bo'gdanov's conclusions
were incorrect for volatile liquids; the cooling action of the
foam stops the burning only if the, top layer of liquid i,, Cooled
to the i-gnition temperature. He stated that "it is clear that

the foam retards the
transfer "of heat from
the flame to, the liquid

,o * ',and also cools the top
Slayer, but these effects
.nly re Ucdce the rate of

. evaporation; thie fl16me
L .. ,----------------------------------- tontinues., for tIte flow

j ..... ... .. of vapor is sufficient

2C- -to mai ntain, it. it
- may be that the foam

18C -. also retards the evapor-
ation' His experi-
men-ts On the evaporation

A ~of benzene, xylente, and
the benzene fractiofn

1*0~~~~~~~~~~ ,----------------------------rom coal tar Were made

- - -onl surfaces coated with
120 - foam and al an un-

i- - _ . coated on; the foam
I-; -1 1 -__ !reduced the rate of

evaporation very greatly.
, .... . -- ;f He concluded that 'the

foam acts mainly by pre-

so . venting the hot liquid
Sfrom evaporating"

401 Other importatnt
- I---------studies on foams are

- 1 Losev and Kazakov's [3i
- - -- - " - ]ii and Blinov and Khudya-

.... 0 kovts [4] The first
.. 2- - two workers (from the

Central Research Insti-
tute for Fire-Fighting)

Fi6. 2s. Surface temperature of qused a ta.n-k 130 cm in,
kerosene during the extinction of diameter and 150 cm

the flame by foam. high, which was fitted

with thermocouples at many points. The fuels used were tractor

kerosene,, diesel oil, benzine,, and raw. crude oil.

1., The kerosene tests showed that the foam caused a

lr. o



sharp fall in surface temperature in the, first 20 sec, the sub-
sequ ent fa l being slow (Fig. 2). Foams PO-i and PO-6 sup-
pressed the burning completely when the surface temperature
reached 50,60; the chemical foam required 30. Figure 25

shows the temperature distribution
during and after the burning;i, the
foam has co-oled a thin upper layer

- .. . of the liquid, but undez thiS there

lies, a hott,er layer,

- 2. Some tests were done with
diesel oil (surface 20 cm below
the top of the tantk). Tabler 5.2

- shows that PO-i foam produced ex-
S- - :tinc tion at a surface temperature

of 1000, while KhP- (chemical)
foam required 40-700r.

- - 3. Numerous tests were done
with benzine; PO-li and chemical

.... -h foam were used. Benzine. giVes
Z.CM rise to a homothermal la yer, Whose

thickness increases with time;
igi 2,5,. Temperature distri, the foah was applied when, this

Fig.25.Temeraurelayer had reachfed thicknesses of
bution in kerosene a) before i had 3eaced 8hicm,4
the start. of extinction and 10, 20, 35, 6s, and 80 cm.Figure 26 shows the results from
b) at the end; extinction one run; the foam. lowers the sur-

time 180 sec. face temperature and alters the

Table 3.2

Foam Layer 2.5 cm Deep

P-I 170 93 8,0 0,5 0,23 72
p0-I 28Q0 98 o , ,5 .0,15 60
W. 20 40 4,1 0,5 0,61 108
KIf 230 70 4,1 0,5 0,36 55 75

distribution in the homo.thermal layer (a submerged hot layer -is
formed). The temperature in this layer gradually falls; the
convection in this layer does not stoap during, the extinction.



The cooling wouI'd be more rapi: curse, if there were no
convection The extinction. time increases with the burning
time, because the hot layer becves thicker,. The burning
ceases when the surfaee t emperature is somewh-at above 20r0,
which is well above the flash and ignition points. Much the
same is found for crudie petroleum.

4. The extinction is associated with pronounced cool-
ing o f the top layer# which depresses the vapor pressure;, for,
exam ple, the vapor pressure of kerosene at 300 is, [5) 20-30 mm
Hg and at 500 is 30-40 am Hg. The foam, reduces the Vapor
pressure by about a factor 15.

In some cases, the temperature reached is below t-he igni-
tion temperature; for example,

.................. chemical foam on kerosene produces
37-40, or onf diesel oil 40701

* QO' -.... .. both of Which are below the igni-
3 tidn, tep.eratures. It has been

found [6] that the ignition tempera-
ture is decisive to extinction in
other cases also. Other foams

010-- produce extinction with surface
temperatures above the ignition

j temperature; here the cooling is
still important, but the retarda-
tion of evaporation also plays a

010 -major part. Clearly, the balance

between cooling and retardation
---.. . varies, with some part played by

screening from the flame.
0 .30 60 0 A liquid that gives a homo-

Z,.AM thermal layer is difficult to
extinguish, largely because con-

Fig. 26. Temperature in vectioi brings up the heated layer
benzine during foam extinc- even during the extinction time.
tion: 1) start; 2) after Clearly, a burning liquid would be
60 sec; 3) after 360 sec. much more readily extinguished if

the top layer could first be cooled
in some way.

5. The retardation by foam has been studied [4] in the
laboratory* Two crystallizing dishes 144 mm in diameter and
68 m high were placed on sensitive laboratory scales; one was
partly filled with the liquid, and the loss in weight was re-
corded every 5 min. This gave the rate of free evaporation.
Then the two dishes were filled with foam and the readings were
repeated; the two dishes eliminated any correction for



eVapor ton of the foam. A special soap foam was used as being
highly stable; a layer 6, cm deep had broken up only partly after

severa weeks at room temperature., The experiment was performed
in a fume cupboard providing a good current of air. All tests

-O good cre df air,

Iv 20 Joe5

Fig. 27. Evaporation of benzine Fig. 28. EVa poration of ben-

with and without foam° zene with and without foam.

were done at room temperature. Figures 27 and 28 give some

results, in. which the circles denote weight and the crosses tem-
perature of the liquid. The arrows denote the points when the

foam was applied. The evaporation rate fell at first and then

remained constant until the foam was applied; the foam reduced

the rate greatly and raised the temperature somewhat.

Table 3.3 Table 3.3 gives de-
-, tailed results for ben-

At OI &0 0 zene; 'here MI is toe
, ' specific evaporation rate

53 2,6 4.6 ',5 8 2 for the free surface in
152 1,8 1,0 19,5 7 2,5 g/cm2 min, M' is the same
54 1,5 0,6 18,5 5 1,5 for the covered surface
53 0,7 1,5 20 3 1,5 is room temperature,
55 1,8 2,3. N 6 1 A,-is the fall caused by
54 2,7 5,.6 23 9 2 , the evaporation from the
50 1,6 7,4 '27 6 free surface, ' is the

same for the covered sur-
face, and h is the depth
of the foam layer (mm).
These results show that
the foam reduces the

rate by a factor of 55 for benzene and by a factor of 150 for

benzine. Similar results were obtained with carbon tetra-
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chloride and toluene,.

6. The evaporation of a liquid is a rather complex pro-
cess; some insight into it may be gained as follows. Let us
s8uppose' that the rate, of evaporation, in the above experiments, was
governed by diffusion through the layer of air in the dish, which
is described ,by an effective diffusion, coefficient D 'The pro-
cess is virtually steady, and the dish. was, surrounded by an air
current, so we may assume that the co ncentration at the, upper
edger was zero, that at the surface being col Which corresponds to
the saturation, Vapor pressure at the t.iperature of the liquid.

Then

MD~ ( 3.50)

in which h is the distance from the surface to the upper edge.
But

P

in which p is saturation vapor pressure, 'R iS the gas constant.,
T is absolute temperature, and tL is the: molecular weight of 'the
liquid. These together give us that

IL P,( R

The D' of (3.32) enables us to judge the mechanism of
removal from the free surface. The application to benzene is
as follows. The mean M is 3 x 10- 5 g/cm~sec for h 5.3 cm;

p for 150 is 60 mm Hg. Then (3.32) gives us that D' = 0.62
cm2/sec; the published [5] D for benzene in air is 0.09 cm-/sec,
and so D' is some seven times D*. Now we turn to the effects
of the foam; here M' was 5.5 x jo-7 g/cmsec, the foam being
5.3 cm deep. We take the concentration at the upper surface as
zeo, in which case (3.32) gives us D' as 0.009 cm /sec, which

is only a tenth of D. This D' we denote by D'*. Table 3.4
shows that similar relations apply to other liquids.

These D' differ from D because there are always air
currents over the free surface, which remove the vapor, while

* The effective D for evaporation from a free surface

will in future be denoted by D".



the air -within the foam is stagnant. This last feature is one
of the factors that reduce the evaporation rate, but it cannot
be the ;only one, for then D' '* would equal D, whereas in fact it
is much lower. The, liquid films in the foam also retard the
diffusion; the D for vapors in liquids are thousands of times

smaller than those for
Table . .. air, so even thin films

cr/yt*i C. of liquid retard evapora-
, tion Very greatly. The

D fo r the liquids of
Table 3.4 are about

Iez,-i... 0.09 0,62 % 0.009 0.1 cm2/sec, whereas
4l0u9e 0 '04208 21 0.,04 those for vapors in

¢C . . . . . . . .~ O14 0,50 liquids are (7) around
4e.ii,e&- 1,0"-5 cm2/sec. A film

wwbc). ..09j 02 0003 of liquid 60 4 thick
would be sufficient to
reduce the evaporation.
rate for benzere at 200

to 5.5 x 10"7 g/cm~sec;
a film i2 ± thick would
reduce the rate to

9 x104, and one Of only 5 i would be as effective as 5 cm of
stagnant air. Soap films are a few U thick, and there are
several such films on the route to the. surface. This set of
films is responsible for much of the retardation; the greater
the total thickness of these, the smaller M'.

The diffusion coefficients for vapors in liquids increase
rapidly with temperature, being roughly inversely proportional
to the viscosity of the liquid. The viscosity of water at 1:000
is a quarter of that at 200, so we may expect D'*'to vary in the
same way. Even so, the films of liquid in the foam still cause
most of the retardation.

The results for benzine may serve to illustrate some con-
clusioens here. The burning rate for large vessels is 4 mm/min;
a layer of foam 5 cm deep and of temperature close to. 1,000
should reduce the evaporation rate to about 0.1 mm/min (by a
factor of 30-40). But experiment shows that the flame cannot
persist at this evaporation rate, so the burning ceases. The

flame can persist only if the vapor breaks through the foam or
if not all the surface is covered by the ,foam.

7. Finally, we deal with some other aspects of the
effects of liquid films. If these form bubbles or a foam,
the trapped air takes no part in the convection, so the rate
of removal of vapor is much reduced, for the rate of diffusion
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through the liquid is some four ;orders of magnitude Iower,

'Sometimes a thinf' film of one liquid- on the surface of
another will ;suppress evaporation more or less cempl etely. For
example, a layer of 1i. mm of oil on water in a crystalli zing, dish
allows virtually no evaporation evenk in a period of two years.
Even the thinnest films retard the, evaporation of Water' very
greatly. For example, it has been proposed to eliminate eva-
poration, from ,resfervoirs in Australia in this way, and also, to
altor the climate over extensive areas of the world.

These films depress evapo-ration very greatly, especially
ift the film 1material is insoluble, for the ofncentrat!ion of the
main liquid in the bottom part of the film is very low, so the

concentration grAdient across the film is also low. But Fick'soIlaw states that the amount diffusing across 1 cm2 in 1 sec is
proportional to D and to the concentration gradient; thus the
los is, very small indeed if D 'and the gradient are small0

,Floating insoluble thin films coul d e used to suppress
evaporation from burning liquids, especially oil products; such
films would provide a rapid and, reliable .means of extinction,
which would, Isolve a very serious problem. We may expect that
the problem will be solved in the near future; there are, already
indications that thin films of certain flu rine compounds can
depress the evaporation of benzine substantiall1y 18].

Lastly, it has been claimed in the foreign press that an
artificial plastic foam can re due the evaporation of oil pro-
ducts [9]; Standard oil of Ohio has used hollow spheres (made of
substituted phenols and formaldehyde or furfural) which were

filled with nitrogen and were of mean diameter 30 4. These
pack with a density of 0.013 g/cm , and a. layer 191-25 mm thick
of these microspheres reduced the evaporation of volatile pro-ducts on average by 80%. The layer was stable; in two, years

of use, the density and mean diameter did. not alter., However,
our tests with microspheres have not given the remarkable re;-
sults claimed abroad; sometimes they facilitate evaporation

rather than suppress it,, for the layer causes the liquid. to rise
by capillary action. The spheres would have to be repellent to

the liquid in order to suppress evaporation.,

A layer of microspheres differs, very .conside4rably from an
ordinary fom;, it may reduce the evaporation rate by minimizing
the free surface, whereas a foam retards evaporation by virtue

of the slow diffusion through the walls of the bubbles.
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Extinction, of turning t quidi with Watr pry

1. Water sprays have long been Used to extinguish oil
products burning in tanks [1,21; at the beginning of this cen-
tury, Vrermishev campaigned vigorously for serious work on the
method, and made .several attemp-ts to demonstr-ate by experiment
that the method, is effective with, crude, oil. Until recently,
fine water sp-rays have not been extensively used to ext-inguish
oil products; the work of the last decade has revealed the
main principles of the method.

The major papers here are Khudy&kov's ,[3] and, Rasbash
and Rogowski's [41. Khudy-akov has used several oil products
in a tank 30 1cm in .dameter; he finds that s crays consisting

. . . ... V -] .
5

a

2 AW2

V 0, ~ oT~

Fig. 29. Relation of flow density Fig. 30. Droplet size dis-
to distance from axis of spray for tributions for the pentri-
jets of d equal to 1., 2, and 3 mm: fugal sprays; p: i) 10 atm,;
a) p = atm; b) p = 10 atm. 2) 6.atm; 3) 3 atm.

of large drops do not cool the flame appreciably but do cool the
top layer of liquid. This cooling soon extinguishes heavy oil
products, for the surface temperature falls below the flash
point. Sprays of very small droplets can extinguish light oil
products as well 'the spray evaporates in the combustion zonle
and lowers the flame temperature; the steam reduces the concen-
trations of oxygen and fuel' .3.

Rasbash and Rogowski also used several liquids in a small
tank; the extinction time was measured as a fu-nction of burning
time and of droplet size. They conclude that coarse sprays are
effective for liquids of high boiling point, whereas the
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formation of stelam in the flame ( ather than coling o'f the
liquid) is the significant feature for benzene and other vola-
tile liquids.

work at the Central Fire Research inst'itute has ,shown
that fine water sprays can extinguish benzine burning in tanks
of large diameter £5). The most .detaileld study of fine sprays
t6l has recently been supplemented by some work 1143 on the
extinction of benzine;, the, earlier ;study was concerned with
diesel oil, kerosene,, crude petroleum, and automobile benzine
in tanks of diameters .8"0, 130, and 260 cm,. The water was
sprayed by centrifugal and pneumatic devices; the flow from
any oner jet was small, so sets of jets were used. Each of
centrifugal sprays consisted of' 19 jets arranged on a spherical
surface; the diameters d_ of the outlets were I, I.5, 2, and,
3 mi. Us.e was also made ofL a set of 1514 jets each of diameter
1,.5 mm. The flow V is related to the pressure p by

in which A is dependent on the size of the spray nozle, being
-related tO d6 by

A .O. 17d".

The A for the 151,jet device was 9.3? !.cm/sec.kg. The cone
covered by the sprays had a vertex an-gle of nearly ,800. Fig*
ure 29 shows the flow density . in.g/cmmin at 1 m.

The pneumatic sprays were used in sets of seven, with one
in the center and the other six uniformly spaced on a circle.
The droplet size was measured by allowing the spray to fall on
a plate coated with soot; the droplets left tracks, which were
photographed. The diameters d were measured on enlarged

prints C,8). Figure 30 shows the size distributions for
several pressures for the centrifugal system. Nearly all of
the d were less than 100, ±, and the position of the peak scarcely
varied with pressure. The most prohable size was 30 IL, and the
mean d was independent of dc, although it did vary with pressure
as _-. C9,10:. The pneumatic system did not, give such uniform
droplets, and the most probable size fell -as the pressure in-
creased, as did the mean d (here denoted by d).

2. The pneumatic sprays were used only with ben.zine in
the. 80 cm tank; the sprays were started when the fuel had been
burning for 2 min. Figure 31i gives the results in terms of
water pressure (abscissa) and air pressure (ordinate); a minus
sign in the circle means that the flame did not go out, and a
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plus that it did., The extinction succeeds if the pressu.'res lie
within the eXtinct ion region, which is shown hatched.

3. Many test's (more than 100) were done with the centri-
fugal pumps in, the 130 and 260 cm tanks. The product was left

to burn for a, set ,time, then the spray head was Inserted . The
flame at first became much bigger, tu Al shrank greatly, and fin-
ally either went out or became localized under the spray4 The

4.0

3.0

'5,0 " ?_ ... l~o I2--0

C0 1 ,0-- O... . ..-2,0 So .. .. 5.0 8.0 ...
-p. @X,, p. at.

Fig. 31. Extinction of benzine Fig. 32- Extinction time. as a
by water from pneumatic sprays. function of p for d 260 cm,at "- 3 M*

temperature was measured at points 0fn the axis and at the wa.il;
flow measurements were made, and the, distance of the spray head
from the surface was recorded, as were the burning and extinc-
tion times. The fuel was supplied continuously to 'keep the
level constant in most cases; alternatively, the initial level
was .set a little high, and the spray was started when the, desired
level had been reached. Several different oil products were

,used; the results are given below.

Diesel oil.. The extinction time T is related to the
water pressure p, and the fire cannot be extinguished if p is

below a certain limit, as. Fig. 32 shows. Here the ordinate is.
T', the ratio of T to the T for p = 7 atm. The signs denote
experiments done, under identical -conditions (only p was variedL);

with d = 3 mm. The line corresponds to the formula

T ,= b
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The limiting p for d 3L m was 2.5 atm (4 atm for
= 2 mm; there is a general inverse relation between the two).

The flow V for the lilmiting p was 1.06 1/sect for d0 = 3 mm and
0.81 1/sec for dc 2 mm; the saller flow in the second case
impies that the dzoplet size is the important quantity,, rather
than the flow, for the smaller the droplets the less the limit-
ing V and the smaller the limiting p. Table 3-5 Shows that T

fails, as V increases; this is especially clear for d = 260 cm,

Table 3.5

0 26 50 74, 4 0,2 7
13 ' 2 26 50 74 14 018 4

20 1 60 35, 75 10 0.5 12
260 3 60 35 75 10, 23

Table 3.6 illustrates the effect of droplet size for the
130 cm tank; a and T tend to increase together. Further, T

increases with the burning time t and is somewhat dependent on,
the height H of the spray above the surface, as well as on h,
the- distance from the surface to the edge of the tank ; Table
3.7 gives results for dc =.2 mm and d = 130 cm. The heated
walls play a major part in suppressing the flame, for T de-
creases as h increases.

The surface temperature at extinction (') is as follows:

d-130 11-74 cmu d*260 11=75 cAu

06 t"%. 10 7 4 10: 7 4 10 7 10 7 4 7
t, sec. 5 5 7 3 4 5 16 29 5 24 37 17
*t,o C. 138 123 130 87 100 148 29 53 80 42 47 37

d=130 H1=74, di.- 4130 H1=30 ex

4 10

The surface temperature during burning (2400 for diesel oil)
falls sharply as soon as the spray is turned on. - was well

above the ignition temperature when T was short but, did not
exceed that temperature when T was long;, this has an important
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___ Table3._ _

2 2 8 92 3 08 55 70-
1 7 9 1w .5 44 30)

29 27 50 74 4, 0.8 5 5
;1 27 50 74 10, 0.5 44 s

Table3.

92 4 0 21 8 2 10, 20

27 ~ ~ ~ 2 50 4 4 6 O 74 10 3

0a

aa

a0 "10

Fig 3. Temperature distribution Fig. 3-4. Temperature dis-
in diesel oil before and, during- tribution in kerosene

extinction, A) be-fore and b) drn
extinction.

bearing on the :mechanism, Of extinction. 'Moreover, the surface
temperature during the extinction was somewa ihra h
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edge than at the center .

Figure 33 shows the temperature as, a funcdtion of depth z;
curve a relates to the, period before the spray was started, and
curve b to t'he start of extinctions. The signs denote several
different ru. Cearly, the onset of extinction affects the

Table 3,8 distributioini
subttantially;

4*M ~ ~ ~ ~.the surface isI __ _ ...._ _.. . ..Lcooled by the
water, but the

1 10, 20 10 0.5 60 temperature in--
1 20 '1 10 0,5 430 creaSes with

5 8 7 t.i 15 depth for a
2 10 26 7 1.1 28 certain dist-.
2 20 21 7 . 30 ance and is un-
2 5 13 4 0.8 23 affected by the
2 20- 18 4 0.8 60 water at a

0 20 10 0.5 60 depth of a few

2 10 32 10 1.3 15 cen.time ters.

i 20 :5 0 0.5 430 The surface tern-
2' 20 20 o 1,3 37 perature 9 falls

1 10 14 7 04 - o
2 10 26 7 1.1 28 during the ex-

tinc tion, while
20 2 7 0.4 12, the peak moves

2 20 21 7 21 0to; larger z,

Kerosene
(fLash point
about 4"0 ) ,gave
similar results,
of which we
give here Only
those for the

temperature distribution before and during the extinction (Fig.
34) and those for 4' Here again, 4' is above the flash point
if T is short but is below it if T is long.

Now we turn to the results for automobile benzine, which
givqs kie to a homothermal layer. Table 3.8 gives results for
d = 130 cm, h = 35 cm, and H = 56 cm; these show that T in-
creases with z (the depth of the homothermal layer) but de-
creases as V iAcreases. Table 3.9 (for the same dimensions)
shows that T increases with d even though there is some in-
crease in V. Further, T increases as p decreases, and the
flame cannot be. extinguished at all if p is below a certain
limit. It has been found [6,iij that T and the limiting p
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decrease as h increases. Finally, the flame be gins to be

quenched wben r  exteeds the flash point, as the following
relsults 'shoWI

',OC . 29 36. 36, 40, .43 13 39 16 35, 12

'T, s 70 37 30 '60' 6 40, 30 .65 25 135

Figure 35 shows the temperature distribution before
'(curve a) and during the extinction; the numbers on the curves
are the times (in sec) from the start of spraying. The water

Table 3.9

It: ee Iti____X i V, ysoci ' r. soc

i 5 25 10 :0,5 44 20
. '5 13 4 0,8 55 23

.10 20 10 0,5 44 60
2 I0 6 4 0-,8 55 1 75

cools the entire heated iayer, but the surface is cooled some -
what more rapidly. Table 3.10 and Figs, 36 and 37 give results

ti2J] for tanks 130 cm in diameter; here 4 is as before, h- is
the thickness of the cold layer at the start, h' is the thick-
ness of the hot layer, t is the spraying time, -' is the
final temperature, and u is the mean rate of increase in h'.

Figure 36 shows 4:as a function of time for various depths;
Fig. 37, as a function of depth for various times. The hot
layer is cooled, but the cool layer is heated, because the water
carries heat from the hot layer down to the cool one, which in-
creases the thickness of the hot layer quite rapidly.

It has been found that water sprays can extinguish auto-

mobile and aviation benzines in tanks up to 860 cm in diameter*;

the extinction times range from 15 to 30 sec.

The results for crude petroleum are largely the same as

those for benzine.

4. Before we discuss the above results, we must con-

sider some aspects of the behavior of water droplets in flames

W The benzine may overflow in the process; care must
be taken to keep the level of liquid below the top edge of the
tank.
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and in oil products. Firsat we con-
- Sider t'he mo tion.

-g There have ben many studies, On
100 - droplets in uwrious media, which have

10 been surveyed by Levich 113 and
Fuks [14; some later results E6]

-6 -. derive fx4m cinematographic measUre-
mentis, which shoW that droplets fall-,
ing on, an immiscible liquid may break

p up, in which case omplex effects com-
parable with those at solid s urfaces
can occur (8,25,26), Drops that

$o . - enter the liquid soon attain a s teady
3 speed; the motion of a drop is -more

complex ththathat of a solid sphere,
..- - - for the shape can alter. moreover,

Zoom SUrface-active materials can impede

movement in the surface of the drop,
Fig, 35. Temperature Which then moves as a solid sphere of
.distribution in ben, - radius r Whose limiting velocity v
zine before and during for small Re is. given by Stokes,'s
spraying with water4 law as

11 (3,03)

in which p and p!' are the densities of drop- and medium respect-
ively, is the viscosity of the medium, and g is the accelera-

tion due to gravity. If, on the other hand, the surface of the
drop is fully mobile, we have that

Table 3 10_O

*, o, ' ~h,,* . h, " h. MM/,, v d , A' j , .V . w 4

32 120 3 35 0.2 50-100, 500 70 0-.6

46 130 40 30 0.5 249 70 1.7

'50 1220 40 30 2010 65 2.2
'48 1,40, 40 30 0.2 690 75 0.7

30 110 40 3 0.2 200•30, 70 0.7
25 85 35 5 10.5 210 52 1,7

30 iO 40 30 6.0 160 60 25

2,05



')((0 ')

in which 9' is the viscoSity of the drop; (33,4) beomeS (3.33)
if I' _. The latter formula gives the higher v but both are
in close agreement With experimefnt if Re 4 1. 'The two are
apptlicable to dr-oplets in, flames and oil products provided that
the diameter does. not exceed 150 t,, which, is so for almost all
the droplets produced by -the above devices.

d,* -C 1,1o - V : , - -.. .
fd I

4r0

0,- 580 - -,AII

Fig. Temperature as a Fig. 37. Temperature . a

function of time for various, fundt iOn 6ef depth for various

2 0 -, I - - I-:I - r - -g o

de0pths in benzine sprayed times du in the sprayin

with. wate.r benzine with water.

Of corsoe, impure water is used on fire, so Stkes's:
formula .should be used.

5- Consider now the temperature of d-r p fallin

through a flame; the drop is heated and git-O.ts to eva porate.,
In the nearly steady state,, the inf!lux of het q is balancd
:by evkporation.!

in which a and am are the cefficients of heat and mass transfer

4'M ..- - - -

Fei e.tiempratd - are the temperatures of medium and drop,
ITnndo F are the vapor pressure of water in the flame and the
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saturation vapor pregsure at temperature, c' is the latent
heat of evaporation, and m is the mass of the drop.

,It iS f'ound 1:3,15i-181 that

~=~(r~~1  ~ (.36)

in, which u and o0- are. independent of r and v; then (3,.35) and
* (3.36) ivre us th

This !P is also independent of r and v.

Frmula (3.37) .has Long beenh used for determining atmos-
pheric humidity by referernce to wet- and dry-bulb thermomet ers
C24.); it mlies that -0' is a function of 9and Tr but not of t
a&nd v. Fed.oseev and Polishchuk ('9) have shown that (.367) is
applicable to, drops in gase's heated to 7000. The following
results are fo rr la= 12 mm Hg; they derive from (3,37) and the
paper quoted:

*,,6r 400 560 600 701 00 900 l000 I1100

*.C 65 10 75 78,5 82 86, 88.5 91

Of course, 1' alters if wchanges. These figures indicate -that
the droplets reaching the rhot oil product should have tempera-
tures not exceeding 90m.

Now We turn to the heating and evaporation in the flame.
Let c be the specific heat of the drop, whose initial tempera-
ture and radius are -_ and ro; let I and t be the times of
heating and evaporation., Further, let9, \,%7, and, be res-
pectively the temperature, therm conductvity, vsco sity,-and
kinematic viscosity of the gases in the flame, t being time.
If we assume that the drop is heated but does not evaporate, we
have that

4 .,_ df1
got-= 4aroq (1-4,)

But f and c are unity for water, and ->9 o , so the integral
of the equation for time IC is

,20.7,



3 (3.38)

Next, 'the evaSporation, tim,.e for a drop !of' temperature 401
is given by

dr

in which. a is A function Of V. and r4 Sokol'skii and Timofeeva
([16)' give that

+ 0,08 Re").(4)

If now v is given, by Stokes's law,4 and i-f r <~ 100 L, we have
O.OBRe4C 1, so L # ik/r. T -he integral f '(.) is te

J x

x==~ r-(3.41)

(3.42)

But (34)implies that lt is independent of r; this Is-
readily shown to- be so if V Is not governed, by Stokes's law but
0.00Ree<1. Now, c- 'is 540+ cal/g; -if-t4' - 600, then

This justifies us in assuming a suul that the eva-

poration takes place in two stages; fi.rst the drop is heated
(evaporation being negligible), anid then the drop evaporates at
constant temperature.

We may Also determine re and approximately by means of
(3.38) and (3.41). W e pu Q~1 a Oq and 44 As 600,- with N%
as the value f or air at the appropriate temperature2

(2"!o~ cai/cm.sec~deg for 10000) The -' 1350r. and
^e'= 100r2-- if 2r0 = 0.01 am 100 IL, ' 4 =.5 msec '0 4 sc

Ad 'Y+ ,' Z; 36 meec.

We can find 'C in another way. the apparatus with 19
jets, eacwihd= 3 mm had a V of 2.1 1/sec at 10 atm.; the
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jets emerged at 16 /sec. We assume that the droplets move
with this speed; then a = )(l + 12rL )/r . If r 50 Wr,
A 1. 35 A' , in which case, '1 and. 'r come out as ~.5times the
Values giVen, above. tke formula gives the v for

= ,0005 cm as about 10 cm,/sec, .so a change in v from 10 to
600 c/3sec alters r. and I! by only a factor 1.35. 'But 16 /seVc
must be much more than the 6 speed of a drop, and the above
r- is the maxi mu Used in the experiments, so the true -T and t'
must be very close to those given by (3.38) and (3O.41) with

Although I and ' vary little with v within the above
limits, the times t spent in the flame do vary greatly, for
t = h/v, h being the distance from Jet to liquid. For example,
t = :63 mec if h - 100 cm an-d v -_ 16 m/sec; t = 10 sec if the
Steady-state v is used and r0 = 50 i or 2.,5 sec if r = 100 1
'(both for h =_ 100 cm). A drop with r0  0~ would e vaporate
completely even for v = 16 m/sec t whereas one with r0 = 100 p
would evaporate partly at 1:6 /asec but completely At the steady-
state speed; the life of a drop is a function of v and r
Large drops pass through the flame and reach the surface; the
limiting radius for which this is possible decreases as the
flame temperature falls.

These results show that most of the drops evaporate
before they reach the liquid, but that the proportion surviving
increases as the flame cools, That propOrtion is clearly
dependent also on he

7. Consider now the drops that do reach the liquid.
These soon reach a steady speed, which is given by Stokes's law
if r is small. The solubility of water in oil products is very
low, so r may be taken as constant. (The drops are merely
heated.) Let us suppose that the top layer is a homothermal

layer of temperature - and that this layer is free from con-
Vection. The heat received in time dt is

dq = 4.r'a. (O -0) dt=.dO,

The integral to this,, with z = vt and = -, at z = 0 is

r) % nr e r(3,43)

Formula (3.43) shows that 4 increases rapidly At first,
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until- , is approached, the rate of approach increasing with 'Ol.
The heat transfer factor. a e termines .3; it is given by (3 .40),
but the second term on the right in (3.40) is, small relative to
the first, if r 4 100 ,, and so we have that

ve F (3.,44)

in Which is the density-of water, , is the density of the oil
product, and ,' is the viscosity.

(3.43) and (3,i44) show that the distance neerded to attain
the temperatUre ,9- increases very rapidly with r, as does the
thick-ness of the layer -so cooled. For example, a drop with

.r = 100 "i attains the temperature of benzine with,-in 1 cm,, where-
as one with r = 50 u does the same in a few mm.

The heated dropsthen enter a. layer having the initial
temperature of the liquid; here they are cooled in accordance
with

which is comparable with (3_.3). The temperature of the layer
will become uniform if convection is present,

Consider now the temperature Of a drop entering, an oil
product whose temperature is given by

Q z o =O _ e~ hz. ( . 5000 00

(this applies for diesel oil, -erosene, ,solxa oil, and certain

other products). Now
A

4nr' (0-- ')dt= n-,' dO,

so dfi - f (0 - i) dz,

and the problem is that of solving
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a (O Oo)e61,z+ p(0,,0 )

We introdue. a new v able y defined by

ye-kr

Tran~f erring f rom -to y,: we have

di

VAP,

01__

Sig 10.00

Fig. 38. Temperature as a function Of distance from the
surface for a drop. moving i n an oil product; a) q and i
as functions of z f or 0, of 1) 0.2:5; 2)1.0;3)20
4.) fr=f(z) for k = 0.5; b) temperature as a function
of z for f0of 1) 0, 2) )iv 3) 1~(P 0 10 k .5).

The integral 'of this is

.. ~~~ - Q0 -3 .. ez Bei3

in -which B is a constant of integration. But -V - 9 at z = 0
and 0 0 at z q~t 'so0

k-f3(e-~e~) O0~.jlz(3.46)



Consider the particular case o 4. TQhen
0a

0--t.04 • , --

0,0 -

Figure 38 Shows the, relatin, of ito, z in terms o f and 9.

Ol I ' - .Op-Oo 

The curves have been conslructed on the assumption that k
0.,5 ca, ' with , of 10.25, 1., and 2,0 cm-I (13 decreaSes as r
increases.). The curves show that the temperature j(z) passes

d

150:- iiiil6 -.... / ...

4--

50'2

t0 200- 3o0 .40-0 , .0 1000

Fig . 39. Evaporation time Rs Fig. 40, Heat flux density
a function of surface tempera- from heated wall to drop.

ture for drops on a solid.

through a maximum if (3.46) defines the temperature of the oil;
the position zm of this maximum is dependent on r for a given k,
for zm increases with r. For exaple., 13 = 2 if Zm = 1 and
k = 0.25 cm I; (3.46) then ives r- 200 .

Figure 38b shows that the shape of (z) is governed by
' for the peak rises and moves to the left as 12 increases.

Fgure 38 ind-acates that the water cools the top ,ayer and
warms the lower layers-; the precise effect is dependent on
but, in any case, the result is not the same as that of stirring
the liquid.

8. Some of the spray falls on the hot wall, so we must

examine the effects there.

The evaporation time t for a drop on a solid is dependent



on the surface temperature 1 (20,211, as Fi. 39 shows for
drops, of water of radius 2,3 Im (20),. At first ,t falls as 
increases, but a mAxImumr -is reached at 2406,. This behaviIoIr S
a result of the spheroidal state, which occurs when, ex-oeeds
some critical value %, which is well above the boiling point
(Rebinder and Pletfeva find that this state occurs with water
when s 2>500). This e is independent of r., In this state
the drop is separated from the saurface by a thin layer of vapor,
which imped(e1s the transfer of heat.

Figure 40 E20) shows the relation of the heat flux e to
'the temperature difference - . Branch a corresponds to
boiling in which distinct biisbles, of vapor are formed; this is
replaced by film boiing when , and here the heat flux is
much lower. The following experiment illustrates the inter-"
action between a water spray and a heated wall. A thick brass
disc was fixed to an, electric hotplate, and the temperature was
brought to the desired value,. The disc was then exposed to a
spray f om a miniature centrifugal sprayer. Photographs showed
that drops falling on the unheated disc did not evaporate; some
rebounded, but the surface became very wet. Steam was pro-
duced vigorously at 1100, and the amount increased up to 2500,
but further increase produced less steam. Similar results were
obtained with single drops falling on a horizontal disc; at
room temperature they broke up and wetted the disc, whereas at
higher temperatures they still broke up, but the disc rapidly
dried off. No wet spots were observable at 2100' and the drops
did not wet the disc at .al1 at about 2500. At 3150 and above,
the droplets produced by fragmentation -bounced over and off the
surface; very small ones evaporated.

These observations are in accordance with the general

trends described above; the process as a whole is complex.

9. The above results and deductions give us a fairly
complete picture of the mechanism whereby a water spray extin-
guishes a burning liquid.

The burning ceases sometimes (always, for volatile
liquids) when the surface temperature is well above, the ignition
temperature; this shows that processes -in the flame are mainly
responsible, not the effects on the, liquid. Cooling of the
surface plays the main part only when the surface temperature
approaches the ignition temperature.

The processes in the flame are as follows. Dro-plet s
,less than 100 it in size. (the vast majority of all droplets from
the sprayers) evaporate completely in the flame if the path

from sprayer to surface is reasonably long; larger drops eva-

porate only partly.. This evaporation produces much steam in
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the flame which, is ooled and Iuted, moreover, the steam
tends to prevent the air from, reaching the surface, Very rapid
evaporation. may cool and disrupt the flame so greatly that it
can no longer persist; the steam ,and vapor, together with some
air, form a rapidly moving flow, whose speed is Partly the result
of the low density of steam (less than that of air by a factor
1.r) This flowmakes the -me much taller;. the effect is.
always observed at the start of extinction. The flatwe soon
shrinks, and Vanishes if steam is formed sufficiently rapidly.
A sufficient inflow of wate .pray will extinguish even a very
volatile liquid. No standard method is as powerful and flex,-
ible as this; even better results might be obtained if the, water
were mixed with some very v'olatile but incombustib!e liquid, as
Petrov and Tsygan £28] have recently shown.

The larger drops evaporate in part during the initial
phase;i the residual parts of them cool~the liquid somewhat and
so depress the evaporation, but the effect is comparatively
minor.

9. If the flow of spray is insufficient to piut the flame
out rapidly, the burning is at first only heavily depressed; the
result is that the lower temperature allows more drops to enter
the liquid, which is thereby cooled, so the evaporation rate
falls. The flame beces still cooler, even more drops enter
the liquid, and so on The flame goes out in some areas, but
theconhtinuing flow of water cools the li'duid further, and even-
tually the flame is extinguished entirely,

Figure 38 illustrates the effects of the water on, the
temperature distributibft in the liquid. Of course, the flame
is extinguished in this case only when falls below the igni-

tion temperature, so tbhis method takes lo nger than the p.revious
one; moreover, it can work only for liquids of high ignition
temperature, not for volatile ones. Here the evaporation in
the flame plays a vital part. The flame is usually loLcated
under the spray after the initial periad.

A poorly dispersed flow of inadequate density does not,
in general, produce extinction.

10. A. major part may be played by the steam formed at
the heated wall, which may be at over 7000 near the top, so the

heat flow to the spray may be high. There can be no0 vigorous

production of steam. in this way if the liquid level is high,

for the area is small and the temperature is low, Conditions
are more favorable if the level is, low; the flame is extin-
guished more readily and more rapidlyi. Of c,ourse, steam may

be formed also at the surface of the liquid.,. if the drops of
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water remain there.

These observations elucidate all the trends that have
been reported in extinction studies. Some further trends
deducible from the experiments are as follows.

'The ex2tinction time T is a function of H (the distance
from sprayer to surface);i the flame is not extinguisheA even
when the water pressure p is high if H is small. For example,
a p, of 10 atm did not give extinction in one case, whereas much
lower p did give extinction under other conditions. The rea-
son was undoubtedly that the path was short and, moreover, only
the central part of the tank was vigorously sprayed because H
was Small ; t et cooling at the edges was slight, and no steam
was formed at the walls, so the flame did not go out. Againt,
the extinction was not so rapid for distances in excess of the
optimum H, because part of the spray missed the burning area
or was carried off by the wind.

Sometimes the burning did not Stop although the Surface
temperature at the axis was below the flash point, because the

edges are always hotter than the c enter. Clearly, here the
edge temperature was too high and the spray density was too low,
This illustrates the importance of the distribution of the
spray, which is dependent on the design of sprayer, on the
pressure, and on the position of the sprayer.

It is Sometimes claimed that diesel oil and kerosene are
better extinguished by coarse sprays, but our results do not
confirm this, for the method is particularly effective at the
higher pressures, which give fine Sprays in sufficient volume.
These fine sprays give rise to much steam, and the flame soon
goes out; steam is nat produce& so vigorously if the drops are
large, the process takes longer, and the cooling of the liquid
becomes important.

11. Crude petroleum and benzine give rise to a homo-
thermal layer, which steadily becomes deeper. This layer is

the scene of vigorous turbulence. The temperature of this
layer falls when the flame begins to be extinguished, and its

thickness is increased by the stirring produced by the water.
The convection dies away only towards the end of the extinctiont

it is a major impediment to the process.

Any measure that would suppress the development of this

layer would assist the process; the layer does not develop

[11.22,23] if the wall is cooled with water [11,23]. The pro-

cess may be accelerated by cooling the part of the wall below

the surface of the liquid; cooling above the surface depresses

the production of steam and so retards the process.
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12. Experienc-e ahows that burning benzi-ne an be
extinguished with water s-prayed pneumatically, but the pressures

must lie within the e-xtinction region. Clearly, the need here

is for an adequate amount of water in the form of a fine spray.

Moreover, the air injected into the flame has an adverse effect.
Extinction does not occur at low water flows, for the burning
is not sufficiently depressed; moreover, low water ptresures
give Coarse sprays., which, are ineffective, for they .do not pro-
duce steam rapidly. Large air flows give a fine spray,, but
extinction, does not occur, for the air increases the combustion
density and the rate of evaporation o f the fuel. Here the air
acts much as does the windr in that it stimulates the flame.
This means that pneuwatic sprayers, whih in any case: demand
Special equipment for supplying the air, should not be used
'(apart from for certain special purposes).

Comine Exincionof Oil Products Burnng, in Tanks

We have seen above that a foam first Cools the surface
(and is thereby partly destroyed) and then covers the surface
with a blanket that largely suppresses evaporation. The cool-
ing action may be insufficient, and the foam may be rapidly
destroyed, if the liquid has been burning for a long time.

A foam is far more effective if the surface is first
cooled in some way; this means that several Combined methods

arepossible [6,27-29], and these have been studied by Petrov
and Tsygan [3,28] and by Petrov et al [12. We consider here

some of the results given in [28], which relate to benzine burn-

ing in a tank 130 cm in diameter; the fuel was first cooled
with water sprayed from, a special rotating sprayer and then was

treated with foam:

.. .CA I f...... .. AM/ I/ wc! i n 4. e

40 47 400 -0.32 23

40 45 400 2.1 0,32 10 +
50. 48 400 - - 0.5 -

50 140 400 2. 1 2.5 1.2

Here h is the distance from the surface to the edge of

the tank, t is burning time, z is the depth of the homnthermal
lyer before, the water was app ied, V is the flow of water, tox

is the duration of the water spray, V- is the flow rate of the

foam, and T is the extinction time for the foam. This,
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prelimifnary cooliig, reduced T substant-ially anrd gaive extinction.
when the foam, alone was uniable to, do this.,

In certain cased burninig benzine Or petroleum was stirred4
with ant air j et blefore treatmen~ft With, foam;49 this again was more

effetiv tha fom alne. ZUiriftg is reasonfably effective,o of
course, wheni the fuela has not become heated throughout most of
its depth.

To conclude, we ma_ Ant out that 'diffusiont burning Of
liud ntanrks has been studied forr only, two decades, but that

much experimental evidence has beent adcumlated. 'This evidence,
demonstrates a number of important principles; Iand gives us a
reasonably clear picture of the processes of ignition, burnin1g,i
a-nd. ex tinc tion. All the samte, -it must bei considered as only
the first Stage in the construction of a detailed theory of the
pr o6e soss,
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